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@ Gain a “head start” on 1938! Flash the “go ahead” 

signal NOW and you can start USING your new 

plant or plant addition long before the usual build- 

ing season opens next spring! e Your requirements 

can be met exactly: Any type and size of building 

units of rust and corrosion-resisting copper-bearing 

steel. Each building is equipped with a base panel of 

Republic ENDURO Stainless Steel to afford further 

protection at the base line. These buildings are 

permanent structures, yet can be dismantled, moved 
.any arrangement of doors and windows...any elsewhere, and re-erected quickly and economically. 

kind of sidewalls...any type of e For immediate action, fill in 

roof design. e Every Truscon the coupon below and mail to 

Standard Steel Building is as- us or the nearest of Truscon’s 
sembled from shop- fabricated 57 Sales-Engineering offices 

YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO 

SERIES “A"— Pitched Roof Types 
( Type 3 C) Type 3-M (CD Type 4 

building checked at the right 

Clear Height a | | | | oe . 

SERIES “B"— Flat Roof Types 
OiType! O)Type2 (Type 3 1) Type 3-M C) Type 4 

Fes TS Mooo 
7 

USE THIS COUPON FOR PROMPT REPLY 

We are interested in the type o (C Sawtooth T ype CiType:1 (O)Type 2 

Width 

CJ Type 4-M 
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AMAZED AT 
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LOW PRICE 
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BIGGEST BUY: 
CHECK VALUES among Low-Priced Cars—in Comfort, Beauty, 
Economy! Prove for yourself Plymouth’s Easier Driving—NOW! 
G* THE MOST for your money 

when you buy! When you look at 

cars—see what you actually get! 

ONE LOOK will tell you how out- 

standing this new Plymouth is...how 
extra roomy and beautiful. 

ONE SHORT DRIVE will demon- 

strate Plymouth’s remarkable ride... 
its luxurious big-car comfort and 

amazing safety features! 

OWNERS’ FIGURES prove that 

Plymouth costs less to run than any 

other full-powered car. You save on 

gas, oil, tires...on every item of upkeep! 

THE PRICE will delight you. Ask 

a Dodge, De Soto or Chrysler dealer 

about Plymouth’s very easy payment 
terms. And be sure to see, drive, and 

compare this new Plymouth— today! 

PLYMOUTH DIVISION OF CHRYSLER 
CORPORATION, Detroit, Michigan. 

TUNE IN MAJOR BOWES’ AMATEUR HOUR, COLUM- 
BIA NETWORK, THURSDAYS, 9 TO 10 P. M., E. S.T. 

PRICES ON ALL MODELS 
Delivered in Detroit, including 

Federal taxes. Local, State taxes 

not included. 

BUSINESS MODELS 

Coupe, $645; 2-Door Sedan, 

$685; 4-Door Sedan, $730. 

DE LUXE MODELS 

Coupe ,$730; Coupe with KRum- 

ble Seat, $770; Convertible 

Coupe, $850; 2-Door Sedan, 

$773: 2-Door Touring Sedan, 

$785: 4-Door Sedan, $803; 4 

Door Touring Sedan, $815. 

For delivered pricesin your local 
ity, see your Dodge, De Soto of 

Chrysler dealer. 

1 SEE THE NEW PLYMOUTH 
INVEST IN “THE CAR 

THAT STANDS UP BEST” 
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New BUSINEss 
\ dot on the map of West 

named Toney Fork, will be t 

the newest American town 

few miles and somewhat east 

in Wyoming County, Koppers ( 
a Koppers Co. affiliate, has | 

000 acres of coal land whic! 
over the line into Boone Count, 

one of the most picturesqu 

state’s many valleys. Net spr 

pers Coal plans to begin mir 

tions. Meanwhile it has been « 
with New York architects on 

} about 300 miners’ homes to 

new development, the intentio 
see that they are above thy 

homes usually associated 
operations and yet within the « 

reach of their occupants \ 

Railway is building a 20-mi 

into the new property, which 

cently boasted only a few los 
and an old water-driven grist 

new town will be named Kop 

Several thousand miles fron 

Fork and only 115 miles 

He Rebuilt a Crippled Hand Arctic Circle, Ethyl Gaso 
has installed the first Ethyl p 

lo save a workman’s valued shill th: Svc at Paishanks, slacks ( 06 s 6 ( e f . . . . 
soning behind the move is bas« 

ya. ; facts that high-octane fuel is 
Skill is often the memory of what the fingers do . . . and knack is the habit of tial to high-compression engin 

hands. So a crippled hand ends the worth of many years’ training as anvwhere and that the Nor 

When the American Mutual doctor asks the injured man, “What sort of work route from Canada to the O 
do you do?”, he is taking the first step to restore—to an employer—a worker's about 4,000 miles shorter t! 
years of accumulated experiences. present one via Oakland, Calif 

A revolving cutter amputated one finger and severed tendons over land a large part of the 

of the three other fingers and the thumb. When the hand 

healed there was a little motion in only one finger. The hand 

was totally disabled. American Mutual doctors, always deter- 

On Jan. 14, several score of An 

leading business, industrial, fi 

and editorial figures will ga 

Fernandina, Fla., to celebrate “I 
mined to rehabilitate every iC ree grafted new tendons 

and restored ase of the hand. This employee is now doing his 

former work. Industries Day” and _ particula: 
witness the formal launching 

new $6,000,000 paper mill p 
owned by Container Corp. of Am 

This specialized medical service is one of three opportunities for employers to 

profit with American Mutual workmen's compensation insurance. Second is safety 
engineering which becomes a vital part of operating efficiency, preventing unin- 
surable losses, lowering insurance costs . ; i - 

aes “a For quick and pleasure-giving solu 
The third opportunity—a cash dividend of 20% or more returned to every a iat 1 

nal ea “ls to the Christmas present problem 
policyholder yearly since 188 is described in “How Twelve Companies Saved to Miss Mildred Jol ae - 

oye : ; 7” . o Muss ‘\iuidred Johnson of Air > 
More Than A Million Dollars”. Write Dept. 34, American Mutual Liability 

rings eaaqaquar©rters, t A l “Oe ( wt M ping Headquarter $80 Lexi 
nsurance Company, Boston, Mass. . , 

pan) Ave., New York, or to any local « 

of Transcontinental Western Air 
Admitted Assets: $29,78¢ * 87 jiabilit : $24,777 652.84 She will be glad to run down a de! 

Surplus to Policyholder §, O08, 835.03 . t Dec. 31, 1936 : “ - 

order or will do intelligent selectir 
Savings on automobile insurance, fidelity bonds and other lines have desired. She will then wrap it me 
been 20 or more each year even greater savings On hre insurance, writ- - ‘ . . 77 

ten by our associate, Allied American Mutual Fire Insurance Company. and ship it on by air with a gift ( 

and an attractive tag listing the 1 

1887—FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY —1937 of the airliner which flew it plus 

parture and arrival times. Miss J: 

BUSINESS WEEK (with which is combir 
. 
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as been cooperating successfull, 

rw \. for some time on a little 

1 called dir Shopping W hic h 

and quite often initiates new 
cat 

es 

» nation’s retail marts. 

| by the Office Management 

oation of Chicago, an affiliate of 
\,tional Office Management Associa 

Srd Annual Office Equipment 

nlav will be held Feb. 15-17 in the 

er House. 

ng its production schedule on an 

nate that Texas livestock consume 

75 tons of licking salt a year, or 

tons a day, Southern Alkali Corp 

iilding a new plant at Corpus 
sti, Tex., to supply about half the 

Production should begin in 

s afternoon, Dec. 11, consumers will 

war as witnesses against the hi 

s of food, clothing, and rent in a 

living costs at Ethical Cul 

Society Meeting House, 2 W. 64th 

New York. This effort of Con 

National Federation and 125 

labor, consumer, and welfare or 

itions will bring together as wit 

sa farmer, an East Side tenant, a 

x hool student, a law ver, a ho Ist 

and other typical consumer 

eapolis is selling itself to its own 

ents, and through them presum 

to the world, by means of se\ 

indred 24-sheet billboards bear 

admonition, “Your home, yo 

ur friends are here . . Seay a 

| Word for Minneapolis!” 

s doing much the same _ thing 

Tampa 

full pages in the newspapers and 

ng them along to non-residents in 

l7x22-in. book of reprints. 

ts preview of 1938 Crosley Shelva 
electric refrigerators, Crosley Radio 

rp. announced that it had spent 

250,000 in expansion and improve 

refrigerator including a new 

net plant in Richmond, Ind., and 
e development of an entirely new 

of gas ranges to supplement its 

of home washers and ironers. 

laking inspiration probably from the 

cess of Walgreen's super-drugstore 

Chicago’s Century of Progress Expo 

in 1933-34, Owl Drug Co. will 

i to its chain of 182 outlets on the 
Coast a super-super-drugstore 

in Francisco’s 1989 Golden Gate 

10,000 sq.ft 

~ 

national Exposition 
floor space will display the firm’s en 

line of 15,000 items; chain store 

s will prevail. General exposition 
ms also call for a “Temple of S 

ty.” “to dramatize the benefits of 

le, casualty, and fire insurance” with 

“bits surrounding an auditorium for 
tion pictures and broadcasts 
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ntat 

plant € battery ’ y 

Thern« Tempernst ( t 

nected with vertical tire iicanizers, TI 

IN CHICOPEE FALLS 15 YEARS AGO 
And executives in many industries know it’s still 
happening today 
faster production . 

Taylor Process Control is assuring 
. less waste . .. larger savings 

.. and more uniform product quality 

hown, Time SCENE: A little Massachuse 

1922. Place: \ plant whose erecutive were 

vitally concerned with increasing produc 

tion, raising operating efficiency and lower- 
ing costs, 

ERE was one of the places that 

] | automatic Process Control got 
its start. Here industry saw some 

early evidence of a money saviliy aid 

which is today considered by some a 

new, revolutionary development, al- 
though its beginnings were 15 years 
apo. 

In 1928 Taylor engineers began 

the extensive application of Process 

Control, or Coordinated Instrumen- 

tation as it is known today. But they 
were well on the way in 1922. And 

it is 15 years or more of research, 

study and practical experience in 
many fields that Taylor offers ex- 
ecutives and industrial plants today. 

While ‘Taylor Control 

started with comparatively simple 

Process 

installations, its modern develop- 

ment gives you everything your own 
special processes need to control im- 

portant variables in a predetermined 

relation. Tavlor installations range 

all the way irom the simpler auto 

matic regulation of time and pres 

sure to complex svstems which 

several instruments, coordinated 

and interlocked, carry on an intri 

cate process from beyvinning to end 

according to a fixed schedule 

Taylor Coordinated Instrumen- 

tation today guarantees reproduce 

tion of a processing schedule at uny 

time. [tis one of the best assurances 

of uniform quality. It hurries pro 
duction flow. It practically elimi 

nates wastes and seconds. It cuts 

production costs... helps increase 

net profits. 

Taylor Coordinated Instrumenta- 
tion is an investment which earns 

dividends. Let us fit it to your needs. 
To get the services of engineers who 

will help you apply this control to 

your processes, W rite Tay lor Instru- 

ment Companies, Rochester, N.Y. 

Manu 

Short 

Plant in Toronto, Canada 

facturers in Great Britain 

& Mason, Ltd., London, England 

Indicating j Recording * Controlling 

TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE, FLOW and LEVEL INSTRUMENTS 



Engineered 
in tune with 

hraftord lile 
makes industrial buildings modern 

TT... new siding material for industrial buildings is 
fire-resisting and weather-resisting, with all the time-tried 

durability of asbestos-cement sheet ... with a plus factor of its own. 

Its high strength is a calculated result of a distribution of 
material based on modern engineering principles. Its corruga- 
tions are scientifically shaped and spaced to provide maximum 
strength with minimum weight. 

Trafford Tile is ideal for the sidewalls of permanent and tem- 
porary buildings alike. The appearance is that of Roman Tiling, 
in a pleasing gray color. Economical, because no protective paint- 
ing is needed. Time toughens it. Let our engineering staff advise 
you on the many uses for this remarkable new material. 

KEASBEY & MATTISON SOMPANY 

BUSINESS WEEK, DECEMBER 

Le ‘best in asbestos 

Send for information 

Keasbey & Mattison Company 

Ambler, Penna. 

Please send us detailed information on 

Trafford Tile. 
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Wasnincron BULLETIN 

, \SHINGTON (Business Week 

oreau)—Resumption of govern- 
vent spending, taking the treasury 
vk to red-ink figures of two or 
Laas billions a year, is regarded as 

ertainty unless business picks up 
the next few months. New 

jealers around the President and 
» Congress do not bother to in- 

lade the “unless.” They regard 

enewed heavy expenditures as a 
certainty. But the President 

at so resigned. He has had 

» many reports of better busi- 
ss sure to come in the spring that 
be frankly regards the pessimistic 
views of many New Dealers as an 
mwarranted assumption. That's 
the word he uses to confound their 
wguments. He is still set on bal- 
meing the budget, or at least what 
be thinks would look like balanc- 
ing it. 

For Budget Balancing, But 

Congress, viewing the situation with 

msiderable misgivings, and wistfully 

atching private business, is hoping 

the evil day may not come. Except 

for the personal desire of each member 
to get all he can for his own state or 

more inter- 

than 

istrict, Congress is far 

sted in 

even Sec. Morgenthau. 

government economy 

Congress Will Fight Spending 

If the unemployment situation gets no 

etter, and especially if it gets worse, 
mgress will give in to the President 

d resume spending. There will be a 

ight. There are plenty of Senators and 

Representatives who do not believe 

mtinued government spending is the 
nswer. These will be able to muster 

majority, easily, if conditions are 
even fair. But they cannot hold this 
majority if there seems to be a crying 
eed. Their numbers will exceed those 

ho fought the President's big relief 

budgets back in 1933 and 1934, they 

may even be able to force more com- 
promises than were obtained in those 

fights, but they are doomed to defeat 
less business picks up. 

Unknown Quantity 

mark 

usiness is the most important thing 
The question represented by 

Washington today. It may change 
entirely the lines of battle for which 

he stage was all set, the death strug- 
gle between the New Dealers and the 

Conservatives to determine not only 
+} he immediate legislative program but 
also the control of the Democratic 

party and the naming of the next 
President. 

Reviving New Deal Strength 

Continuance of the recession will be a 

godsend for the ardent, idealistic New 

Dealers. Had 

worked just a little better, they admit 

Roosevelt's own plans 

frankly in private conversation, they 

might easily have beaten this 

winter on Capitol Hill and in 1940 at 

the convention, turning the clock back 

been 

or ten years at least, in their view 

Spending —the Balance of Power 

Should business surprise them now and 

improve, Roosevelt will face a losing 

He has already 

been beaten on regulatory taxes as dis 

fight on several fronts 

tinguished from straight money-raising 

levies. He would be beaten on other 

things if business improved. But a 

resumption of wholesale spending will 

make 

the eventual load business must carry 

place more power in his hands, 

more discouraging to private investors, 

and play into the hands of the radicals 

Conflicting Objectives 

Roosevelt is in his usual strategic po 

sition—in the middle—though _ this 

time both sides wonder how it could 

be called strategic. He wants business 

to get better, so he can balance the 

budget and not be forced to heavy 

spending. But he wants his reform pro 

gram, with tight 

by tax and other routes, leading to 

business regulation 

planned economy. Few here believe he 

can have both. 

Congress Won't O.K. Cuts 

Fine-feathered federal 

shed much of its glamor with the Pres 

economy has 

ident’s recommendation to reduce road 
during the 

special session is to make 

Roosevelt’s recommendations effective, 

and it’s a safe bet that Congress will 
find itself too busy to chop in half 
400,000,000 already authorized for 
1938 and 1939. In any case, there will 

be no immediate reduction in expendi 

funds. Affirmative action 

necessary 

tures. 

Roads Need Repair 

Since the President aired his proposal 
for cutting the federal-aid highway 
program and stated that most people 

who travel know that the main ar 

teries are in good shape, state high 

way departments have listed 101,840 

miles of arterial highways that need 

rebuilding, widening, or relocating. 

New York officials refused to make 

public the total for Roosevelt's home 
state, but it is included in the grand 

total. These figures will be submitted 

to Congress with the challenge that 

. . , ' 
the President make a h 

, 
get instead of PICK 

Lining up a Precedent 

Two good, old-fashioned 5-4 

ipholding state taxation of the 

of contractors working for the 

despite the admitted fact 

federal 

government 

that such taxes will increase the cost 

of federal operations—will pave the 

federal income taxation of 

state employees, despite the House 

Ways and Means Committee’s ac 

ay for 

n inh passing 

the pl nt ti 

p pular belief, thi tion CON 

ered by the Constitution 

from court 

! Exemption 

has resulted precedents 

based 
svstem of government. By 

upon preservation of the dual 

generously 

admitting that Uncle Sam doesn’t ob 

ject to “non-discriminatory” state tax 

incidentally, 

Has 

ation that hits him onl\ 

Attorney 

opened the door to a 

feck ral 

receiving end of really big 

General Cummings 

similar ruling 

when the treasury is on the 

money, 

Just a Partner's Curiosity 

Phe Treasury is surprised at the sur 

prise of wealthy taxpayers that the 

government wants to know what they 

are worth and in what sort of invest 

Agent 

checked up on thes 

ment they've got their wealth 

have regularly 

facts, and the object of the new forn 

requiring a statement of assets and 

liabilities when net incomes run over 

$100,000, is designed to make the job 

easier. The Treasury claims it has a 

right to know, 

partner of the man who pays one 

taxes It 

because it’s really a 
third 

or more of his income in 

would like to have the same informa 

tion in connection with incomes down 

to $10,000 net but there are so many 

of them that the 

would be too big. 

Wage-Hour Block 

The House Labor Committee’s rewrite 

of the wage-hour bill, providing for a 

single administrator in the Department 

of Labor, will not get anywhere. Con 

bookkeeping job 

gress is suspicious, \ F.L. is opposed, 

President quickly 

filibuster will 

and the turned 

thumbs down. A 

any attempt to push the bill through 

meet 

in the special session. 

Final Farm Bill Still Ahead 

Don’t puzzle too much over the com 
plexities of the rapidly-changing farm 

bills. The final 

written by thé Senate-House confer 

ence committee. The rough idea is that 

version is vet to be 



(AT LOW COMMERCIAL BANKING RATES) 

SEASONAL NEEDS 
% itn 

Loans arranged through your own bank 

— exceeding open limits 100 to 300% 

Can you use additional working capi- 
tal in amounts from $25,000 up? You 

may be eligible for new, low-cost credit 

through LAWRENCE SYSTEM. 

Unlike usual methods, LAWRENCE Sys- 

TEM enables you to gauge your bank credit | 

by the market value of your inventories. | 
Actually it serves to release funds tied up | 
in raw or finished goods. In this way, it 
may enable you to expand buying com- 
mitments and finance greater stocks with- 
out burdening regular capital or credit. | 

LAWRENCE SYSTEM credit is now be- | 

ing used by hundreds of producers, man- 

ufacturers and distributors. In operation, 

it is flexible to meet the needs of almost 
any business. It does not entail movement 
of inventory from plant or premises nor 

interfere with normal operating routines. 

For information regarding the amount 

of LAWRENCE SYSTEM credit which may 

be available to your business, write De- 

partment D-30 of the nearest Lawrence 

office or consult your bank. 

Creating Commodity Paper Against Inventory 
A. T. GIBSON, President 

New York: 52 Wail St. « Burrato: Liberty Bank Bldg. 
CHicaGo: One N. LaSalle St. ¢ BOSTON: 49 Federal St. 

DALLAS: Santa Fe Bide. * HOUSTON: 1001 Shell Bldg. 
KANSAS City, Missouri: Commerce Trust Building 
Sr. Louts, Mo: 1505 Federal Commerce Trust Building 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA: 835 Plymouth Building 

Los ANGELES, CALIFORNIA: Walter P. Story Building 
SAN FRANCISCO: 37 Drumm St.¢ Fresno: 2030 Anna St. 

SeatTTLe: 1014 Fourth Ave. S.* SPOKANE: S. 155 Stevens 
PoRTLAND, Ore: U. S. Nat’ Bank Bldg. * HONOLULU 
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the Senate proposes to salve the farmer 

with high prices safeguarded by a long 
list of “thou-shalt-nots”, while the con 

sumer pays the bill. The House prefers 

purchased compliance to compulsion, 

thus transferring part of the burden 
to the taxpayer, but it closes its eyes 

to the effect upon an unbalanced fed 

eral budget. Compromise is inevitable. 

Winding up Unemployed Count 

Results of the November self-registra- 

tion of the unemployed will be an- 
nounced Jan. 4 to show for the coun- 
try as a whole and for cities of 10,000 

population and up, the number of to- 

tally unemployed that want work and 

the number of partially employed that 

want more work as compared to the 

number now carried on WPA, CCC, 

NYA, and other relief work rolls. 

Changing Courts 

In Joseph P. Kennedy, the man who 

first organized the Securities and Ex- 

change Commission and then the Mari- 

time Commission, business has long 

felt it had a friend at court. Now that 

friend moves to another court—this 

one, the Court of St. James. Inci- 

dentally, the closely-guarded news of 
his appointment as American ambassa- 

dor to Great Britain explains the em- 

phatic denial of his intention to resign 

from the Maritime Commission—a 

denial which followed fast on the heels 

of Business Week's exclusive report of 

his projected retirement. 

Housing on the Way 

Congress will probably put through 
the Administration's housing bill with 

no marked changes before the holiday 

adjournment. Sen. Wagner’s scheme to 

cut mortgage costs below the Federal 

Housing Administration's new low of 

53% will not be pushed now. This 

should be anticipated as the next step, 
however, if the present program doesn’t 
take hold. 

Stimulating Credit 

Though eager to do something to help 
the market situation, the Treasury 
and the Reserve Board are not dis- 
posed to release more gold from the 

sterilized fund or cut reserve require 

ments of Federal Reserve member 

banks. Fear is that such a move would 

do more harm in causing apprehension 

than it would do good in providing an 

increase in actual credit. Any credit 

stimulation is likely to take the form 

of increased open market operations. 

Death Sentence Sticks 

Tentative moves in Congress for re- 
vision of the death sentence in the 

public utility holding company act 

should not be taken seriously. From 

the practical viewpoint, full enforce- 

ment of the provision is far in the 
future—the pending Supreme Court 

DECEMBER 

case concerns nothing exc: 

point of registration, an 

suits must be fought th; 
bitter end before the 

know the extent to whic! 

bow to the New Deal. Mes 

ministrative discretion jis 

allow for jockeying by 

in his dealings with the 

to enable him to avoid t 

tion of surrender that would 

accompany a revision of th. 

Ask Boulder Dam Rate Cy. 

With returns from Boulder [ID 

rolling into the Treasury, thy 

tration is taking its own goo 

the applications of customers 

the rates reduced to conform | 

ards set up on other fede: 

projects. Los Angeles, whi 

more juice than its present a 
is openly talking about } 

steam plant, but Washington 

the whole thing as a bluff. 

For Improved Airports 

Federal aid for the develop 

airports, outgrown by big 

is the basis of a scheme to 

mitted to Congress soon by 

operators and city officials, 
lingering hope of the Air (¢ 

Bureau, that it will serve to b 
its prestige. Under the propos: 

jurisdiction over airports wi 
given to the Bureau, together 

federal appropriation to be 
by local funds for port expans 

Shipbuilding Program 

Another secret that the Maritime ( 

mission couldn’t keep is its pla 

build $20,000,000 of cargo s! 

government account. Kennedy) 

see any particular sense to 

ment 

that after revision of the Ma 

Act in line with the commissi 

cent recommendations, the new 
will be taken over by two or 
lines that have good earning r 
but, that won’t make a mov 

Congress acts. The commissio 

succeeded in developing a tanker 
struction program, but oil com; 

stipulate that the government 

pay for the added cost of the 16 

stead of 14-knot speed that is 

sary to serve the navy. 

ownership,” but he’s 

No Auto Financing Agreement 

Collapse of the negotiations betwe 
the Department of Justice and 

Ford, Chrysler, and General Mot! 

Companies, looking towards a co 

decree governing the financing of « 

sales, is attributed to the withdra 

of General Motors. The other 

companies couldn't risk entering 

agreement that would bind them « 

if the government failed to mak 

anti-trust case stick against GM 
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OVER the next few weeks, business 

developments are likely to be of a 

mixed character. Here and there 
fworable signs will appear, offset 
in other directions by unfavorable 

changes. The past week is prob- 

aly typical of what may be re- 
peated over the coming weeks. On 
the favorable side may be placed 
the slightly stronger security and 
commodity markets; the growing 
stability of steel scrap prices; a bit 
better buying of rails by the rail- 
roads; an upward adjustment of 
passenger fare rates granted to 
Western and Southwestern roads 
and calculated to add $2,500,000 to 
their income; the disclosure that 
retail sales in November, as exem- 
plified in chain-store returns now 

coming to light, were somewhat 
better than anticipated; and unex- 
pected improvement in automobile 
assemblies. 

Steel, Cotton, Rayon 

In practically all lines there are still 
adjustments going on that tend to 

wershadow these favorable signs. Steel 

activity has slipped another two points 
Coi‘un print-cloth mills have decided 

to curtail production 259 over the 
next 90 days. Underwear mills are 

running at no more than 44° of ca 

pacity. Rayon yarn producers, who op 
erated at 85° of capacity in Novem 

ber, plan to drop to 65% in December 

All of which means reduced employ- 
ment, fewer hours, and smaller pay 

rolls. Even in October, layoff-rates in 

manufacturing establishments jumped 

to 445 per 100 employees, compared 

with 2.84 in September. 

Adjustments in Retailing 

Price adjustment has been pretty dras- 
tic in basic raw materials, but in the 

retail field it has only just begun. Re 
tailers have no doubt been reluctant 

to take mark-downs on goods pur- 
chased at the higher levels of this year 
or last, and have sought to move such 
items before entering the wholesale 
markets for new and_ lower-priced 

goods. But the pressure for lower re- 
tail prices will increase after the end 

of 1937, particularly if payrolls are 
sharply reduced. 

Rugs, Clothing, Liquor 

This week, Alexander Smith & Sons, 

one of the largest rug manufacturers 
in the country, astonished the trade by 
cutting prices 5 to 8%, a move which 

no one had expected at least until the 
January showings, if then. And Rich- 
mond, large men’s clothing chain, ven- 
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tured to revive buying by re-establish 

ing its old $22.50 price for suits. Even 

liquor in New York City, presumably 

protected by the state “fair trade” law, 
was subject to cutting over the past 

two weeks, arousing fear of what could 

“price-protected” happen in other 

fields. 

Winter Air Rates 

Air transportation reported its bit of 
price-cutting this week, but the reduc 

tion was confined to Northwest Air- 

lines, operating between Chicago, the 
Twin Cities, Winnipeg, and Seattle, for 

the fixed period of two months begin- 

ning January. It aroused considerable 

excitement. Bargain rates for winter 

months are sometimes resorted to by 
some companies to stimulate traffic 

in the off-season. Transcontinental and 
Western offered a 25% discount on 15 

day excursion round-trip tickets last 

month, instead of the former 10% dis 

count. Whether other major air lines, 
beset with poor traffic since November 
and facing a slim winter season, will 

offer travel inducements is still un- 

known. 

Fair Total of Construction 

Construction in the short month of 
November rolled up a fair volume, 
considering that this was the beginning 

of the dullest period of the year. Non- 
residential volume was actually ahead 

of both the previous month and No- 

vember, 1986, while public works and 

utilities construction was only slightly 
under the October figure. Even the 

$60,000,000 of residential contracts in 

the 37 Eastern states fell only 8% 
under the preceding month and 12% 
under a year ago. 

Utilities’ Expansion Plans 

Interest in what the utilities will do 

along new construction lines is grow- 

ing, following the “peace”  parleys 
which have been held in Washington 

between the President and certain util- 

ity heads. Electrical World, which is 

now in the midst of compiling the 
private and municipal construction 
record for 1937 and the contemplated 
program for 1938, reports that on the 
basis of returns now in, there will be 
added next year at least 1,500,000 kw. 

of new power capacity, compared with 
the 1,000,000 added in 1937. Trans- 

mission and distribution facilities ap 

pear to be running under the 1937 
totals. Rural lines will also run under 

37. Since distribution facilities take 

less time to build than power stations, 
plans can be held in abeyance much 
longer. 

Railroad Buying Improves 

Railway Age points out that equip 

ment buying by the railroads took a 

turn for the better last month. Thi 

teen locomotives, 1,625 freight cars, 18 

passenger-train cars, and 61,727 tons 

of rails found their way to the books 

of equipment suppliers. The rail buy 

ing marked the high point of the year 

but in view of the poor buving of the 

preceding months, the annual total for 

1937 will fall sharply below that of 

1936. Freight-car purchases will also 

not be able to top the 1986 totals, but 

the number of passenger-train§ cars 
bought has already surpassed the 

whole of 1936, and is the largest sinc: 

1930. 

Reaffirm Tin Plate Prices 

Steel mills are still firmly set against 

any price reductions, and have added 

tin plate to the list of products whose 
prices will be reaffirmed for the first 

quarter. Distributors of concrete rein 

forcing bars are cutting prices of goods 

in stock, however, though the cut is 

believed to be nominal rather than 

actual, for published sales prices hav: 

not been adhered to strictly for som 

time. Sales of heating 

slumped in October, reflecting the gen 

eral slowing up of new construction 

and of the modernization of old struc 

tures. Mechanical stokers for residen 

tial use hit their sales peak in Septem 

ber this year rather than in October, 
while oil-burners sales fell off more 

sharply than customary between Sep 

tember and October. 

equipmen! 

Chains and Mail-Order 

Chain store sales for November indi 

cate that most organizations were able 

to hold some margin over their sales 

a year ago, though when allowance is 
made for the fact that prices are 

higher this year than last, 
probably a smaller volume of goods 

moved. Montgomery Ward reported 

the best November in its history as 
far as dollar volume goes, the margin 

over the previous November being 
7%. Spiegel, another mail order house, 

reported gains of over 15% for No 
vember compared with a year ago. 

there was 

Department Store Sales 

Department stores fared less well than 
the chains and mail-order houses. No 

vember sales fell below those of last 
year on a daily average basis, and in 

such important industrial areas as the 

Cleveland, Chicago, and St. Louis Re 

serve districts, the losses from last year 

were especially marked 
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The Jones Manufacturing Company, Inc. 
™, 

is just JIM JONES 

ae ale GS OS A Ae ee catia 

by Long Distance 

Back of every business, big or little, is a man. It pays to remember him. 

Whether you're selling or buying or collecting. 
For example, if you send an announcement of a price change to The 

Jones Manufacturing Company, Incorporated, it may or may not bring 
back an order. feman 

. ey: . . ' ng pol But if you telephone James J. Jones and say, “Jim, we've just got some Me 
news about prices,” your chances of making a sale are greatly helped. peace 

tacit O 

symbol 
A Long Distance call reaches the right person promptly. It puts your 

business on a human, friendly basis. It adds to your story the warmth of efesed 
your voice, the force of your personality. It provides two-way discussion that govern 

reconc) 

itility- 
Salesmen, purchasing men, credit men, executives everywhere are using He 

which 

utilitie 

freely. 

confid 

more 

with r 

often untangles difficult situations. 

Long Distance more and more—because it gets results—inexpensively. 
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all business. 

fourth point in the business pro 

for governmental action 

e recession stood waiting at the 

the White House 

President returned to Washington 

against rain 

top 

calendar as the 

this 

CCA 

Tax revision had become a certainty, 

housing drive had been set in motion, 
¢ Interstate Commerce Commission 

was on its way toward the broad rate 
crease designed to help the railroads 

The fourth point was a real move 
yward an alliaiaiilias with the util! 

es that would encourage them to re 

ease job-making construction expendi 
ures which have been held back in the 

ace of government hostility. 

The significance of such a move can 
each beyond the utilities. When Wen 

ll L. Willkie gave Mr. Roosevelt a 
formula for peace between the Adminis- 

ration and the public utilities, he of- 

ered more than a plan for composing 

ndustry’s differences with the New 

Deal. The president of Commonwealth 

& Southern Corp. hoped to pave the 

vay for renewed understanding between 

industry and Washington, for a re 
rth of business’ confidence in its gov- 

ernment. 

Asks Burial of Animosities 

This large, soft-spoken erstwhile law- 
(who has entered the utility busi- 

hess aS an executive since the rip-roaring 

1920's) went to Washington in the be- 
lief that the current industrial relapse 
lemands the smashing of petty bargain- 
ing points, that it calls for the burial of 
past animosities. He sought utility 
peace—after the President had made 
tacit overtures to the industry—as the 
symbol of a new understanding. He 
offered sweeping concessions to the 
government in the hope that this would 

yacht 

reconcile all but the wildest of the 

utility-baiters. 
He asked, in return, reassurances 

which would make it possible for the 

utilities to raise capital economically and 
freely. If this could be arranged, he was 
confident that private capital would once 
more flow into all business channels 
with renewed assurance. 

In a nutshell, Mr. Willkie said that 

public utility companies would revise 

Utility Peace Move Next carried out in good faith 
Action on rapprochement between government and 
power companies is awaited as indication of Admin- 
istration’s attitude toward improving relations with 

ire accepted by everyon 

certainty that a flood of 

intended to do. Copies got 
t 

i to the res lightning spec 

for construction will at or 

leashed 

Nevertheless, these sug gc 

cleare { tne atmosphere to son 

and that, above all, is wh 

their methods of valuation for rate thorities in Washington atter the Pres 

making purposes and would squeeze any dent's conference with Mr. Willki« 
remaining water out of their capitiliza [hey got into the newspaper 

tions. He said the utilities would abid almost equal rapidity Hence, tho 

by the regulatory sections of the Publ: the President lett almost at once for a 

Utility Act of 1935 if only the “death vacation fishing trip, the whole situation 

sentence” were modified a little. In re 

turn, he requested that the Tennesse: 

Valley Authority keep its books, deter 

mine its and sell its power the 
way the private companies are required 

to do, and that the government cease 

making gifts and grants for municipal 

plants which duplicate existing electric 

tacilities. 

re sponse ot The 

markets and the 

favorable 

public 
press have 

unitormly costs, 

Details remain to be wor 

there probably will be ba 

way of any program as | 

Won't Necessarily Fix Everything 

This formula doesn’t contain any in- 
fallible guaranty that it will fx every- 
thing. It doesn’t bind any company but 
his own; the President's “prudent in- 
vestment” theory of valuing public 
utility properties seems incomprehensi- 
ble to some utility men and impractical 
to others. 

Even if the compromise proposals 

The noted industry, as 

prudent investment 

tions. Ill-advised or 

from either can 

wrench into the works 

side 

are things which make 

easy. Utility securities arc 

When Manufacturers Get Together 

iness has percolated down to busi 

rricrs 

big 

one thing, the Administrat 

expressed its reaction to the proposals 

doesn't know just what to m 

theory of valua 

thro 

From the industry's stan 
yreement 

so deflated in 

ind the 

the financial 

been almost 

Details Have to Be Worked Out 

ked out, and 

in the 

is this. Fo 

ion has not 

previously 
co ‘ 

ike of th 

1 

ill-timed criticism 

W 1 MONK 

there 

fairly 

Ipoint 

Newsphotos 

Two of the leading figures at this week’s annual convention of the National Association 
of Manufacturers at the Waldorf-Astoria in New York were Lammot da Pont (left). 

president of E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., and Lewis H. Brown, president of Johns 
Manville. One of the early speakers, du Pont called for a “lifting of the fog” surrounding 

taxes, labor, and legislation. 
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value that companies can accept Mr 

Willkie’s suggestion that the write-ups 
alleged by the Federal Trade Commis 

sion (about $1,200,000,000) can _ be 
written off without disturbing equities 

materially. Many intermediate holding 
companies, legislated against particu 

larly in the Public Utility Act, have been 
dissolved : The 

much stressed write-ups are largely re 
flected in holding company valuations 

rather than in operating properties, and 

to the extent that they are a holding 
company matter, they don’t find reflec 

tion in electric rates 

Of course, when the utilities concede 

one thing, there are people ready to ask 

for a lot more. Such a disposition was 

manifested this week when the Tennes- 

others will be soon 

BUSINESS WEEK, 

see Public Service Commission jumped 
on Tennessee Electric Power Co. TEPCO 

is a subsidiary of Mr. Willkie’s Com- 

monwealth & Southern. So, when the 

C. & S. boss told President Roosevelt 

that the utilities should agree to erase 
Tennessee Commission 

TEPCO should cut its 
or from $100,000,000 

write-ups, the 

that 

valuations 40% 

to $60,000,000 

The commission maintained _ that 

TEPCO’s generating facilities are car 

ried at $33,000,000 and could be repro 

duced for $18,000,000. The Tennessee 

commission would like to see TEPCO’s 

rates reduced between $1,000,000 and 

$ year—which 

asserted 

$2,000,000 a would cut 
off most of the money available for the 

ompany’s preferred dividends 

Industry Speaks to Government 
Partnership for promotion of public welfare is asked 
in platform of National Association of Manufacturers. 
Responsibility frankly accepted. 

AMERICAN INDUSTRY, as represented by 
the National Association of Manufa 

turers, this week for a 

feels that 

issued its call 

deal in which it 

ness and government can play 

newer 

of progress and toes | facing the 

democracy Against the 

who say that its members 
to be dummy and let in- 

dustry handle all the N.A.M. 

plastered its annual Platform for Amer 

ican Industry. In this forthright docu 

ment, the American people have the 

full terms of the partnership proposal. 

It summarizes the findings of three 
crowded days of conferences and 

speeches at this 42nd annual meeting 

of the organization—and of long 

weeks of committee work 

In this temperate and forward-look- 

ing platform, certain paragraphs stand 

ners 

mouths of 

ritics want 

government 

( ards, 

George H. Houston, president of Baldwin Locomotive Works, 

and Walter B. Weisenburger, executive vice president of N.A.M. i << 

Newsphotos 

ORDER, GENTLEMEN—President Wil- 
liam B. Warner opens the convention of 
the National Association of Manufacturers. 

Newsphotos 

Wallace T. Holliday, president of Standard Oil of Ohio, and 
Higgins, president of the Norton Co., Worcester, Mass. 
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out as the critical 

bling blocks—in the partner 
posal. In declariny against ; 
N.A.M. lists among measur 

promote competition and 

initiative Limiting govern: 

ulation to the prevention 

inimical to the public interes 
dom from federal 

wages, and hours in manufa 
taxes that are fair both 

and in character.”” In 

provement of employment 

points 

control 

urpin 

it supports the right of emp 

bargain individually or to bar; 

lectively through voluntarily < 
ganizations and | 

adds “the right of employers 

ployees to form organizations 

mutual advantage.” It 

that both employers and er 

should be legally and socially 
sible for their acts. 

In a section devoted to “so 

ernment policies,” the platfor 

other critical issues in declaring 

which have the effe 

distributing existing wealth and 

endeavoring to 

wealth and 

repre sentat 

1 
also 

policies ft 

instead of 

more national 

adding that 

vidual welfare has for over 

been the 

producing more distribution 
And in ion, it fi 

poses the “most favored 

vision in Sec. Hull's 

rocal tariff program. 

Along with this frank defin 
went, in 

constantly increas 

Labor 

New Y 
second 

acts in 

result of private 

the same sect 

natior 

cherishe 

its position other ' 

the platform, an equally frank 

tion of industry's responsibilit 
a challenge to N.A.M. members 

up to them. And behind the 

to Washington go such expressi 

those of Lammot du Pont, presid 
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & ¢ 
the N.A.M. luncheon on Mo: 

“What has been wisely or 

wisely, is behind us. Let us leave 

done, 

w. Wet 
Mandars 
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s no time for postmortems 

give industry a rea 

degree of certainty upon which 
nt in planning current and ae 

nerations.” Of 
sagacious recognition of the key 
ssues of the year in industry, the 

e meeting of the manufacturers 

Waldorf-Astoria in New York 
h a session on public rela 

closed with a session on 
tions. Thursday, designat 

Day,”” was devoted entirely 

tter subject, its clinical pro 
os being enlivened by a 

the wage-hour bill to 

Mary T. Norton, chairman of th 

Labor Committee, and Gen 

lohnson contributed 

nnual dinner on Thursday 
rought Dorothy Thompson to 

a liberal looks at industry I 

Chester M. 
enacad is 

and ¢ 

N.A.M 
thoughts 

vernment,”’ 
of the 

its again yn with 

» public relations as he made 

the ining answer to question, 

beral is Business ? 

Labor and the Public 
New York okays some kinds of 
secondary picketing. Oregon 
acts in lumber strike. 

both coasts authorities moved to 

ind protect 

sts in labor disputes this week 

general public in 
} 

New York State the worrisome prob 

of secondary picketing was 

ned out im a six-to-one decision 

e Court of Appeals, which upheld 

keting where unity of in 

existed between retailer and 

facturer, but which set limits to 

e use of such picketing And in 
egon on the same day, Gov. Charles 

four-month 

industry, 

H. Martin moved in on a 

up of Portland's lumber 

W. W. Shoemaker, vice pres. of Armour & Co.; E. J. McMillan, president of 
and R. W. Moore, president Canada Dry Ginger Ale. Mandard Knitting Mills: 

1937 

ordering immediate employee elections 
for a showdown between the Commit 

tee for Industrial Organization and the 

American Federation of Labor 

Thus a trend toward acceptance of 

responsibility by local officials and to 
ward careful building of legal defini 

tions by the courts was sharply accen 

tuated. The New York 

followed several re 

tair pr policy, from 

and Oregon 

activities cent basi 

statements of actice 

governors, mayors, and im var 

ous states Notab! are the 

stand taken by Governors Davey of 

Ohio and Murphy of Michigan against 

violent actions in recent local labor 

listurbances 

Secondary picketing, by whi d 
striking group p! kets the shop of th 

retailer who handles art Ss manuf 

tured by the struck fa ry 5 a 

new device in 1¢ itegory of! ibo 

boycotts, but it has heretofore not been 

losely studied in the light of the pres 

ent labor movem«e Formerly frowned 

on by the courts, it has recently gained 

several judicial victories The decision 

of this week tells what New York can 

consider legal, and what illegal. Briefly 

the rule is this: a striking group can 

picket the retail store if it clearly indi 

cates with its appeal that it is arguing 

against the purchase of products made 

by the manufacturer in the 
cannot picket the ret 

merchandise 

In the perhaps the 

most popular charge ie by Gov 

Martin against the National Labor Re 

lations Board’s regional office was that 

complete ineptitude in 

settlement Busi 

dispute. It 

} other Or nis uilet 

Oregon case, 

mac 

it has shown 

bringing about a 

ness observers who grant the board's 

record shows a far higher percentage 
of peaceful settlement than of pro 

tracted disputes, but who study the 

trend in public sentiment, have pre 
dicted for some months past that the 

long-dragged-out type of labor dispute 
would wear public patience thin. 

For the Little Man 

Rep. Patman is hatching a new 
batch of measures in behalf of 
the independent. 

THOUGH it hasn't been wr n ye 

latest Patman bill ts already well-know 

as the one which makes it unlawtul 

a corporation to OW! f ) 

any states except he one 1 wi } 

incorporated Now, in addition to 

the bill is going to f t f 

uated license tax on chain 

[rade observers were ge lly ag 

that the tax was being ti 

the bill some 0 ( ‘ 

tionality—which was do yf 

In Washington last week Ho 

Interstate and Foreign Co 

committee started rit 

other business bills car Ove iro 

the last session of Congr ] K 

Patman’s latest, guaranteed to help t 

i! e business man 

Bills to Help Litthe Man 

A Patman bill designed to preve 

nanufacturers from eng in di 

retail business wit! n ers wi 

by so loing tney nt t rere 

the business of th wn cd $ wa 

heard 
The Colmer bill woul ire 

chants shipping into tl ites wil 

have sales tax laws to pay ¢t tax ] 

as local merchants, who live in the stat 

have to pay it. Though it’s aimed esp 
ially at mail order ho . bil 

covers all interstate industry wi l 

business in this way. Hearings on bot 

these measures have been suspended 

intil January 4. 

he third bill, sponsored by Repr« 

sentative Lord provides for cal ns 

ing, taxation, etc. of itinerant er in 

und vendors coming fro mutside 
state, as long as such legislation is not 

discriminatory in favor of local mer 

chants 

Newsphotos 

Chas. R. Hook, president of American Rolling 
Mill, and C. S. Ching, U. S. Rubber Co. executive. 
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Costlier Cars Gain in Sales Ratios 
Higher-priced models stand the gaff best, while 
cheaper cars get a smaller percentage of the business. 
Manufacturers steadily cut inventory. 

Detroit (Basiness Week Bureau) 

Apparently the lower income brackets 

of the nation are more worried about 

the present recession and the outlook 

for the immediate future than are the 

brass hats. At least that is the inter 

pretation that is being voiced in the 
Motor City regarding the curious pat 

tern automobile sales are taking at the 

present time 

With Chevrolet and Plymouth car 
sales in the doldrums, and with Ford not 

completely in the market yet, the low 

priced group is showing a marked de- 

cline in the percentage of total business. 

Higher-Priced Cars Sell Better 

But in the Chrysler Corp., for in 
stance, it is the Chrysler group of cars 
which is holding up, while Plymouth, 

DeSoto, and Dodge are dropping off. 

In General Motors, Buick leads the 

van, with Cadillac-LaSalle not far be 

hind, while Chevrolet and Pontiac sales 

are nothing to brag about. Packard is 

another company that is doing well, 
comparatively speaking. The higher 
priced Hudsons are selling better than 

the lower priced models. Similarly “de 

luxe” models are outselling standard 

lines 

Most of the automobile executives 

who have returned to Detroit following 
cross-country dealer junkets agree that 

fear psychology is rampant among wage 

earners and lower-salary groups, and 
they ascribe the relatively greater de- 
cline in low-priced car sales to that 

situation. 

Explaining Sales Pattern 

What automobile executives do not 
agree on, but what may have a major 

bearing on the better sales of the higher 

priced lines, is that discontinuation of 

advertising of fictitious f.o.b. prices 

without accessories’ has killed the 
stimulus of low advertised prices. In 

other words, there seems to the public 

to be less difference between $795 and 

$915 than there was between say, $595 
and $715. Chrysler dealers, for in 
stance, report that they do not find it 
as difficult as formerly to switch their 

prospects from Plymouth to Chrysler 

cars, 

Furthermore, there are indications 

that the public does not fully appreci- 

ate that 1938 car prices do not repre- 

sent as big an increase as the cold 

advertised figures would indicate. 

This situation does not help the 

general dealer picture, for the dropping 
off in interest in lower priced cars— 

the dealer's bread and butter—has also 

been accompanied by a loss of public 

interest in used cars. Used car sales 
are not holding up sufhiciently well to 

permit dealers to get their house in 

order for the slow winter season, and 

it looks as if the dealers were going to 
wind up with the largest winter used 

car stock in years. To avoid this, a 

number of manufacturers have launched 

used car sales campaigns during the 
past few weeks. (Maj. Bowes, on the 
radio, devoted the entire commercial to 

used cars last week.) 

While dealers are faced with this 

inventory problem, car manufacturers 

are Steadily reducing their inventories, 

particularly on raw materials. Banks 

of steel and processed sub-assemblies 

purchased from suppliers are gradually 
being eaten into, as an alternative to 
purchases of new supplies. 

Even the releases by Fisher Body 
during the past two weeks and Ford's 
releases to , ae have not yet succeeded 

in changing the downward slope of the 
buying curve. New materials pur- 

chases as a whole probably will not 
rise appreciably until inventories have 

been reduced to a level consistent with 

current demand for cars. 

Back of High Inventories 

One reason why inventories are so 

high is that the relatively minor changes 
in cars mechanically, this year, enabled 
manufacturers to build up inventories 

while in production on 1937 models, 

carrying these right on over into the 
1938 season. 

Inability of Ford assembly plants to 

step up to the schedules laid out for 

them for the final 10 days of Novem 

ber should be reflected in somewhat 

lower totals for the industry than even 

the revised estimates made about the 

middle of the month. During Decem- 

ber, however, Ford production should 

hold the limelight and make the pro- 

duction picture for the industry as a 
whole look a little better than it actually 
is, just as the reverse was true in Novem- 

ber 

. 

Air Freight Rises 
AMERICAN 

more and more air minded. 

is becoming 
United 

Air Lines reports a 63° increase 
in mail and express for the first 10 
months of 1937, compared with the 

same period last year. The 1937 fig- 
ures are 2,626 tons of mail and 963 

tons of express, compared with 2,446 

tons of mail and 928 tons of express in 

merchandise 

TOS 

Costs to Cut 

The chart and table on uJ 
page summarize three im; 

stacles encountered in the 
home-building 

The rising cost of lab 

and common, is an ob, 

Common labor rates have 

records; skilled labor costs 

cally at the all-time hig 

in 1930. 

The tabular data pres 
material which throws mu 

light on financing obstacle 

held of home construction 

The first four columns 

an analysis of mortgage inter 

at three different dates | 

The 1936 data pertain ex 

to returns of federal say 

loan associations, which 

did 36% of the total sav 

loan business. These fig 

“effective” or “true” rates of 

in that they include all fees « 

in making the loan. Busin 

has selected the rate which 

est number of associations 

state reported and labeled 
“predominant rate.” 

The 1934 and 1931 colun 

“nominal” rates charged by 

and loan associations. These 

state the “true” rate of 

because they exclude many, 

fees included in making mort 

loans. 

This difference is important 
cause it suggests that in the spa c 

six years there has been a lowerir 
of effective interest rates, parti 

larly in the Western states wi! her ere 

the highest rates in the countr 
have prevailed. This reducti 
believed to be the result of incre 

competition in the mortgage lending 
field from insurance companies 

agencies under the Federal H 
Loan Bank Board. 

One other limitation of 

figures should be noted. They 

ase 

al 

thes 

f 
reter 

only to the lending rates of saving 

and loan associations, and therefor 
exclude consideration of such ot! 
sources of mortgage money as 

er 

surance companies, savings banks or 

individuals. It is believed, however, 

that the savings and loan associ: ation 

occupies a center position between 
the maximum and minimum 

charged in any community for 
mortgage funds. 

The two columns on the cost 

yived foreclosures and the time inv: 

ratcs 

ot 

in foreclosing residential properties 
brings out another side of the pr 

lem of building finance. So vari« 
are the regulations for forecl sine 

on defaulted mortgages in the differ 
ent states that costs range fron 
in Texas to $354 in Illinois 

<5 

involve from 8 days in Virginia 
more than two years in Alaban a 

Such costs are necessarily reflecte: 
in the rates and terms offered for 
mortgage money by lending 
stitutions. 
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Some Building Deterrents 
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Census Tabulators Hit Their Stride 
John D. Biggers (left center, above) and other directors of the unemployment census 
watch one of the 1,200 expert tabulators from the census bureau who are handling the job. 
Results of the self-registration of the unemployed are to be announced Jan, 4, This week 
the tabulators hit top stride, editing and tabulating 700,000 cards a day. The staff occupies 
about 50,000 square feet of floor space in a converted Washington garage. Returns are 

now coming in from the 1,200 test areas in which voluntary returns were independently 
checked by postmen in a house-to-house canvass of 2,000,000 persons. 

Sign Gasoline-Cracking Peace 
Universal Oil group, which owns the Dubbs process. 
improves its position by agreement with Gasoline 
Products group. 

A TREATY of peace was signed last 

week in the legal war over the im- 

mensely valuable gasoline cracking pat 

ents, a struggle that has raged for 

years. Parties to the pact are the two 

groups owning rights to the most im- 

portant processes. The agreement at- 
fects on one side the Universal Oil 

Products Co., owner and licensor of the 
famous Dubbs cracking process, on the 

other a powerful band of allies includ- 

ing the Texas Corp. (holding com- 
pany), Gasoline Products Co., and 

others 

Significance of Agreement 

Business Week was informed of the 

cracking agreement after the signing 
of final papers in the offices of Uni 

versal Oil, high up in Rockefeller Cen 
ter, New York. Back-stage observers 

see in the move an indication that the 

petroleum refining industry is inclining 
toward the patent philosophy of the 
automobile manufacturers: less litiga- 
tion and more cooperation. But this 

conclusion must be taken with a 

sprinkling of salt. 

The agreement on gasoline cracking 

is not a cross-licensing arrangement 

or a patent pool in which anyone may 
use the rights of everyone else. There 

still remain certain grounds for suits. 
And the arrangement covers only ex- 

But more suits are expected. 

isting patents, leaving Open possible 

contention over future processes 

Actually, the compact signifies fewer 

law-suits between the groups which 
signed, but intensified action against 
outsiders. A many refiners, 
mostly smaller ones, are alleged to be 
using cracking processes without paying 

the patent owners. It is understood 
that Universal Oil will now turn the 
legal heat on such offenders and it is 
a logical conclusion that Gasoline Prod- 
ucts will also go gunning for poachers. 

By its terms, Universal Oil is granted 
rights to give full immunity against 
legal attack to its licensees under all 
the cracking patents owned by the rival 
group, and full licensing rights under 
this group's cracking patents. In dis- 
closing the treaty, Universal Oil stated: 

“Gasoline Products Company, Inc., 

reserves the right to continue licensing 
cracking processes but only under the 
patents owned by it and associates. The 
agreement does not grant rights under 
Universal's patents or immunity from 
infringement suits by Universal against 
them or their licensees.” 

Dominant in Universal Oil are Shell 
and Standard Oil of California. Gaso- 
line Products Co. is a holding company 
for patents issued to Standard of Indi- 
ana, Standard of New Jersey, Standard 
Oil Development Co., Texas Co. (oper- 

good 
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ating company), Gulf Oi! 

fining 

An immediate effect of t 

will be the dismissal of 
Texas Co. will 

against the Solvex Refineri 
against the Sunray Oil ( 
homa, and National Refi; 

Fort Scott, Kan Gasolit 

will discontinue its actions 

National Refining Co. (at 1 

against Waggoner Refining 
Falls, Tex. All 

Universal. A suit 

versal Oil against Chalmett 

Corp. at New Orleans wil 

drawn. Chalmette is a licens 

line Products. Other pre 

of Gasoline Products may 

immunity against crack-dow 
versal on its cracking patent 

withdraw 

these are 

prose 

Universal Oil Buys Rights 

An additional item in this 
was sale by the Texas Co 

Oil of rights to grant 

cracking patents of the 

This is a non-exclusive cont: 

ing all present and future li 

Universal Oil 

From the sidelines it 

Universal has improved 

strong position. As one oil 

it: “If Universal can sue futur 

of Gasoline Products for infrin; 
but Gasoline Products is 

from suing present or future 
of Universal—which company 

finer going to favor when 

up for his cracking process ? 
Dubbs clients have always | 

tected by Universal Oil in the 
rights. If the licensee was s 
versal stood the expense of 

fense and the possibility of 
It is pointed out that now I 

can go further and assure its 
against attack from the signatori 

Founded on Dubbs Discovery 

Universal Oil is one of those 

known but amazing companies 

rose in a few years from the den 

tion of a chemical principle to a pos 

of tremendous power. It was fo 

on a discovery of Jesse Dubbs, fat 

the even more gifted researcher, ‘ 

“Petroleum” Dubbs. Their expe 

ments developed a continuous 

of breaking down (or cracking) 
eum under heat and pressure to p: 

greater yields of gasoline per barr 
crude. Rival inventors undertooh 

attack the multiplying Dubbs 

owned by Universal but they 

stood up. 

Master of Universal Oil is H 
Joseph Halle, its president. Mr. Ha 
built Universal on money furnis! 

the late J. Ogden Armour. Af! 
war, when the government canct 

contracts with the Armour companies 
lod the over-extended empire of J. Og 
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FULLER BRUSH COMPANY: 

“The ‘Comptometer
’—Peg-Board 

us... We have saved more than 

plan is best for entiation of * Comptometer’ 

$3600 a year by 

methods.” 

FRUEHAUF Traie 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
x (incandescent Lamp Div.): 

< *“We use the modern, high-speed 

*‘Comptometer’ (Electric Model K and 
Standard Model J) on all kinds of figure work — 

profit and loss statements, balance sheets, unit 
costs, general statistical work.” 

oo 

BORDEN'S PRODUCE 

COMPANY, INC.: 

“The flexibility and on
e = 

the ‘Comptometer’ —
 phe 

combination appealed to us. --- Our — —
 

ith the ‘Comptometer
’ has been high!) wong” 

i from the standpoint of speed, econom
y 

” 

accuracy- 

UNITED AiR LINES: 
ARMS COMPANY: 

“We are becomin 2) SHEFFIELD F 

See 7 q ter’ —Peg-Board method has 

“Comptometer’ in “The ‘Comptomete 
i : r ; ime and handling our accounting work (ticket auditing, pay- effected substantial savings in both time a 

aeatiaieal one ce 
The ‘Comptometer’ enables 

-_ i i 1] money. e accuracy,” general accounting) with speed and actua ie sae a 

us to maintain a fast, 
: y 

figures at all times.” 

Pendent upon the 

Permit us to show you (in your own office, on your 
own job) why so many progressive businesses, large 
and small, are enthusiastic about “Comptometer” 
methods, Telephone your local “Comptometer” 
office, or write direct to Felt & Tarrant Mfg. Co., 
1733 N. Paulina St., Chicago, Ill, 

COV ELAR OAVED 



Armour crashed. Mr. Armour died in 

1927. It was Mr. Halle who saved all 

the recoverables from the debris of this 

historic American fortune. During it 
all Mrs. Armour held tight to 400 

shares of Universal Oil. When Shell 

and California Standard bought Uni- 
versal for $25,000,000 (in 1931), Mrs. 
Armour received between $12,000,000 

and $13,000,000 for her interest. 

Little Outside Opposition 

Now that the new agreements are 
signed, short, thick-set Mr. Halle can 

pull at his pipe and pursue the elusive 

antique with an untroubled mind. He 

has bought up an entire community 

near his home at New Canaan, Conn., 

restoring houses and grounds beyond 
their original beauties. Little opposi- 

tion is expected from the cracking 

processes that remain outside the peace 

treaty. (Most important of these are 

the Two Vapor Phase of Alcorn Com- 

bustion Co., and the Gyro process of 

Alco Products Co.) 

But lawyers will heave a sentimental 

sigh for those fine long trials which 

lost themselves for months in jungles 
of patent procedure and chemical com- 

plications. Such was the suit against 

Standard of Indiana which Universal 

won after 15 years in court. The rec- 

ord covered 22,000 pages. A _ high 

spot was the testimony of Universal's 

famous chemist, Dr. Gustav Eglott 

BUSINESS WEEK, 

Counsel asked him to explain the term 
“emulsions.” 

How much time may I have?” asked 
the doctor. 

“AIL you want,” was the answer. 

Dr. Egloff went to town. It took 

him six weeks to complete his defini- 

tion. 

U. S. Oil Victory 
Court decides against Standard 
of California in suit over Elk 

Hillis lands. 

THE federal government has won the 
first round in its celebrated suit against 

Standard Oil of California over section 

36 (containing 640 acres) of a town- 

ship in the rich Elk Hills, Calif., petrol- 

eum field. General Petroleum Corp. 

feels the repercussion of the decision. 

It claims another section (16) in that 
township involved in a similar tangle. 

Originally the lands were in the 

public domain. Sections 16 and 36 in 
each township, following a general rule, 
were given to the state for school lands. 
California sold the lands to settlers who 

in turn sold to the oil companies 

In deciding against Standard of Cali- 

fornia last week, Federal Judge Yank 
wich held that the land had never 

passed from the public domain. His 

reason was that the land was known as 

WROUGHT IRON 
Whether it's outside corrosion from sea or river water, soil or atmos- 

phere —or internal corrosion from water, steam, brine or process 

liquids, wrought iron’s record shows it longer lived and more eco- 

nomical. That's why utilities and oil pipe line companies use wrought 

iron for corrosive river crossings. Ask your engineers to write us for 

information on this application and the bulletin “101 Uses for 

Wrought lron’—a review of where industry is using wrought iron 

A.M.Byers Company, Established 1864. Pittsburgh, Boston, New York, 

Philadelphia, Washington, Chicago, St. 

BYERS Louis, Houston, Seattle, San Francisco. 

GENUINE WROUGHT IRON ruBuLaR AND FLAT ROLLED PRODUCTS 
Specify Byers Genuine Wrought Iron Pipe for corrosive services and 

Byers Stee! Pipe for your other requirements 
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“mineral” in character wi 

in 1903 and therefore rema 

the property of the gover; 
sons who bought in this 

the state of California » 

to have been trespassers. ‘I 

upheld Sec. Ickes’ claim that 

still belonged to Uncle Sa 
The court awarded the 

$6,164,000 damages for dri The Bra 
tions and oil removed. W ng? 

verdict sticks depends on 

of an appeal which couns 

company already have annou 

of them is Donald Richbe: 
NRA chief.) 

Significance of the case 
Only school lands are involy 

gress passed laws in 1927 

upholding state titles to 
regardless of the mineral show 
sections already in litigation 
cepted ; the Elk Hills proper pin, chief 
only important ones in this stics, 
tion. But owners still worry 
of the dangers to their titles 
nia title companies don't like 
such holdings. 

“Voc 
Lelt- 

Lubir 

tion ' 
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Santa Claus Clashes 
Famous Indiana town is 

by fighting factions, and saint's 
statue weakens. 

torn 

( )ppose 

They b WHILE Christmas mail - Irs 

rate, t ry but 

peace a rigur 

Prin eve that 

Claus, Ind., at a recorc 

munity’s volume of 
will is on the decline. 

tant is the suit of 
Santa Claus, Inc., vs. Santa ¢ wn inte 

(BW- Nov20'37,p40). The | public in’ 

Appellate Court has postponed t all | 

thereby increasing the genera e bill 
News of the litigation has ha governm«e 

reaction with juveniles who ar 
angry letters. Residents of 

village are urging the rival pr 

to compromise for the sake of 

mas business and for the love ot 

Religious leaders have asked t! 

Groynd Group, which is asso 

with the one church, to negotiat 

Evidence of the discord is 

in the town’s patron saint, 

statue of Santa Claus which sta 

a hill. He is beginning to 

under the stress of weather. Th 

is advertised as “40 tons of gr 
Fissures reveal that it actually is 
so there goes another illusion 

Strife also broke out over t! 

mastership. The job has been 
Oscar L. Phillips. This fall he 

for reappointment. A_ stockho 

one of the Santa Claus companies 
a bid for the place. He had some 
ential endorsers. However, P! 
was confirmed for a third term by ¢ 
Senate last week. President Roosev: 

requested it. That settles one 
arguments. 

Santa ( rod W 
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Left-wingers lose favor while President listens to 

Lubin, Jackson, and Douglas, who believe that regula- 

tion of business has its limits. 

{ 4SHINGTON (Business Week Bureau) is to intervene where tree competitive 

_The Brain Trust and its hangers-on enterprise breaks down or where busi 
ynger have a monopoly. There's ness sticks to degrading wage-hour lev 

real competition in trying to sell els, but in ordinary circumstances to 

4s to the White House that will let business manage its own affairs 
( oe the President’s course. Men They assert theirs to be the practical 

er to the facts of life are getting = of view because the power of 
le. They don’t have the glamor >usiness to act and its freedom of ac 

the early Tugwell romanticists who tion are far greater than the govern 

ld see no virtue, no salvation in ment’s. The government is so unwieldly 

thing but a government-planned that it trips over its own feet. It has 
somy that had its flower in Herman to hold hearings. It has to justify its 
phant’s undistributed earnings tax. actions to courts. And properly so. | 

Another group, of which Isador Lu- ' ‘ 

chief of the Bureau of Labor Sta) “Moderate” Group's Policy | 

tics, and Robert Jackson, assistant Much to be preferred, in the opinion | 

rney-general, are lively samples, of the “moderate” group now closest 
steadily strengthening their con- to the White House, is a policy recog- | 
with the President. It will be nizing such-and-such things as desir- 
for business to see that “Lube” able and based on mutual confidence 

ies with Jackson, the trust buster, that business will pursue them and that 
{ others such as William O. Doug- government will not impose crippling 

eS the Stock Exchange’s nemesis, the regulation or crack down arbitrarily 
’ basic philosophy that business Whether they admit it or not, this 

is torn can do a job when the govern- group is bidding for the confidence of 
saint's would botch it. business. In Lubin’s case he has gained 

- 2 a goodly measure He sees the business 

Oppose Extreme Regulation side of things and is able to present 
. They believe that regulation is neces- it to the White House. Perhaps he's 

but not of the extreme length of aa little afraid that the good press he's 
e original wage-hour bill. They be- been getting will hinder his effective 
eve that the government has to use ness. It’s no help in Washington to 

rod when business men pursue their be labeled the darling of the Tories 

wn interests to the detriment of the even in fun 
ublic interest. But they don’t believe But business has to be thankful that 

ill business is good for is to pay there is a Lubin, a Jackson, a Douglas, 
the bill for social experiments. The a Winfield Reifler, Treasury consultan 
vernment’s function, as they see it, They stand opposed to radical experi 

Pay Rots 
EARLE & NONIRTRARIL COOBS CROLTS 

OS -me 

Harrie 4 Ewing 

One of the “moderates” now said to be gaining the President's favor is Isador 

Lubin, who as Commissioner of Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor, 
often has a chance to present the business side of things to the White House. 

‘Moderate” Men Get F.D.R.’s Ear Movable Wall Meets 
Various Office Needs 

In Federal Land Bank 

FOR OFFICE PARTITIONS in 

their new building in Baltimore, the 

Federal Land Bank uses Transite 

Walls throughout. Free-standing par 

titions, railings, walls with glass and 

solid walls, are all constructed of 

standard Transite Wall units 

Though movable, Transite Walls 

provide the solidity and privacy for 

merly possible only with fixed walls 
Transite, which comes in rigid, mono 

lithic sheets, is made of asbestos fiber 

and Portland cement, hence is un- 

usually strong and durable. Further 

more, because of its unique composi 

tion, it cannot burn, rot, rust or decay. 

Installation in the Federal Land 

Bank was rapidly completed, a fea 

ture that results from the ingenious 

construction method employed in 

erecting Transite Walls. Consisting 

of concealed steel studs and holding 

devices, this novel method also per 

mits alterations or relocations to be 

made with 100 per cent salvage, 

assuring large savings in material, 

labor and time, and a minimum of 
noise, dust and inconvenience. 

The flush, projection-free surface 

of Transite Walls enable the use of 
any decorative treatment desired. 

Paint, lacquer, fabric, wood or other 

veneers are all applied with equal 

success. Many times, however, Trans- 

ite Walls are left in their natural neu- 

WIDELY USED throughout the Federal 

Land Bank, Baltimore, Md., Transite Walls 
assure the lasting service of a mineral ma- 
terial. And their smooth, unbroken sur- 

face harmonizes perfectly with the fixed 
building wall which, as shown in the pic- 

ture above, extends beyond the movable 

Transite and glass wall. 

tral color, particularly when facing 

general office areas. 

For full information on Transite 
Walls, including details on their ap- 

plication to various types of office 

construction, write for the Transite 
Walls brochure. Address Johns-Man- 

ville, 22 E. 40th St., New York, N. Y. 



Your product, shipped in a Gaylord 
Box, is protected by the famous 
Gaylord “‘Extra Margin of Safe- 
ty’... the reserve strength built 
into every Gaylord Box that as- 
sures safe, unmarred arrival of 
its contents. 

In American industry, the Gay- 
lord name on corrugated or solid 
fibre shipping containers is recog- 
nized as the seal of shipping safety. 

CONTAINER 
CORPORATION 
SAINT LOUIS 

GAYLOR 
General Offices: 

There és a Gaylord plant or sales office in your territory. 

| their own earnings. 

' the President's hand reaches down to 
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ments and extreme demands on _busi- 

ness that, failing, would force the gov- 
ernment to take direct control of in- 

dustry. Even Harry Hopkins, active 
survivor of the early New Deal ré- 
gime, is a realist. He has no delusions 
that the self-helpless and the down- 
and-outers, the misfits and the cast-offs, 

would be better off under another so- 

cial order. His simple declaration is 

that there are probably 3,000,000 fam- 

ilies that always will have to have 

some measure of support outside of 
Through Hopkins, 

the have-nots while he gropes for a 
new hold with the other. 

It's not certain by any means that 
he will join hands with business. It’s 

too much to expect that he will sud- 
denly abandon the zigzag tactics that 
keep business men guessing, but the 
prevailing influence is to bring the 
President and business together on a 
mutually acceptable program. 

Where Left-Wingers Stand 

New Deal left-wingers 

around town who believe that the 

President is still a crusader at heart, 
that he gains his ends as a reformer 

because he’s also a practical politician. 

They make a show of confidence that 
they will be called in again when bus- 
iness has scrambled to its feet. They 
may be right, but, right or not, the 
President can hold them because they 
have no place else to go. There's 
no serious contender for popular favor 

to the left of him. 

Consequently the character of his 

present advisers is taken as furnishing 
some indication of his course in a situ- 

ation in which a balky Congress also 

is throwing its weight about. Many 
of the New Deal’s early experiments 

were set to the music of jingling dol- 
lars. Now the President has resolutely 
turned towards budget balancing. He 
won't accept a farm program that takes 

another fall out of the Treasury. 

There are 

The President’s Economics 

Maybe his proposals for stimulating 
building construction imply a_ tardy 
recognition that business can do for 
the country what the government can't. 

It's hard to keep track of his econ- 
omics, but it’s interesting to read the 
log: 

Apr. 25, 1936, in a speech in New 

York: “Reduction of costs of manu- 

facture does not mean more purchasing 
power and more goods consumed—it 
means just the opposite.” 

Nov. 29, 1937, in his message to 

Congress on housing: “In the budget 

of the great mass of our families, the 

point is quickly reached where in- 

creased costs mean reduced consump- 
tion” and “reduced consumption, in 
turn, means a decline in someone's 
business and someone's employment.” 

Life Loan Rate Cut 
Reducing cost of  insuran,, 
loans is difficult problem I 
first step has been taken, ” 

LOWER interest rates for th: 

row against their life insur 
are in the making. A ste; 
rection was taken this week 

New York Life Insurance | 

to stipulate 5% in the fut 

of the familiar 6%. Ot! 
companies are expected to 

In these days of cheap n 
has been a persistent how! 
interest rate on policy loans y 

fiably high. State insurance 
have spent a good deal of 
gating a possible change, 
found it a pretty difficult pr 

The first stumbling block e: 

is the obvious fact that ch 

markets don’t last forever. \ 
insurance policies are sold w 

loan clause, that lending rate 

as long as the policies run 

same token, old policies with 

contracts can’t be revised to | 

interest, so any reductions whic 

made will not be retroactive 

Flexible Rate Considered 

Some states have been « 

the possibility of a flexible int 

One suggestion has been that 
writers agree to charge interest 
loans at, say, 1% more than t 
they pay policyholders on 
left on deposit with the compar 

such plans presuppose that 

insurance department will exer 

vision. However, the legislat 
states in which the big life « 

have their homes don’t like suc! 

tionary agreements; they want 

surance matters reduced to la 

the legislators haven't figured out 
to put sliding scales into laws 

The insurance authorities also 

that various states might adopt var 

attitudes toward policy loans. | 

ample, New York might espous 
flexible loan theory, Connecticut 
stick to 6% loans as the soundest 

Massachusetts might favor some 

ground. This, it is felt, would er 

age sales competition of the worst | 
Thus state authorities, so far 

been inclined to leave the matter t 
initiative of individual companies. N 

York Life's plan has three major p 
(1) Policies sold after the 

next year will provide for inte 

5%, payable in advance. 
(2) The company cannot gu 

to pay as high interest on dividends 

policy proceeds left on deposit as 
in the past. 

(3) The reduction in the rat 
policy loans is not retroactive; 
not apply to policies sold pr 
Jan. 1, 1938. 
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pETAILS 
Patiently the placer miner rocked his pan—never did his vigilance relax—so 

that not the tiniest particle of precious metal should escape him. He knew 

that his living depended on unflagging attention to details. 

Today, as never before, industrial success depends on close supervision of de- 

tails—particularly the details of production cost. Saving just a small amount 

per part in material or fabrication cost, without impairing quality, may make 

all the difference. 

Molybdenum irons and steels are making notable records as money savers 

and quality improvers. To quote one case: the adoption of a Molybdenum steel 

for a part requiring precise work on a volume basis cut machining costs 10%. 

Many parallel cases are outlined in our non-technical book, ‘‘Molybdenum 

Today,’’ sent on request to executives interested in cutting costs and improv- 

ing quality. Climax Molybdenum Company, 500 Fifth Ave., New York City. 

CLIMAX MO-LYB-DEN-UM COMPANY MOLY 



Remember last Christmas, how you fought 

holiday traffic on the highway .. . had one 

or two narrow escapes . . . pushed on with 

wire-tight nerves through snow and freezing 

rain. . . got home hours late. 

This year, why not enjoy every minute of your 

holiday visit? Sink down into a comfortable 
seat on the train. You're safer there than in 

your own home. No responsibilities, no worries, 

no strain. Just relax and rest. Tempting 
dishes, served by the dining car chef, will whet 

your appetite for Christmas dinner 

And going by train will save you money too — 

no small item considering the inroads made by 

Christmas on your pocketbook. 

‘The Pocahontas” and “The Cavalier” — two 
crack N. & W. passenger trains carrying luxury 

coaches, Pullman, g and lo cars — 
will take you home at Christmas time and 

bring you back again comfortably, econom- 

ically, speedily and safely. 

PRECISION TRANSPORTATION 

| of them modern cabins equipped with water and electricity. 

| workers and their families. 
the picture above, taken on a large ranch in the San Joaquin Valley. 
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One Drop in the Housing Bucket 
California farmers will spend close to $1,000,000 next year on new housing facil 

This year they have built 3,500 cabins of the type 
Farmer 

Golden State now maintain 20,000 housing units on their ranches for labor, about | 

Construction and 

| nance of facilities are supervised by the State Bureau of Immigration and H 

|Grain-Trading Rules 

| grains. 

Commodity Exchange Admin- 
istration seeks a formula. 
Cotton’s turn is coming. 

WANTED: a formula for regulating 
speculative transactions in commodi- 
ties. Anyone possessing such a formula, 

or knowing its whereabouts, notify 
the Commodities Exchange Administra- 
tion, Washington, D. C., or any of 

its branches. 
Hardly in those words, but just that 

definitely, the CEA is asking opinions 
on how it should attack its knottiest 
problem. Its search, specifically, is for 
a formula to regulate speculation in 

Nevertheless, the quest is di- 
rected toward the broader goal of de- 
termining just how much speculation 

| to allow in other major markets where 
| commodity futures are traded. Cotto 

exchanges, in particular, may expect to 

be regulated along lines very similar 
to whatever system may now be de- 

| vised for grains. 

The squeeze in corn last September 

| precipitated the present effort to insti- 

tute adequate regulation. Of much 
longer standing, however, is the popu- 

lar feeling that trading in grain futures 
is Bromyard gambling. Farmers scoff 

| at academic explanations of why, in 
the last crop year, 11,658,592,000 bu. 
of wheat were traded on contracts for 
future delivery, whereas this country 

produced only 626,461,000 bu.; they 
wonder why, when the United States 
wheat production is traded 184 times 
over on these markets, only 0.15% of 
all future contracts are settled by de- 

| livery of the actual grain. 

Far from sharing the pop 

the CEA acknowledges the 

for a broad market which ca 

hedging—flour mills are lik 
short 60,000,000 to 70,000,00\ 

wheat for hedging purposes 

time. So the CEA, when 

hearings in Chicago late last w 

keeping an open mind on regu! 

Right now there is a “gent 

agreement” between CEA 
Board of Trade to limit any per 
firm’s open interest in any g 
5,000,000 bu. This led to the pres 

bitter row between the board and ( 

gill Grain Co. The latter had a \ 

corner on September corn and 

dered by the board to sell 1,0 
bu. Cargill didn’t know of tl 
tlemen’s agreement, and refused 

Views on Open Interest Limit 

The CEA is inclined to think 2,( 
000 bu. of grain is a sufficient 
interest for any one person, long or 

short. The Board of Trade favors a 
longer line. Cargill Grain says that 
matter what it is, everybody shou! 
know the limit. The smaller exchang 
insist that the 2,000,000 bu. limi 

adopted, should not apply to on« 
son's position on all markets; they 

that would further concentrate all tr 

ing on the Chicago board. 
The CEA's economist, H. S. Irwi 

says the big speculator isn’t necessary ‘ 
hedging. He drags out the figures ' 
indicate that big speculators trade 

the trend—that they're usually 
when hedging is heaviest, so that p 

urchases actually have to absorb s 
hedging. Hence, he says, the 2 
000 bu. limit is not too restrictive 
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CINDERELLA 
was the belle of 

the ball until the 

clock struck twelve 

Wer you dress your package with trans- 

parent material and send it forth to do business, 

it has to STAY well-dressed to DO business ! 

There can’t be any time limit on its good looks! 

There can’t be any twelve o'clock curfew that 

turns it to rags! 

Give your product the glamour of a trans- 

parent package— but give it glamour that keeps. 

Protectoid is the transparent packaging material 

that does not shrink or stretch—no rips, no tears, 

no wrinkles! 

Don’t let your package go out in the world 

with the danger of cracks, splits and wrinkles 

hanging over its head. 

Use Protectoid ! 

Protectoid does not shrink or stretch. It does not dry out with 

age. It is nol affected by humidity or temperature change 

It is water-proof, grease-proof, non-inflammable It cements 

easily and firmly (actually a weld). It has a perfect surface 

for multicolor printing. It will not tarnish highly polished 

metal su rjace 

Do This! Get in touch with Celluloid. We will 

be glad to show you how Protectoid can be a 

vital aid toward increased sales. Protectoid is 

available from .00088” in thinness to as thick as 

you require. It iseminently suitable for all trans 

parent packaging applications, rigid and flexible 

IF YOU ARE WORKING ON A TRANSPARENT PACKACE ... 

Packaging Disisien Cet im touch wi 

CELLULOID CORPORATION TT) 1 

10 East 40th Street, New York City GEREU FOND 

Established 1872 e Sole Producer of Celluloid, Lumarith, and Protectoid 

(Trademarks Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.) 



You don’t-have to tell us who-you are 

_to have us tell YOU 

ABOUT AKRON 

We understand perfectly that industries looking for advantageous locations 
for new or branch plants may not wish at the outset to disclose this fact. 

If you are in this position, we suggest: 

] Write us on plain paper, signing your letter “John Doe”, and giving 
us a return address, asking us what you want to know about Akron. 

2 The more specific you make your questions, the more specific will 
be our answers—and we'll include for good measure a copy of “PUT 
YOUR PLANT IN AKRON”, our analysis of Akron’s advantages 
for industry. 

We are also prepared to put you in touch with Akron business men 
when you are ready to supplement your preliminary surveys with 
personal visits. 

GREATER AKRON ASSOCIATION 
1602 FIRST CENTRAL TOWER AKRON, OHIO 

ELIMINATE 

ASBESTOS AND CEMENT 

CORRUGATED ROOFING»“SIDING 
Once and for all—end painting and 
other upkeep with this fireproof, 
rot-proof and wear-proof material. 
Formed of asbestos and cement, 
under tremendous pressure, Carey- 
stone is meeting the demands of in- 
dustry for a product low in first 
cost, permanent and that eliminates 
maintenance expense. Careystone is 
impervious to moisture, rust, acids, 
alkali and salt air. The color is a 
pleasing, natural, cement gray. Made 
Agee ope er 42 inches. oe 
and up to 10 feet in length, ey- 
stone Roofing and Siding is auickly 
and inexpensively applied. Write 
today for booklet "ives full details. 

\ 

THE PHILIP CAREY Oe _ Lockland, Cincinnati, Ohio 

BRANCHES IN ‘PRINCIPAL CITIES 
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Plan City Milk Co-op 
New York consumers’ commit. 
tee gets state official’. okay § 
after new price increase. 

| Last June the quart of Gra 
which the milkman left on ? 

City doorsteps cost 11¢. On 

price went up l¢, and the 

hollered. On Aug. 25 it wer 
other cent. The consume: 

louder. On Nov. 7 it wer 

| more, and some consumers. 

testing, and picketing a little 

cided that if anything was ever 
be done about the price of 
were the ones who would hay 

Endorses Consumers’ Plan 

One consumer dream was 
owned yardstick milk plant 
was a milk consumers’ co 
Neither plan had ever got very 
yond the discussion stage. But !as 
Holton V. Noyes, state Com: 
of Agriculture and Markets 
and unexpectedly espoused the 
the co-op, gave the plan his ob ; 
offered to license such an org amon; 
if application was made for « recei¥ 

Though it will probably | 
months before consumers ar 
clear the practical hurdles of set 
the ndlanel organization ot! 
co-op, the Milk Consumers P: 

| Committee is already at work 
for a city-wide organization, w 
be jointly owned by farmers a 

| sumers, to produce and distrib 

in the metropolitan area, and s 

yardstick to measure distributi 

Set-Up of New Co-op 

First move of the organization 

collecting members. These will pro! Deman 
come, mostly, from the lower n ved the 

classes—people who cannot affor 

current price of 14¢ for delivered 

but who are not on relief eit! 

thus not entitled to 8¢ milk. T 

— will hit somewhere betwee 

ship will cost some nomina 

probably 25¢, and members wil! 

to promise to buy a certain amo 

milk each day. Either indeper 

grocers or other existing store 

will be used, or possibly special 0.000 
| stations will be set up. Distributio: we ave 
| be in only a few areas at first pro Leen al 
and will branch out from there Pacific € 
ping will be done on contract eel 
though the ideal would be a con f the v 
owned country milk plant, that tab 
capital and so a plant will be cont 
for as well. Recor 

Since a great part of the exp \ TOTA 

milk distribution is in city distri! wee 
there is no reason why a co-op f the 
furnish milk as cheaply as some ot | the 

| cheapest store outlets now sell it 

big distributors, Borden and SI 
| are not yet alarmed over a co-op 



‘O-OD 

commit. 

5 okay 
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They say that their costs are still 
ved to the bone, that they have been 
wert at a loss since last March, 

wt the price of milk is only one cent 
yer than it was last year, that it is 

> same as the Jersey price, which is 
by state control. 

(.S. Wine Hits Peak 
Sales rise 165% in three years 
and are 40% over highest pre- 

war level. 

sraTISTICIANS Of the wine industry, 

dding to totals for end-of-the-year 
sorts to producers, are discovering 
it 1937 consumption will show a 

5% increase over that of the first 

sst-Prohibition year, 1934, and 40% 
ver the high pre-war level heretofore 

garded by vintners as “the good old 
ys.” Every American, viewed sta 

tically, consumed 4 gal. of wine dur- 
¢ the last 12 months. 

The busy Wine Institute says “the 

United States is rapidly adopting wine 

sa table beverage.”” The vintners’ 

prosperity has produced a flush condi- 
on among the grape growers. They 
will receive about $45,000,000 for this 

ear's crop, an average of $19 a ton 
all varieties. This return is two 

three times the average of the good 

d days and is exceeded only by the 
ak market of the early 20's when 
otleggers and home wine makers 

med the market to $100 a ton. 

In the mellow grape valleys of Cali- | 
mia, local business is enjoying some- 
ng like a boom, with growers buy 
g automobiles, electrical appliances, 

{other “luxury products.”” This is re- 

fected in the large buying centers, San 
Francisco and Los Angeles. 
Demands of the wineries this year 

wed the day for the growers. The 
37 crop (2,409,000 tons) is the 

gest in history. A year or two back 
h a supply would have meant ruin 

stead of prosperity, because total 
narkets were not sufficient to absorb 
roduction. This year, with raisin, 

ible, and fresh juice outlets taking 
mal quantities, the wineries came 

hrough with enough increases to han- 
e the crop. They could have taken 

000 tons, but only 700,000 tons 

vere available after other markets had 
deen satisfied. Ali this is hailed by 
Pacific Coast business as indicating in- 

reased Stabilization in the two branches 

{ the wine industry, long a problem 
* 

Record for Iron on Lakes 

TOTAL of 62,598,836 tons of iron 

was shipped from the six ports 

the Lake Superior district this sea- 

the greatest movement from the 
<ks since 1929, when 65,204,600 

were hauled to lower lakes ports. 

1937 

The Office Boy 

“The boss is making an awful 
mistake, Johnny. He keeps com- 
plaining about how busy he is—and 
he climbs out of appointments he 
ought to keep. And honest, kid, it 
isn't necessary at all. 
“Over there at Robinson & Robin- 

eon | didn’t work half as hard as 'm 
working now. Hardly ever got stuck 
at night—and I was a big help to 
young Mr. Robinson, too. I had time 
to be his assistant. He always used 
an Ediphone. If an idea occurred to 
him about something he wanted to 
do next week, he'd tell it to his Edi- 
phone and I'd remind him when the 
time came. He answered most of his 
mail with one reading —he’d read 
the letter and voice-write his answer 
right away —just as easy as using his 

telephone. 

SAY IT TO THE 

EDISON 

hears more 

Ediphone 

“Honest, | wish the boss would get 

wise to himself. There’s no sense in 
making the old brain tackle a detail 
three times when it can be handled 
once on an Ediphone. Goodness 
knows that I’m no worshipper of the 
Machine Age, but I don’t get any fun 
chewing the end of my pencil during 
the day and then hustling around 
like mad at five o’clock. I think I'll 
talk to the boss about Ediphone. 

There’s no reason why he shouldn't 
start to get something out of it right 
away.” 

‘ , ‘ 

An Ediphone permits you to handle instruc- 
tions, memos, inquiries, letters, reminder 
dates instantly...increases your personal 
business capacity 20% to 50%. Use it for 
every activity where “your voice points the 
way.” Investigate! Telephone the Ediphone, 
your city, or write Dept. B107, Thomas A. 
Edison, Inc., West Orange, New Jersey. 

VOICEWRITER 
PREFERENCE FOR EDIPHONE PERSISTS 



1 — Insert formsand bring 
to writing position. Com- 
plete typing of forms. 

2—Release typewriter 
platen. Carbons are auto- 
matically removed from 
written forms and inter- 
leaved in succeeding set 
of forms. 

3—Turn forward and de- 
tach typed set of forms. 
The next set accurately 
aligned, with carbons in- 
terleaved, is ready for 
typing. 

That's all there is to speed-writing with 
the Egry Speed-Feed and Egry continu- 
ous forms. Carbons automatically insert- 
ed and removed. ..all the operator's time 
is productive ...daily output of typed 
forms increased 50% or more. Attached or 
detached instantly, the Speed-Feed puts 
dual performance in every typewriter... 
a billing machireone 
minute, correspond- 
ence machine the 
next, without change y 

in typewriter con- < 

struction OF opera- 

tion. Costs less than 
2c per day for only 
one year, yet saves 

$7 or more per thou- 
sand sets of forms. 
Details on request. 
Demonstrations ar- 
ranged without obli- 
gation. 

EGRY 
SPEED-FEED 

THE EGRY REGISTER CO., Dayton,O. BW-1211 

Please send information on the Speed-Feed and how it 
fite into our business. 

Business 

Address... ... 

- ee re State.. 

Sales agencies in principal cities 
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Cracking Down on Price-Cutters 
Bristol-Myers gets injunction against one druggist 
and seeks more. 

tion. 

WHILE the executive committee of the 

National Association of Retail Drug- 

gists sat figuring out their objects for 
1938, in New York Bristol-Myers, Inc., 
was already attaining some of those ob- 
jects. Through its attorney, Joseph J. 
Hammer, who is also attorney for the 
Fair Trade Committee of the New York 

State Pharmaceutical Association, Bris- 

tol-Myers was instituting a series of 

lawsuits which would test a few of the 
cloudier phases of the ‘fair trade’’ laws 

—(1) The right of a dealer to give out 
trading stamps in connection with “fair 
trade” items; (2) the right of a dealer 

to offer a. combination deal, using a 
“fair trade” item as part of the bargain 

combination; and (3) the right of a 
store to give discounts to its employees 

on “fair trade’’ items. 

A suit brought against the Nevins 
Drug Co. in Philadelphia on the trading 

stamp question resulted last week in a 

permanent injunction being obtained by 
Bristol-Myers, restraining the store. A 

suit filed several weeks ago against 

L. Bamberger & Co., Newark, N. J., 
department store, asking that the store 
be restrained from giving its employees 

a 10% discount on Bristol-Myers prod 

ucts, has had decision reserved by the 

court. Furthermore, a combination deal 
suit is expected to be instituted this 

week. 

All of which caused the chairman 

of the New York State Fair Trade 

Committee to remark: “There has been 

no more salutary action by those who 
favor maintenance of fair competition 
within pharmacy than the actions of 

Bristol-Myers.” 

Congressman Spurred to Action 

But it was just such action as this 
which had caused Congressman Eman- 

uel Celler, of New York, to rise u 

on his hind legs last week and ship je 

an 11-page letter to W. A. Ayres, chair- 

man of the Federal Trade Commission, 

telling him he thought it was high time 

the FTC had a look at the “‘fair-trade’’ 

activities of the N.A.R.D., as well as 

those of the state retail drug groups. 

As evidence Mr. Celler once more re- 

peated the story of the $25,000 Pepso- 

dent check, told of the California re- 

tailers’ practice of posting ‘white lists’ 
of “fair trade’ manufacturers, of the 

censorship activities of retailers else 
where, who removed from their stands 

magazines carrying articles blasting 
“fair trade.” 

Said Mr. Ayres, in reply, “The same 

are already under investiration by the 
commission.” 

Congressman demands investiga. 
Prices plague liquor industry. 

Last week also the Na 

pendent Pharmacists, Inc., 

tion composed of about 

cut-rate druggists in or near 
City who had embraced the 

principles only under force 
necessity, pulled out of the 

State Fair Trade Committee. 

that “the whole situation is d 
and unmanageable. Violations 
rampant . We have not 

any legal action to protect 
rights because of the promise 

your {the State Fair Trade} 
that we should not take independ 

enforcement action. We cannot 
ever, permit these conditions to 
any longer.” 

Retail Liquor War 

For the first time since tl 

Crawford Act went into eff 

spring, New York retail liquor dea 

last week were having a bang-up pr 

war. Though distillers threatened 

halt deliveries if price-cutting was 1 
stopped, violations continued ¢ 

the week. Some stores wouldn't o 
their doors in the morning 

had a chance to check com; 

prices, so they could undersel 

Other stores hung out signs 

BW Checks Up: 
On Christmas Trade 

In the routine of its continuous 
checkup on the business outlook 
Business Week has collected tren 
indicators on Christmas trade fron 
executives of leading department 
stores in key cities. They show that 

Store executives in Southern cities 
now look for about 5% more Christ 

mas sales than in 1936; those 
industrial Eastern cities expect fi 
about the same to 5% less; in states 

bordering on the Great Lakes, the) 
say “about as well as a year ago 
on the West Coast estimates 
from about the same to 5% up 

Few stores contemplate taking « 
any more extra help than was hired 
for the "36 Christmas season; son 
say “less than a year ago.” 

Most replies indicate that extra 
help is being added at about « 
same time as last year, but some 
admit that Christmas employment 
programs are being delayed. 

On the question of what factors 
will most influence Christmas trade, 
most store heads say “employment 
a few add “prices”; one, in an 

Eastern city, underlines “stabilization 

of the stock market.” 
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lers 

| ‘ 
iTug URgist 
Vestiga. 

Because that bottle 

OIONT SHATTER 
you now can ride 

behind safety glass 

Another dramatic story of plastics* in 

which Du Pont plays a major part 

[' HAPPENED thirty-odd years ago 
when a French chemist dropped a 

ttle. The glass “starred,” but didn’t 
shatter. He examined it. The bottle had 
contained collodion, and the thin film 

inside held the pieces together. 

\ few days later the chemist read of 
un automobile accident in which a girl 

had been badly cut by flying glass. He 
remembered that laboratory bottle. 
from that idea came safety glass. 

It took time to work out safety glass 
as it is toeday—a layer of plastic lami- 
nated between sheets of plate glass. In 
this country, industry came to Du Pont, 
maker of “Pyralin™ cellulose nitrate 

sheeting, for the early plastic “sand- 

wich.”’ Then fol- 
lowed “Plastacele,” 

Du Pont’s cellulose 
acetate plastic ma- 
terial. Today, both “Pyralin” and 
“Plastacele” sheeting are made by a 
continuous endless roll method, just 
as paper is produced—for wide use in 

laminated safety glass. 
Laminated safety glass was once ex- 

tra equipment—at additional cost—and 
was used for windshields only. Today, 

it is a standard protective feature all- 
round in every car. 

This is just one of many ways in which 
plastics have contributed to better, safer 
living. No one plastic could meet all the 

varied demands of modern industry. 
That’s why Du Pont makes six plastics 
—why Du Pont research continues the 
search for still more and even better 

plastics. 
There may be some way in which 

Du Pont plastics can be useful in your 
business—to give your products mor: 
beauty or utility, or to produce them 
more economically. Why not refer your 

questions or problems to us? E. I. 
du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc., Plas 
tics Department, Arlington, N. J. 

AMONG DU PONT’S LINE OF PLASTICS ARE: 

“Pyralin” cellulose nitrate plastic; “Plastacele” 

cellulose acetate plastic;“ Lucite” methyl meth- 

acrylate resin;“Phenalin” cast phenolic resin. 

These four plastics are available in sheets, 
rods and tubes. For injection and pressure 

ling, there are: “Plastacele” cellulose ace- 

tate molding powder and “Lucite” methyl! 

methacrylate molding powder. 

*" Plastics "" are man-made chemical combinations of 

nature's raw materials. Solid at ordinary temperatures, they 

become soft and pliable when heated. Molded under pres 

sure, they take and retain desired shapes. They are sold in 

the form of sheets, rods, tubes and molding powder. 

OU PUNT 
PLASTICS 

Another contribution to 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING... 

THROUGH CHEMISTRY 



Louisville 

delivers 

the goods 

Finished products can be shipped from 
Louisville to a// important markets in 
less time and at Jess cost than from any 
other city in the economical-production 
region south of the Ohio River. The 
above map, for instance, shows the 
time required (in days) to deliver 
package-car shipments to various areas 
north, east, south and west... In 
addition to 8 major trunk-line rail- 
roads, Louisville manufacturers benefit | 
by the facilities of 85 truck lines and 
nearly 2000 miles of low-cost river 
transportation — with 49% of the Na- 
tion’s population within a 500-mile 

radius of their loading platforms. 
Rich supplies of raw materials available 
at minimum freight rates; American labor 
(97.1% mative-born) . . . The Louis- 
ville Industrial Foundation, an endowed, 
21-year-old, non-profit organization, 
will furnish an unbiased presentation 
of facts of obvious importance to in- 
dustry in general and of particular 

significance to manufacturers of wood, | 
metal, chemical, ceramic, tobacco, tex- 
tile and food products. . . Louisville 
Industrial Foundation, 4054 Columbia 
Building, Louisville, Kentucky. 

LOUISVILLE 
KENTUCKY 
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The Latest Thing in Switching Engines 
Recently built for the Ford Motor Co. by General Electric was this ultra-modern 
horsepower, 132-ton locomotive. Designed for hard work, the switching engine js at th. 

same time good-looking. All trimmings are chromium plated and the roof and cab ar, 
painted scarlet. 

attention to prices in this window. 

Everything is cheaper inside.” 
The cause of the war was variously 

attributed to chiseling by small stores, 

to the fact that wholesalers were cut- 
ing prices $2.50 to $3 a case so as to 

boom Christmas business, and to the 
fact that distillers had loaded up re- 
tailers with stock, so that they had to 

cut omg to get rid of it before the 

holidays were over. 
By this week, however, cutting was 

not so widespread. For one thing, Sea- 

gram and Calvert had applied for tem- 

porary injunctions against six retailers 

and had thereby managed to get most 

of them back to the “fair-trade” prices 

on the complainants’ products at least. 

The only suit differing from the rest 
was that brought against Macy's, charg- 
ing that store with cutting prices with 
the express purpose of inviting a suit, 

and of testing the court’s jurisdiction. 
“Macy's,” replied the store, “having 

exhausted its means of getting action 

from manufacturers [by reporting price- 
cutting activities of competitors} finally 
reduced its prices to meet competition.” 

And. as “fair trade” was mauled about 

through the w eek, a newcomer, the Na- 

tional Consumer News, sat solidly in its 

corner, babbling to itself, ‘‘Price fascism 

has blown up.” 

* 

Drop Price-Fixing Actions 
WHEN the Tydings-Miller act became 
law last summer, legalizing the flow 
between the states of resale price 

agreements signed in accordance with 
the fair trade laws of the individual 
states, it was generally assumed that 

pending Federal Trade Commission ac- 
tions charging various manufacturers 

with illegal price maintenance policies 

would have to be dropped. That as- 
sumption was confirmed this week 

| when the commission reluctantly dis- 
missed complaints against Bristol-My- 

ers Co., Gillette Safety Razor ( 

Yardley Co., stating that evidence 

illegal practices in the six remair 
non-fair trade states appears 

cient to continue the cases. 

Grand Chemical Show 
Over 300 companies present 
dazzling array of new and im- 
portant exhibits. 

THE CHEMICAL industries compris 

large and opulent group, and th 
Exposition of Chemical Indust: 

which is completing its six-day 

today, Dec. 11, at Grand Central Pal 

New York, reflects their magnitud: 

opulence. Annually, over 300 fi 

which equip and supply the indust: 

trot forth their newest and best for t 

inspection of chemists, chemical e: 

neers, technicians, and executives 

spend $7,000,000,000 every year 
materials, equipment, fuel and 

and transportation, according to 

mate by Chemical & Metallurgical | 

neering. This does not include 

of $1,500,000,000 for salaries 
wages. 

Chemical “Children” 

In the last show in 1935, a 5 
exhibit rounded up a selected group 

things, then new, under the he 
“Children of Recovery.” That ex 

was a worthy descendant of the 

show's “Children of Depression 

year’s “Children of Prosperity” pack 
the showgoers in to see more than 

little exhibits, ranging from water-v 

transparent plastics, which are act 

clearer than crystal, to mew anesthet 
and to a chemical for treating « 
cloth to make it look and feel like ! 
and to hold linen-like qualities thr 
repeated launderings. 

Three corporate exhibitors fea + 
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A$50,000 INDUSTRIAL- 
RELATIONS PROGRAM... 
in an Unsanitary Washroom 

sINESS WEEK, 2 a 

how 

resent 

d im. 

Daily grumbling ...an undercurrent of 
discontent ... annoying evidences of poor 
morale. Yet, plant equipment is modern; 
“‘welfare’’ programs are operating. 

F these conditions exist in your organi- 

zation, a look into your washroom will 

often reveal the cause of the trouble. Does 

it meet Auman standards of comfort and 

sanitation? Do you supply really clean, 

comfortable towels? 

A thoroughly equipped washroom makes 

satisfied, loyal workers. It pays worth-while 
dividends to employers in employee good 

will. ..in satisfactory industrial relations. 

Insure proper cleanliness and health for 

your employees by providing soft, sanitary 

ScotTissue Towels. Individual towels, dis- 

pensed from immaculate cabinets ... a 
new towel for each using. Economical, too, 

for special processing makes one ScotTissue 
Towel dry drier, faster than several ordi- 
nary towels. 

Test their comfort and economy .. . free. 

Write for a trial quantity on your business 
letterhead. See how soft, pliant and thor- 
ough drying they really are! Scott Paper 

Company, Chester, Pennsylvania. 

SCOTTISSUE, the same tollet paper that is preferred 

by more people than any other, is now available to 

lerge industrial users in Service-Roll form at sur- 

prisingly low cost. 

ScotTissue Towels 
BY THE MAKERS OF SCOTTISSUE, WALDORF AND SCOTTOWELS FOR HOMES 

Thirsty Fibre 

Really DRIES 



Remember Your 

Problem When 

Your Boy Needed 

a New Coat? 

@ They don’t look so serious to you now — those 
money problems that worried you when you 
were just getting a start. You've made the grade 
and have a comfortable surplus. 

But it's different with the people who are now 
where vou were a few years back. A new dress 

for Mary—a new coat for Billy—those are occa- 
sions that call for a family money huddle. Not 
that thev don't handle their money carefully 

Thev work wonders with their modest incomes. 
It takes good management to keep a growing 
family going with a limited cash reserve 

Reserves Soon Disappear 
But let an unexpected emergency occur—a long 
layoff, an accident, a major expenditure for any 

reason—and the family's small 

soon disappear. It must borrow or become in- 
sol ent 

At such times the responsible family can bor- 
row at Houschold Finance on 
basis and at reasonable rates Repayment of the 

loan is made in 10 to 20 monthly payments which 

average only about 7% of monthly income 
Through this plan Household meets the emer- 
gency money needs of thousands of families 
without bank credit. 

Household renders another service to wage- 
earners. An educational program in money man- 
agement and better buymanship shows how to 

save on daily necessitics, how to get more trom 

good reserves 

a business-like 

limited incomes. Scores of schools and colleges 
make daily use of this material for reference and 
class work 

We believe that vou will find the full story of 

Houschold's activity as ‘‘Doctor of Family Fi- 

nances”’ very interesting reading. We will gladly 
send you complimentary copies of Household’s 

consumer education pamphlets and additional 
information on how this company helps families 

solve their money problems. Please use the con- 

venient coupon, 

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE 
CORPORATION and Subsidiaries 

"Doctor of Family Finances” 

one of America's leading family finance organ- 

izations, with 228 branches in 148 cities 

e222 22 2222282 282222222 e222 eee 

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORPORATION, Dept. BW-12 
919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill 

*lease mail me without obligation booklets and full 
information on Household Finance's family reconstruc- 

ton program 

Name 

Address 

city 
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applications of “Fiberglas” in filter loyed in subtle ways to 
cloths, glass ropes, heat insulation, and results. Lead, these days, How 

electrical insulation, and even asa mulch _ tellurium. Aluminum and 

for horticultural and agricultural work. monel and platinum and Oppes 
One pioneer in plastics kept sample tantalum and molybdenum ner 

hunters standing in line waiting for and gold and zirconium—a! strates 
examples of what the newest automatic each for its appointed pur Senate 

molding machine could turn out. Every- scheme of things. Of non-n 
where there were evidences of ac- were far more than could hb sHINGTO! 

celerated trends toward mechanization. _ ber, synthetic plastics, ceran govel 

One mechanical proportioner kept con- and glass all vied for right! pes, airec 

tinuous records of dry materials gliding in the field of chemical pipi: g rb 
past on a belt conveyor, while it gov- and processing equipment 1 Ce 
erned the input of another dry material . ' sree and 
to miraculously precise proportions of Chemical Industry on Parade er are | 
the conveyor-borne material. The same Wherever one turned, nev details 
scale will also mix liquids in exact and packaging equipment, n¢ yn the 

weight-ratios to dry solids. devices and prime movers, n succees 

Gone are the days when “‘cast iron’ instruments and reagents, nev at 

or “steel’’ or “lead” were adequate ing chemical products, new — 
designations for materials entering classifiers and centrifuges and \dmimis 

equipment. There was plenty of cast trol apparatus and crushers and Ad 
iron to be found, but it has been poured and filters, and all the intri nav' 

with exactly suitable proportions of phernalia of the widely flung boa 

such alloying agents as silicon or nickel industries, filled three floors in Hor 

or what-have-you to attain particular Central Palace. The Chemical | ours 

physical properties for particular condi- Exposition is always a grand s g its arm 

tions of abrasion or corrosion or com- if its sponsors intend that sh ndustry 

pressive strength. There was plenty of inspect and, digest everything egmen 
steel, but it was either stainless or al- should run a year instead of a v bar 

vely 

nosition 
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pped 

bs and 
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And Now—A Machine to Sex Eggs nd as 
On his ranch at Temple City, near Los Angeles, Dr. Willard O. Funk (left, above oe 

retired University of Michigan professor, has developed a machine to determine an House b 

change the sex of eggs. The machine uses an electric current in some mysterious fashiot ng the | 

When contact is made with an egg, the instrument gives off an audible male or fema! nt of! 

signal, indicating the sex. Thus it is possible to separate the pullet eggs from th night a 

cockerels. Dr. Funk savs that with his machine he can also change the sex of an eg¢ lo not 

In the past, and in the normal way of things, about 80% of all chickens hatched have P 

been roosters. But if Dr. Funk’s discovery will do the things claimed for it, we may se aa 

a rapid increase in the egg-laying chicken population. 
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The government will fix hours and 

oes, directly or indirectly, under any 
ve-hour bill that survives the present 
‘m in Congress—if any does. The 
sree and method of exercise of this 

wer are incidental. It is largely to 

details that the opposition has 

awn the controversy. This strategy 
succeed in killing the bill where 

rontal attack might fail 

\dministration Bill Scrapped 

original bill 
President 

Administration's 

have empowered a 
ked board to fix wages as high as 

we an hour, a work-week as short as 

hours. As justification for thrust 

g its arm so far into the management 

industry, it was argued that there 
e segments of industry in which col 

tive bargaining never will operate 

fectively. In the face of unanimous 
position from industry and organ 
vd labor the Administration bill was 

rapped In its stead the Senate 

sed and the House Labor Committee 

reported bills, moderate by contrast, 
that provide in substance for: 

Establishment in various industries 
wage 

Cc 

nd occupations of a minimum 
tor as near 40¢ an hour as is pra 

ticable, and as rapidly as practicable 

(in the discretion of a five-man board), 

without curtailing opportunity for em 

ployment, or dislocating business 
Establishment of a maximum work 

week of or as near 40 hours as rapidly 

is is feasible without curtailing earning 

power or reducing production. The 
board must give weight to differing 

nditions in different localities and 

recognize and declare any wage differ 
entials established by testimony as jus 
tied by such conditions. With the 

South particularly in mind, the House 

bill requires the board to consider dif 

ferences in manufacturing unit costs 

Board’s Power over Wages 

The board's jurisdiction does not in 
lude power to declare minimum wages 
n excess of 40¢ an hour (except time 
ind-a-half for overtime) or a maximum 

work week of less than 40 hours, but 
ittanment of higher minimum wages 
nd a shorter work week in collective 
bargaining is to be encouraged. The 

House bill asserts a policy of discourag 

ing the graveyard shift by requiring pay 
of time-and-a-half between mid- 

night and 6 a.m. in industries which 
do not require continuous process oper 

ation, and would prohibit employment 

and minors between these or women 

flow Wage-Hour Battle Stands 
Opposition is focusing attention on details, and this 
strategy may beat any bill on the subject. 
Senate bills grant wide discretion. 

1937 

House and 

hours in any industry shipping its 
goods in interstate commerce 

Collective bargaining agreements are 

protected by provisions that a maximum 

work week shorter, or a minimum wage 
applicable standards in excess of, the 

under the bill shall not be deemed ille 

These are supplemented in the 

amendments that the 

labor-standard 

gal. 

House bill by 
board shall not 

order for any occupation unless it finds 

that union agreements do not cover a 

substantial portion of the employees or 
that existing facilities for collective bar 

gaining are inadequate or ineffective 
This provision was inserted last session 

at the behest of William Green, of the 

American Federation of Labor, 

has since thrown over the bill in favor 

of a substitute of its own. There is 

another A.F.L provision to the effect 

that, except as limited by its 40¢-40 

hour authority, the board shall not es 
tablish for any occupation a wage lower 

or a work-week longer than that pre 
vailing for like work in such occup: 

tion in the same locality, and that the 

minimum wages and maximum hours 

established by union agreements in any 
occupation shall be prima facie evidence 

of the appropriate standards to be es 

tablished by the board 

issue a 

which 

Child Labor Provisions 

Goods produced under conditions 

failing to = with applicable mini- 

mum standards declared by order of 

the board would be barred from inter- 

state commerce. The House bill also 

would prohibit interstate shipment of 

the products of child labor (under 16 

years of age, with certain exceptions) 
Corresponding provisions of the Senate 

bill would become effective Jan. 1, 

1938. It would be unlawful to employ 

any persons in the production of “un 

fair goods” intended to be sold or 

shipped in interstate commerce. 

« The board’s authority would extend 

to requiring elimination of substandard 

conditions in the production of goods 

not sold in interstate commerce but 
which compete to a substantial extent 

with “fair” goods brought in from 

another state. 

The board would be required to ap 

point advisory committees of employers 

employees, and the public before order 

ing establishment of wage or hour 
standards but not to adopt their recom 

mendations. Under the Senate bill the 

Board would have authority to require 
that goods be labeled, but this provi 

sion is omitted from the House bill. 

It would have authority to inspect any 

39 

You like «~ 
Apple 

Keeps millions of barrels of apples fresh for 
you, each year. In the storages around Win 

chester, Va., the apple center of the East. 85° 

of the refrigerating equipment ix Frick. In 

the Northwest th 

Frick machines serve 
the Pacific Fruit and 
Produce Co alone 

Growers everywhere 

are now building 

Frick refrigerated 
storages right on their 

The 1 bbl 
* ~ , N farms. Ask us how 
w little they cost and 

how much they save 

PEPENOARLE REFRIGEO@ATION Semce 

The villain of old melodrama merited the 

rage brought down upon his head. 

But his punishment was severe. 

His was the lot to suffer continual frustration 

-oo Ana you have ever tried to dev elop 

a product or improve an operation, you 

know life's bitterest experience is frustration ! 

Keeping industry's good ideas from being 
| frustrated for the lack of a product or 

material has been the lot of P. R. Mallory 

& Co., Inc., for over twenty years. And ue 

like the role. 

P.R. MALLORY & CO., Inc. 
INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA 

Cable Address — Pelmalio 

M ALLORY 

PARTS FOR RADIO, ELECTRICAL, 

| AUTOMOTIVE AND INDUSTRIAL FIELDS 

| 
| 



eYOU CAN BUILD 

THE WINTER 

WHEREVER FIRE-SAFE FLOORS 

AND ROOFS ARE NEEDED 

@ Winter need not lift the cost 

of permanent fire-safe construc- 

tion jobs if GYPSTEEL PLANK* is 

used. PLANK is a dry job—-han- 

dles like wood—speeds up work 

and givescomplete tire-safety for 

tloors and root-decks. A prefab- 

ricated unit, it reduces construc 

tion tume and keeps down labor 

costs. GYPSTEEL PLANK will give 

you all the permanence and 

strength of a poured masonry 

job—without the trouble—and, 

because PLANK installations are 

never delayed by weather, you 

can build right through the winte 

PLANK Bulletin gives full par 

ticulars. Write Structural Gyp 

sum Division, American Cyan- 

amid & Chemical Corporation, 

so W. soth St., New York, N. Y. 

““ GYPSTEEL PLAN 
*T rade- Mark 

ween 

SWASEY 

Turret Lathes 

Cleveland 
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plants or records to deter 
an employer has violated 
of the law or any labo: 

So far as practicable, th 

of Labor would be util 

purpose. The bills provid 

of reparation to employ: 

violation of applicable | 

To compensate for in 

production, provision is 

adjustment of tariff duties 
eign products, but such 

not be mandatory. 
Employees in retail trad 

fishing, and common cat 
tation are, in general, exe: 

bill. There are special 
from hour provisions for s 

packing and processing 

A.F.L. Proposes Substitute 

Such are the speci nc ation 

bills with which 

gling. The Senate passed 

July but in the interim 

opposition has thrown the H 

chaos. The bill reported by 

committee last August has t 
support of John L. Lewis, | 

the Committee for Industria 

tion. The A.F.L. will try 

on the floor flat statutory st 

40¢ an hour, eight hours a 
hours a week in an attem; 

off creation of another adn 

board. It's fed up with 

Labor Relations Board whi 

of partiality for CLO. 1 
Labor Committee is seekin, 
promise by placing administ: 
Labor Department, but the | 

cherishes no affection for M 

The A.F.L. bill would be 
through federal district attor 

prosecution of offenders on 
of violation. Each violation 

any employee would rate a $ 
Exemptions would be allowed 

riculture, transport, and certai 

classes of labor, and except 

emergencies from maximum 
visions, provided that employ 

paid time-and-a-half for overti 
The A.F.L. bill ignores the 

of Southern industry for low 
differentials, without which no 

a visible chance of enactment. 
. 

_Loss-Leader Injunction 
THE first injunction in Min: 
under the state anti-loss-leader 

issued in District Court last 
Judge E. A. Montgomery. It 
the Penny Market, Inc., from 
ing or selling sugar or flour at ! 
10% above the invoice or repla 
cost for a period of two wech 
that time, it is expected, the 

Congre 

| stores to test the Constitution 

' the law. Hearing is set for D 

District Court in Minneapolis wil 

| ruled on a case brought by the A. & 

have 



BUSINESS WEEK REPORTS TO 

EXECUTIVES (AND TO CONGRESS) ON 

What Taxes Are Doing 

To Business 

Congress will soon be busy with another tax bill. ‘There will be 

hearings, debates, and special analyses. (Questions will be raised: 

How does federal taxation affect business? Do present taxes provide 

sufficient revenues for the Treasury? Are those revenues stable? 

I-very business man has some of the answers in his individual experi 

ence. But business wants all the answers—answers based on facts, 

figures, and tax economics, not on theory and prejudice. ‘This report 

draws on actual industrial experience to provide the background for 

the specific tax issues now before Congress. Because of the immediate 

importance of these issues, the effects of Social Security and of state 

and local taxes on business have been left for later discussion. 

Number 9 of a series of special ref 

gnificance Made for executives b 

130 West 42nd Strect, New York, N. 



WHAT TAXES ARE DOING TO BI 

lr used to be: “Nothing is sure but death and taxes.” ment of bumper payments, regard such libe —_— 
But today, in the United States, only death is sure. cold suspicion. Recall what happened on \\ 

[he taxpayer is never certain how much he'll have to Nov. 24, 1937, the day betore Thanksgivir 
pay, and the federal government is never certain how of several major corporations, including W — 

ich it will collect. And that is particularly true now Electric and American Smelting & Refining 
that independable undistributed earnings tax has bee: end specials. “hat was something to send 

iperimpo d on two othe undependab! levie im our in the good old days home to their t irk 5 

tax structure; the capital gains tax and the high personal rapacious trame of mind. But not 
ta very day le iding hares slunk to new low a 

1} wod tributed carninys tan ha been a Doomeran year, whi h definitely was someth ng nor t 5 | 

It h tailed to balance the budget It h hurt busi ful iT. é 

it has disrupted the Presidential schedule jor t pecial lhe point is that shareholders cannot 3 3) 

m otf Congress. And it has made Secretery of the directors, when they declare dividends, ar E 

lreasury Morgenthau eat his proud boa ot April ) unadulterated business judgement Indeed = | 
; @ 2) 

1936, betore the Senate Finance Committee that his est this levy probably many a director is ne 

te of receipts had come closer to reality than those whether the dividend he votes to pay Vas t | 

iny other Secretary ot the lreasu in recent histor tax Was a simon-pure husiness detern inat 1 

ret, the tax has not been utterly unsuccessful from the by earnings and outlook, or was a bit of both 

\dministration standpoint, It was designed to torce out And that, as the United States approa 
porate earnings in the form ot dividends to stockhold 1938, is the state of mind in the finan . 

and it has done so. Whereas, formerly, corporate world—a state of mind that hardly promi 

managers deemed it necessary to plow back around 40 hardheaded business verdicts. Taxes are . 
ot earnings tor plant expansion, replacements, and contin up with financial judgments. poe 
rencies, these days, rather than pay trom 7% to 27% tor no { 

the privilege ot holding on to their stockholders’ money, 

they are disbursing trom 70% to 100% of their profit NDUSTRIAL as well as dividend poli 
Ry ult No longer is a dividend take 1 at Tace \ ilue tected. The tax has intertered with 

in rever 

not been 

yivance 

new bulbous 

wkholders, instead of being gratified at an announce projects, with inventory planning, and with fina Income 

grams. Evidence of this widespread intrusion jump al 

sees —— a carefully and systematically gathered by the N — 

THE “SWEET SIMP ' oe Association of Manufacturers. Here are a few eee 
L CITY ative letters trom business enterprises: heen th 

| OF TAX-EXEMPTS oo 
“The undistributed earnings tax seemed to affect — 
almost every possible way. First, it prevented the er 

| 130 — a cn 2 = of certain buildings that would have been unck 

| last year... It also retarded the purchase of nt th 

| 0h ond new equipment ... And, further, it prompted th rporz 

120° PQ} 4} —J — rowing of money for the purpose of paying divid ving 
7 sovevement Seade -A radio tube and lamp ompany. ie 

| “This year . . . we find ourselves handicapped 
110 Seen ee = working capital . . . probably owing to the fact tha the Cap 

XU , | 7 on me ae management distributed most of the 1936 profits ronits 
ty Like all rapidly growing concerns, the working ca bviou: 

| 100) 2s. ery ; 15 Monicipel Bonds |__ was not in cash, but in accounts receivable and is en a 
“*tezree, 3 Dollars per $100 Bend) | tories; therefore, in order to pay the dividend it nee 

ra» necessary to give ... notes to stockholders . . . It ’ : 

90 45 Corporate Bonds... *tzzy also been necessary . . . to borrow from financial ins sa dij 
(Dollars per $100 Bond pace ae £ tions, a practice that was practically unknown until specule 

| Cope year.”"—A corrugated paper products company Ever 

80 420 AF A Stocks “If the tax did not exist, we would feel better abi ht 

0necten buy a good many machines that we really need but tha "ar 
we are now getting along without. If another depress — © 

70. should come about, we would have to be ruthless tribute 
28 4 11:18 25 1 8 15 22 29 6 13 20 27 3 10 17 24 our employees in order to protect depleted . . . reser sap 
Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov. -4 tool company. s be 

Dota. Standard Statistics Co © BUSINESS WEEK “Much ... money . .. would have been spent on needed 
reconditioning of our machinery and buildings, if we hod ite 

FOUND: A SANCTUARY——Despite the liquidation of some a — a a oe | he > . iron works. ears 5400,000,000 of government bonds by weekly reporting Federal 

Reserve member banks, U. S. issues remained virtually sta- vs : : : ’ ipita 

tionary during the recent break in general bond and stock he undistributed earnings tax is not the onl) Indees 
prices. Support presumably came from insurance companies alienates the taxpayer from his business judgme lity 
and large investors. The latter would be large taxpayers. And capital gains tax is of the same stamp. And it is Ine 
their interest in federals and municipals would be two-edged: . s} } (1) as a haven from high federal surtaxes; (2) as an almost he, 
“riskless” investment. (More than $30,000,000,000 of the out- systen 

standing federal, state and local securities are totally exempt * Some corporations have gone to the trouble man 1 certain dividends § as undistributed earnings tax 
from normal income tax and surtaxes.) American Smelting & Retining is among these 

BUSINESS 
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BACKBONE OF THE TREASURY—The income 

tax, corporate and individual, accounts for approxi- 
mately 40% of federal revenues. But the sharp rise 
in revenue from that source in recent years, has 
not been able to catch up with the much more rapid 
sdvance in federal expenditures. Consequence: the 
bulbous deficits (black line) which began in 1931. 

Income tax receipts (hence total federal income) 
jump about like a cat on a hot tile, but tobacco 
another significant producer of income, is a com- 
paratively stable contributor year-in and year-out. 

Notable development, after the “long drought,” has 
heen the increase in liquor revenues. (Figures -s 
alongside the bars show the percentage of total 
receipts supplied by the indicated source.) 
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Liquor Toxes g All Other Receipts 

| Customs Receipts 

SX Other Internal Revenue 

Estate & Gift Toxes 

Tobacco Tox 

Manufacturers’ Excise Toxes 

Corporation Income Tox, etc 

Individual Income Tax 

Game NET DEFICIT 

Dota: U.S. Treasury 

1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 

* includes AA A Processing Texes 7 includes Sociol Security Texes © BUSINESS WEEK 

cant that both levies are optional with the taxpayer. A 
corporation can avoid the undistributed earnings tax by 

paying dividends or by spending money on advertising or 
bonuses (BIV—Jul4'36,p32). An investor can avoid 

the capital gains impost by the simple device of not taking 
profits when “he’s of a mind to.” The existence of such 
obvious, if inconvenient, avenues of escape—avenues which 

even a loophole-plugging Administration expressly keeps 
open—is an incitation to tax avoidance, and as a corollary, 

is a direct stimulus to mingling business, investment, and 
speculative decisions with tax decisions. 

Even this sorry mixture of things that don’t mix 
might be pardonable if the government procured revenues. 

But one-and-one-half years’ experience with the undis- 

tributed earnings tax has demonstrated its unreliability 

8 a producer. The whole history of the capital gains tax 
has been one of riotous ups and downs. In good market 
vears, capital profits are high (see chart, page 49), and 

tax receipts are likewise substantial. But in poor market 
vears, when business is dull and all tax receipts are low, 
capital gains fall off and so do the revenues from the levy. 

Indeed, it is the type of tax which exaggerates the insta- 
bility of federal income. 

Inextricably interwoven with the capital gains tax are 
the high personal surtaxes. As a matter of fact, under our 

system of taxation, they are one and the same thing. A 
man with a $100,000 income has to pay a surtax of $30,- 

000. But if he takes a $100,000 profit on securities held 

DECEMBER 11, 1937 

one year or less, that pushes him up into the $200,000 
income bracket, and his surtax becomes $89,000. In 
short, that $100,000 profit costs him $59,000. That's 
enough of a price to make iwny man, no matter how 

bearish, pause before selling. Of course, among the still 
higher incomes, where the surtax rises to 75%, the price 

of a profit becomes virtually prohibitive. Yet, the Federal 
Reserve and the Securities & Exchange Commission desire 
markets which honestly reflect business conditions. Such 
honest reflection can only be obtained when investors 

ind speculators alike can put head and soul in their mar- 
et decisions free from the intrusion of their personal 

ax problems. 

HE consolidated effect of taxes which mix tax mo- 
tives with the profit motive is to discourage invest- 

ment, which, most emphatically, was not a Presidential 
or Congressional dream when they superimposed the 
undistributed earnings tax upon the capital gains impost 

and the high surtaxes. It is unfortunate, but it happens 

to be the case, that a vast body of federal, state, and 
municipal securities are outstanding in the ethereal realm 
of tax exemption. And when the federal government 

tries to force more income into the high surtax brackets, 
it is only logical to expect the 30% to 75% taxpayers 

to get out from under if they can—and they can. The 
late Ogden L. Mills summed up the problem by saying 
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“A progressive income tax at high rates and tax exempt 

securities cannot exist side by side.” 
Until the undistributed earnings tax came along, cor- 

porate treasuries were an additional means of tax avoid- 

Instead of taking dividends ance for large stockholders. 

from the corporatidns, and paying high personal surtaxes 

on those dividends, the owners simply left the money in 
the till, and thus eliminated taxes on that accrued but 

It was to get at this undistributed 
income that the Revenue Act of That is 
why it was subtitled “An act to equalize taxation.” The 

Administration wanted to make stockholders pay taxes on 
a parity with those now paid by partners or proprietors 

of a business, who report all earnings of their businesses 
as personal income. But the law, as finally enacted, 
never could attain that end. 
Why? Because so long as personal taxes reach for 

79% ot incomes, and so long as the maximum corporation 
tax runs to 32.5%,* there is still sufficient differential for 
large taxpayers in control of corporations to plow back 
the earnings. And it works with an ironical twist. To 

the extent that the forces out dividends and the 

large stockholder pays high surtaxes, it equalizes taxa- 
tion and justifies the Administration’s concept. But to 
the extent that a corporation retains earnings, it injures 

the small stockholder. The corporation must pay 7% 
to 27% to the government on undisbursed income. Yet 
most small shareholders, when called upon to pay personal 
income taxes to Uncle Sam, usually remit only +%.+ So 
instead of a 4% levy, the small shareholder is “equalized” 
with a 7% to 27% burden. 

unrealized income, 

1936 aimed. 

la Ww 

’ 

N any discussion of the undistributed earnings tax with 
government officials, one or two distinguished and 

well-known names will be mentioned: Henry Ford or 

Andrew Mellon. By plowing back the earnings of their 
vast enterprises, Ford Mellon have been able to 

escape large personal income taxes. ‘That much is true. 
But the price the country has to at these 
“incorporated pocketbooks” ought to be reckoned. Cer- 
tainly some part of the cost of the current business reces- 

sion may be justly assigned to the law’s interference 

and 

pay to get 

with normal business operations. 
The capital markets, these last several months, have 

been pathetic. New and far be- 

tween. Bethlehem Steel debentures, purchased by invest- 
ment bankers at 98, were offered at an immediate loss at 
954 and quickly gravitated to the low 80s. Pure Oil 

preferred stock remained on ice (converting distributing 
organizations into “permanent investors”) because the 
investment houses could not see their way clear to put 

Bethlehem Steel and Pure Oil 
They got 

issues have been tew 

them on the open market. 

were lucky or canny—call it what you will. 
to the bankers in the nick of time and sold a bill of 

goods. They got the money they needed. But corpora- 

tions that came after them, looking for additional capital, 

roughly 15%. The top surtax levy comes 
to W.5¢ of So of earnings (since the normal tax is first 
deducted). Therefore, maximum income taxes add up to 32.4250 
Tax experts, incidentally, when they discuss federal levies, throw 
in the capital stock and excess profits tax, and sum them all 
up by saying: “If you don't pay, out anything in dividends 
Unele Sam's bill amounts to 35%.” 

+ In the 1935 fiscal year, 89.25¢, of the 
filed were for incomes of $5,000 or less 

*The normal levy is 

individual tax returns 

Unfair to Baseball 

The undistributed earnings tax is a sock in the 
to the New York Giants, National League basebal| 

Manager Bill Terry would like to acquire a s! 
first baseman to replace Johnny McCarthy; bur 
same time, he'd very much more prefer to bu 
Lingle Mungo, Brooklyn Dodgers star pitcher, 
(Ducky Wucky) Medwick, the St. Louis Cardinals 
liant outfielder. But the tax puts a halter on B 

Horace Stoneham, president of the Giants, sur 
situation up thus: “If you wanted to spend your s 
on ball players, the government would step in and 
you. That sort of thing is inimical to baseball. |i 
make a lot of money you want to make more by str: 
ening your club. But you cannot do what you 

stockholders.” 

1936 prevents plowing back earnings in “ivory 

“capital assets.” Mr. Stoneham says that any club » 
have to pay too high a tax to make “more than 
big-money deal.” 

So Mr. Stoneham concludes that the Revenue Ac: 

You've got to distribute a large part of your protic 

hoof,” which in baseball would come under the head 

met a stony “No, thank you very much, we are not 
market just now tor new issues.” That was tl 

When the Mellons and the Fords leave earning 
company, that company has a recurrent suppl) 

capital in the form of plowed-back earnings. It d 

have to try to borrow or sell stock in a market wh 

be unreceptive at the time the company requires 
In effect, then, the Fords and the Mellons may 

withholding profits, but also ing taxes by and 

same time and for the good of the company—t! 

And the 

collect commissions for the services rendered! 

acting as bankers for their enterprises. 

end, moreover, the government gets its cut, thro 

collection of inheritance taxes. ) 

Treasury officials do not accept that 
function as a valid reason for holding earnings 

“quasi 

cite—with great relish—that corporations during 

pression years 1931-1933 recorded 
deficit of $6,600,000,000, yet when the period w 
had $11,000,000,000 more in cash and investment 
at the end of 1929. And that despite the cash d 
of $13,200,000,000! It was not done with n 

was done with bookkeeping, observes the Treasur 
Very simply. In those three years, corporations d 

from income $11,200,000,000 for depreciation; 

an aggreg 

H 

$761,000,000 to depletion; wrote off $3,700,000,00 

bad debts; and took a $5,100,000,000 licking on 

of capital assets. 
loss of $20,800,000,000. Here’s how the Treasury 

$20,800,001 
6.600 

Bookkeeping Losses 
Deficit, 1931-1933 

Non-Cash Losses Available for 

Dividends 
Dividends Paid 13,200,000 

Cash Improvement 

‘The inference the Treasury would have drawn 

industry during the lean years did not live on the 

All in all, bookkeeping accounted t 

14,200,000 
000 

$1,000,000.000 

+ 
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WHAT TAXES ARE DOING TO BUSINESS 
—— 

lated fat of prosperous years; that industry eked along on 
‘s depreciation and other bookkeeping charges; and that, 

through it all, dividends paid had little or no relation 

fits. This hardly squares with actualities. Break 

down the record and it becomes apparent (1) that 45% 

f the dividends in the period were paid in 1931 before 
yysiness had an adequate inkling of the dire things to 

me and (2) that 65% of the dividends were paid by 

corporations which had earnings, and not losses. In other 
words, business continued in the even tenor of its ways, 
regardless of bookkeeping. Dividends were paid in the 

ain by corporations that earned them, but, as was to be 

expected, there was a lag between the disappearance of 
orofits and the abandonment of dividends. Hope springs 
eternal in a corporation executive’s breast, and before he 
passes a “regular” dividend, he must first abandon all 
ope of profits. 

What happened from 1931 through 1933, and what 

the Treasury statistics seem to prove, is that business lique- 
ed its position. Naturally, as business fell off, inven- 

tories dropped simultaneously, both in unit volume and 

nr 
pt 

TY 

STABILITY VS. INSTABILITY 
British and American Internal Revenue 

(1926=100) 

i 
| | | 

+—_+—_—_+——+— fFederel Texes 
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Taxes -—_1—_+—_+— Crewe | | 

] 
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Dato: British Statistical Abstract; U.S. Treasury wi 

COMPARISONS ARE ODIOUS, BUT—It is significant thet in 
good times and bad, Great Britain has been able to revise its 
‘ax rates to get a steady flow of income ‘and balance its budget), 
in contrast to our experience in the United States. Chief pro- 
ducer (around 40%, as in the United States) of Crown revenue 
is the corporation and individual income tax, which as far as 
possible is collected at the source. Thus, a corporation pays 
the 25% normal tax directly to the Crown, but stockholders, 
when they receive dividends, can deduct the amount of the tax 
from their returns (can even get a refund if they, as individuals. 
are entitled to it). Similarly, a man who leases a building, 
pays the tax on the annual rental directly to the Board of 
Inland Revenue, and deducts it from his rent. Top surtax in 
Great Britain is 41.25% which, added to the normal tax. brings 
the maximum rate to 6614%. (Ours is 79%.) A stabilizing 
feature of the British law is that taxpayers may carry over losses 
x years. This tends to eliminate the teetertotter of high 
meome one year and low income the next year, by de-emphasiz- 
ing prosperity. 
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Consequence: stocks on hand were con 

Further, business also 

Actually, real 

tactories ruth 

dollar volume. 
verted 

liquidated its plant and property account. 
were 

into cash or investments. 

estate was not sold wholesale; nor 
lessly dumped overboard in a maniacal search for liquidity 
(If every company to sell and 

equipment, everything would be frozen stiff, because there 
But plants were 

rushed madly tactories 

would be only sellers, and no buyers.) 
undermaintained. New construction plans were held in 
abeyance. Expansion virtually ceased. 

Indeed, the abrupt stoppage in industrial development 

prompted Carl Snyder, formerly chief statistician of thy 
Federal Reserve Bank of New York, to declare: “Perhaps 
the most striking feature of this depression has been a 
full six years’ arrest* of that prodigious industrial growth 

which for well over a century was one ot the outstand 
ing characteristics of the country. This [stoppage | 
has no parallel.” Yet, if the arrest of the country’s in 

dustrial expansion was caused by the stripping down ot 

plant and equipment during the depression, the resulting 
gap in the nation’s productive facilities accounted for the 
remarkable turn-around in industrial building activity this 
year. Though residential and commercial construction 
remained in the doldrums, factory building hurtled back 

close to where it was in 1929 (BIV7’—Novw20'37,p15). 

NDUSTRY, out of sheer compulsion to make up for its 

I under-maintenance, under-replacement, and under-ex 
pansion during the depression, burst forth in a brilliant 

effort to redeem vanished time. At first blush, this might 
seem to indicate that the undistributed earnings tax was no 

deterrent to plant expansion. But that would be tant 

amount to arguing that because General Motors made 

money this year it was not hampered by sitdown strikes 
A survey by the National Industrial Conference Board 

Out of 334 enterprises in all walks ot proves the point. 
of the sample—hav business life, 92 companies—289 

abandoned or postponed expenditures for needed equip 

ment and improvements because of the intrusion of the tax. 
And 213 of the 242 corporations which have not as yet dis 

rupted improvement programs anticipate that they will 
Thus, 305 out 

, 
c 

have to in the near future if the tax stands. 
of 334 corporations—91%—have been forced to alte: 

their course of operations, That’s compounding tax judg 

ment and business judgment with a vengeance. 

The Treasury, of course, never contemplated such ill 

effects. It anticipated instead that tax avoidance would 
become a commonplace under the law. That was the 

underlying theory of the tax—that corporations would 
pay paper dividends, such as bonds, debentures, preferred 
stock, or scrip; or they might choose optional cash/stock 

dividends, or pay out the cash and issue rights to share- 
holders to get the money back. The Treasury failed 

to reckon with corporation lawyers: -Lawyers have a way 
of being finicky. 

As pointed out in Business Week's report to executives 
“Business, the Banks and Working Capital” (BM4’—dA pr 
10°37,p54), all of these various devices to avoid the 
tax have been adopted. But it has been the exceptional 

_* Refers to 1930-1935 inclusive. The quotation is from “Capital 
Supply and National Well-Being,” published tn the American 
Economic Review, June, 1936 
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corporation that has been able to adjust its capital struc- 

ture to the impact of the tax. It sounds easy to pay 
a paper dividend—someone has aptly described it as a 
“wampum” dividend. But that kicks back at the stock- 
holder, because Collector of Internal Revenue Helvering, 

when it comes to personal income taxes, demands cold cash, 

will refuse a wampum tender. Moreover, the legal 

protession has never cottoned to makeshift dividends. 

Ever since the Supreme Court’s Macomber vs. Eisner 
decision in 1920, the question has ranged in and out of 
courts: When does a dividend constitute taxable income 

to the recipient? The answer to that question is highly 

important under the Revenue Act of 1936, because a 
corporation, in order to get credit for dividends, must pay 

those dividends in such a form that they will be taxable 
in the hands of stockholders. Thus, a dividend paid in 
common stock is not a taxable dividend, and cannot serve 
a corporation in avoiding the undistributed earnings levy. 

Fine issues come up all along the line. Rights are a 
recent case in point. In June, 1936, when the law was 
passed, it was believed that rights to shareholders—if they 

had a cash value in the open market—would constitute a 

taxable dividend and hence provide corporations with 
a dividends-paid credit. But the Supreme Court has 
thrown that whim clear out the window. Rights, the 
high court decided last month, were not always true 
income, and therefore were sometimes non-taxable. Con- 

sequence: any corporation which issued rights as a means 

of escaping the tax, may have to recompute its tax return, 

eliminate all credit for the rights, and pay a penalty. 

Aware of this fuzzy legal area, lawyers have con- 
sistently hesitated to advise corporations to use these 
wampum loopholes. Hence, as a practical matter, cor- 
porations have had to make a choice of (1) paying out 

cash to stockholders, or (2) distributing paper and assum- 
ing a contingent liability of a tax reassessment at some 

future date. 

PECIAL pet of the law was the small corporation. 
Not only was it granted a low normal tax and a 

minimum of $5,000 in the lowest undistributed earnings 

bracket at 7%, but also the Treasury thought that the 
smaller enterprise would be most easily able to avail 
itself of the paper dividend. The theory was that the 
modest enterprise would have few stockholders, would 
call those few stockholders to a special meeting, would 
arrange to pay out cash dividends, and then would 
extract a promise to have the dividends reinvested by 

its stockholders. 

It is easier written than done. Though such closeness 
of ownership may exist in some corporations, companies 
earning between $50,000 and $200,000 a year would have 

a fairly wide diffusion of stock. Further, getting share- 
holders to agree on the program might be anything but 
simple. There is the matter of self-interest. Many a 
shareholder offers no objection when a company holds 
on to earnings without saying anything about it; but 
when a company turns to the shareholder and says in 

effect, “Here, we're going to pay a dividend, you're going 
to pay it back to us, and you'll have to include it in your 
personal income and pay taxes on it,” all is not likely 

to be sweetness and light. 

Dun & Bradstreet has established by actual] 

the small corporation availed itself of non-cas} 
tions more frequently than the larger enterpr 
reason tor that is that the small company does 
the benefit of cautious counsel that the large « 
retains. Another, and probably a more cogent 

tion, is that the small enterprise, as pointed out R 

Tax = Three New Men 

This letter tells its own story: 

WARD HEATER COMPANY, LTD. 

1800 West Washington Boulevard 

Los Angeles, California 

April 6, 1937 

Mr. Clifford Johnstone 
Pacific Coast Gas Association 

447 Sutter Street 

San Francisco, California 

Re: Tax on Undistributed Profits 

Dear Mr. Johnstone: 
Here is our answer. You may quote all, or any part 

of this letter, any place, any time. 

In 1932, this 27-year-old company was a financial! 
wreck, with a good product and a good name. Ther 
the present management took hold. I borrowed $40, 
from friends and family and turned it over to the 
company. That year we lost $20,000. We kept going 

somehow and the next year lost $10,000. The NRA 
came along and we raised wages and hired more met 
Our loss for that year was $8,999. $38,000 of 
$40,000 was gone. We had applied to the Federa 
Reserve Bank for a loan and got a long-delayed “Ni 
Next we applied to the RFC for a loan and got a promp: 
“Yes,” with such dishonorable conditions attached there: 
that even our banker laughed. 

Then things changed for the better. In 1935 we | 
made $6,000. This gave us new courage and we begar 
to lay our course. Only the officers are stockholders in 
the company. We figured if we kept our,own salaries 
low we could make back our lost working capital. We 
decided we should not apply this policy to the men in 
the factory. So, as fast as we could, we have raised 
wages. We are shooting for twelve months’ continuous 
operations without layoffs. Sales increased. More mer 
were added to our payroll. We raised wages six times 
—higher by 52% than they were in 1932. We econ- 
omized on everything except wages. And last year w« 
made $25,000. 
Now comes our Uncle Sam barging in on our payroll 

He is going to draw out in taxes more money than has 

been drawn out in salaries by the company's president 
and vice-president and secretary combined. The tax 
on our undistributed profits would pay the salaries o! 
two additional salesmen who would make more sales 
and make more work for more men. 

The tax on our undistributed profits would enable us 
to raise the pay of our 65 employees 4%. 

The tax on our undistributed profits would enable 

to add three new men to our present factory payroll and 

keep them busy the year round. 
Is this good government? 

us 

Very truly yours, 

WARD HEATER COMPANY, LTD 

(Signed) Horace J. Smith, President 

NOTE: This letter has been made available to Business Beet 

by the Chamber of Commerce of the United States. 
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NEW CAPITAL ISSUES 

FAIL TO REVIVE WITH EARNINGS 
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STRANGE PHENOMENON—As Carl Snyder has observed 
page 45), the abrupt cessation of the country’s industrial 

crowth in recent years has “no parallel.” Despite the rapid 
improvement in corporate earnings, there has been no corre- 
sponding increase in plant expansion. Indeed, it was not until 
this year, when factory building rebounded sharply to more 
than $500,000,000 (not far from 1929's $547,000,000) that there 

has been any extensive plant construction since 1932. As the 
result, flotation of securities for general expansion (and for the 
specific purpose of new productive facilities) have been few 
nd far between. Why, is one of those hen and egg proposi- 

tions. Are securities markets dead because there aren't new 

issues? Or, are there no new issues because securities markets 
we dead? One explanation is that capital gains taxation is a 

deterrent to the purchase of industrial securities by large in- 
vestors (taxpayers), and hence plays some part in the market’s 
inhospitability toward new flotations. 

ss, the Banks and Working Capital,” does not have 
eady access to the capital markets. Therefore, if it is 

to escape the burden of the tax and yet have money with 
which to expand, it must hold on to its earnings and 

et its owners foot the tax bill.* And if the paper divi- 
lends which the small corporations have paid do not pre- 

vail in court tests, the very enterprises the law sought to 
irture will be doubly hurt: first, because they will have 

ncreased their capitalizations to avoid the tax, and second, 

because after all that legal effort they will have to pay the 
tax, perhaps with a penalty attached. 

Big corporations, like Sears, Roebuck, or Montgomery 
Ward, or Bethlehem Steel, or Continental Can, can pay 

it the cash if need be, and then try their investment 

ankers for new money. In that way they can skirt the 

*10% of small corporations sampled used non-cash dividends 
ex sively in 1986; another 10% used cash as well as non-cash 
“istributions. For corporations as a whole, including large and 
‘mall, only 5% used non-cash dividends exclusively, and 9% 
used both cash and non-cash. Incidentally, the tendency among 

® very large corporations seems to be to pay an increasingly 
freater proportion of dividends in cash, whereas among smaller 
nd. medium-sized enterprises, the opposite trend prevails. 
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quicksand patch of what is and what is not a taxable divi 
dend. But the capital markets, as previously noted, are 

not always willing. Indeed, it is a strange commentary 

on the condition of the security markets that investment 

bankers have been advising corporations to pay the tax 
and hold on to cash, rather than to try to float new securi 

ties.* Investment bankers, like every one else, are in 

business to make money. But they have a moral oblig 

tion to investors to see that corporations do not ove 

Also, investment 

to make money, must be able to sell their w 

inker ‘, 

And in 

expand their capital structures. 

ent months their wares have been unsalable. 

HE business recession accounts in large part tor this 

unsalability. When the outlook is uninspiring, securi 

ties buyers close their checkbooks. But checkbooks wo iid 

open and fountain pens would be uncapped if the 

investor had a real incentive in a society which is still 

geared to the profit motive. However, tor the large in 

vestor—as an incidence of capital gains taxation and high 

personal surtaxes—investment has become a_heads-the 

tails-the investor-loses proposition, 

et, he has to vet a 

] 

government-wins: 

If a taxpayer is in the 50% brack 

6% income in order to have a net yield of 3% He’s 

better off with the “sweet simplicity” of a 3% tax-exempt 

than the worry of a medium-grade industrial. And if 

he buys a stock, in the hope of appreciation, he pays 

when he wins as well as when he loses. If the stock 
goes down, his capital depreciates; if he sells at a loss, he 
can only use that loss for income tax purposes to oftset 

other capital gains that he may have realized. If the 

stock goes up, then when he sells he has to cut Uncle 
Sam in on at least half of his profits (if he’s held on less 

than a year). And, by taking a profit, his total income 

rises and shoves him up into a higher tax bracket, so 

that the tax he pays is levied not on his immediate gain, 
but on all of his income—coupons from taxable bonds, 

dividends, salaries, royalties and all other capital gains. 

In the face of such a tax onslaught, is it any wonder 

that many a potential investor in corporate securities calls 
up his broker and says: ““Get me a government bond, and 

good day to the tax collector!” 
What has happened in the securities markets since 

July 28 implies as much. While general corporate bonds 

declined 16° and stocks dropped 36%, 
municipal bonds remained comparatively untouched by it 
all (see chart, page 42). This carries the suggestion that 

investors were getting out of their “taxables” and getting 

government and 

into tax-exempts. 

So, the situation that confronts the average corpora- 

tien today is this: if it wants to expand its plant, build 
up its inventories, or increase its working capital, it must 
pay a heavy penalty tax on retained earnings, or it can 
pay out all it earns in dividends and- face an angry securi 
ties market. Perhaps the government could solve the 
dilemma by establishing definitely and clearly just what 
is and just what is not a valid wampum dividend. But 

* Report of the Industrial Securities Committee of the Invest 
ment Bankers Association November, 1037 

{A more extreme example: a 5¢ municipal tax-exempt bend, 
for a person with an inceme of $500.000, would be equivalent to 

a 17.86% return on a taxable security 
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even so the legal profession would probably still want to 

see the “clarification” tested through the courts. And 
that means years. Which would still leave the average 
corporation between the Scylla of paying 7.5% to 25.8% 
to the government for the earnings it actually retains,* 
and the Charybdis of paying out everything to stockholders 
and not expanding. And that means that the government 
is placing a burden on economic development. The cor- 

poration that pays the tax has that much less to expand 

with; the corporation that distributes all of its earnings 

(unless it is fortunate enough to be able to turn to the 
capital markets) will have nothing but its accumulated 

cash for expansion. 

Over the years, that is bound to exert a strangulating 
pressure on the national economy, if one accepts the con- 

clusions of Carl Snyder that in the last century the essen- 
tial ingredient of the “wondrous industrial advance of 

the United States . . has been a supply of new 
capital, derived almost wholly and directly from 
the industries themselves, from high profits, and not 
from imaginary ‘national savings.’” In short, plowed- 
back earnings have been the sine qua non of our national 

economy. 

. BRITAIN fully recognizes the need for 

J new capital in national growth. When Prime Min- 

ister Chamberlain last spring tried to impose on business a 
“growth of profits” tax (which bore a slight resemblance 

to the undistributed earnings levy), business men howled 

it down (BW—June5'37,p14). Moreover, the British 

law permits a corporation to apply the losses of poor years 
to the profits of good years. There is a six-year carry- 
over for such recoupment. The Crown does not expect 

industry to cut into its capital to pax taxes. 
The only approach this Administration has made to 

that is an anemic provision in the Revenue Act of 1936 

that, if dividends paid in any one year exceed earnings, 
the excess may be carried over for two years as a dividends- 

paid credit. In effect, that is a concession to managerial 

optimism. ‘Those who make the mistake of overestimat- 
ing earnings and disbursing too much in dividends have 

two years in which to correct that mistaket for tax 
purposes. But actual losses, which are far more signifi- 

cant in the corporate ledger, cannot be brought forward. 
For feast-and-famine industries, such as railroad equip- 

ment, machine tools, or steel, that is a particular hardship. 
Consider solely the impact of the 15% normal tax; con- 

sider how irrationally it affects two different corporations : 
one, with an annual loss of $1,000,000 for three years, 
followed by an annual profit of $2,000,000 for the next 

three years; the other, with consistent annual earnings 

of $500,000 for the six-year stretch. 
Before taxes, both corporations have $3,000,000 to 

show for their six years of industrial effort. But the 

*Though the maximum total tax on retained earnings is 
20.59%, the cost to corporation of the earnings actually re- 
tained ranges from 7.530 to 25.70% See chart, ‘“‘Business, the 
tunks and Working Capital,” page 57. 
‘Inasmuch as the law expects a corporation to get its divi- 

dends in the hands of stockholders before the end of the year, 
the possibility of error is great. Few corporation comptrollers 
ean determine before the actual end of the year, how much a 
company earned. Indeed, in the determination of earnings, a 
great many arbitrary decisions must be made, such as proper 
allowance for depreciation, correct evaluation of inventories, 
accurate write-offs for bad debts. After-the-year-is-over hind 
sight often results in a radical change in earnings 

— ———S a 
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The Capital Gains Tax: 
Why and How It Hurts 

Logically, there is no basic reason why an inves: 
speculator should “overstay his market” because of 
tal gains taxation. The holder of a bond or a sha 

stock must go on one of three assumptions: (1) ¢ 
market is going up, in which case he would hold 
(2) that the market will move sidewise, in which cas 
would not sell, unless he felt he had a “lemon”; (2 
the market is heading for a fall, in which case he 
normally sell to protect his capital. 

Obviously, the chief consideration is what ha; 
under Instance No. 3. Suppose the security owner has a 

profit of $5,000 on a block of stock; suppose he has |} 
it for nine months; suppose he is in the 43% income tay 
(4% normal tax, 39% surtax) bracket. By takin 
profit, he immediately becomes obligated to pay the 
ernment $2,150—43% on $5,000. His capital is impaired 
to that extent. It is true that he has an accrued tax 
liability, but if he doesn’t take his profit, he doesn’t hay< 
to pay the tax. So, to that extent, the government is 
plying him, in effect, with $2,150 of capital, wit 
interest. 

Moreover, by holding the stock three more months, th: 
taxpayer gets an automatic $430 reduction in the tax he 
has to pay. If a capital asset is held for more than . 
year (but less than two years), only 80% of the profi: 
subject to tax.* 

If the stock goes down and the holder has been 
terred from selling because of the tax, he loses—broa 
speaking. It depends on the extent of the decline, how 
ever. If the market (and his stock along with it) dips 
and then comes back, he probably has been better off 
holding—because, after selling, he would have to reserve 
43% of his profit for the government, and so would be 

unable to buy back his original holdings in toto. On the 
other hand, if the market fades away, as it did in Oct 
ber, the entry of the capital gains tax between the inves 
tor and his market judgment would cause a severe loss 

The real hardship of taxing capital gains comes wher 
a man holds at a profit, say 100 shares of Steel, and 
wants to shift, say, into General Electric. When he sells, 
he realizes his gain, has to pay a tax, and has that mucl 
less capital with which to buy G. E. 

* The income tax schedule applies to capital profits as fc 
100% of the gain or loss if the asset has been held for 
or less; 80% if held between one and two years; 60% if he 
between two and five years; 40°, between five and ten; and 4 
if held for more than ten years. Capital losses are deduc 
for tax purposes up to $2,000 against ‘other income."’ If |! 
exceed £p'000. the excess may be applied only as an offs 
other capital gains, and may not be carried forward to the 
year. Corporations must report 100% of profit or loss, reg 

less of length of time held. 

first enterprise receives no allowance for its three 

of losses. It must pay 15% a year on its annual earning 
of $2,000,000. Its taxes come to $900,000. The s 

corporation is blessed with stability. It pays 15% 
annual income of $500,000, or $450,000 for the six 

Final tally: Corporation A finishes up with net 
of $2,100,000; Corporation B with $2,550,000. ~—) 

+ Thus, when the government superimposes on 

normal tax the undistributed earnings tax, it wreaks | 
on the feast-and-famine company. Not only does 

accord no relief for losses in bad years, but als 
prosperous years the government demands a penalty ! 

the company for holding on to earnings, which—in t! 
inherent nature of the business—must be held « 

if the company is to survive, 
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WHAT TAXES ARE DOING TO BUSINESS 

——— 

The individual taxpayer is up against the identical 

lentless pressure on his capital. In good 
hen he has a high income and perhaps large stock mar- 
+ profits, he has to pay large surtaxes. In bad years, 
cause of the $2,000 limitation on capital losses (unless 

plied to gains), he must grin and bear it. He, too, 

nnot offset the losses of one year against the profits 
And the privilege of applying capital losses 

ycars, 

LN 

id 

t another. 

to capital gains in any one year is of dubious help. For 

| CAPITALGAINS— 
An Erratic Source of Federal Revenue, 

Because They Move with the Stock Market 
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EXAGGERATING THE TREASURY'S UPS AND DOWNS- 
Tax experts will argue into daybreak the justice of capital 

gains taxation. (England has no parallel levy.) But nearly all 

xperts will agree that it is an unsatisfactory tax from the 
standpoint of revenue stability. In good market years, when 
he volume of stock trading is high (look at "28 and °29), 
pital gains will soar and individual taxes on those gains 

will soar accordingly. But in bad years, just when the 

Treasury is most acutely in need of income (look at 1932), 

ipital profits and the taxes thereon will be virtually nil. 
\ prevalent theory, unsusceptible of statistical proof, is that 
the capital gains tax also emphasizes the market’s ups and 
lowns, and was a contributing influence (a) to the advance 

n stock prices late last year and early this spring and (b) to 
the collapse this fall. The fact that the amount of profit 
subject te tax decreases with the length of time a capital asset 

bends, stocks, real estate) is held exerts pressure on holders 
to “overstay their market.” Thus, it is reasoned that in the 
late fall and early spring potential sellers withheld their stock 
from sale in order to avoid the tax. But this fall, during the 
rapid decline, many, who had failed to get out at or near 
the top, sold in order to take capital losses, perhaps to offset 
ther gains. Result: Double selling (BW—Oct23’37p61). 

The figures on net capital gains, shown in the above chart. 

ire consistent from 1922 through 1933, and relate to profits 
# all individuals reporting net income. The data for 1934 
ind 1935 cover capital gains for all individuals after allowance 
‘or pereentage deductions based on length of time the capital 
asset was held. The 1936 figure is an estimate, covering 
individuals with net incomes of $5,000 or more and allows for 
percentage deductions for period of holding. Though the 
hgures are not directly comparable. they indicate the trend. 
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investment profits and losses seldom occur simultaneously. 
In a good business year there will be security profits; in 
a bad, losses. Seldom will losses and profits coexist on a 

large scale. Our cyclical economy isn’t made that way. 

Put the pieces together and what do you get? A tax 

system that is hostile to capital conservation, and hence 

capital xpansion. Out of it come federal revenues so 

teeter-totter (see chart, page 45) as to make the antics 
of the recent stock market seem as placid as the undulat 

In the 1920's, when prosperity was 

at every corner, revenues poured in so abundantly that 

ing hills of Sussex. 

Secretary Mellon cut tax rates* so as not to retire th 

national debt too fast. In the 1930’s when prosperity 

was just around the corner and nearly arrived, revenues 

dribbled in so slowly that one Congress after another 

raised the rates in a vain attempt to keep the debt from 

piling up too fast. 

N the long run the 
Its fortunes are intimately interwoven with the fortunes 

Treasury has to stand the gaft. 

of its taxpayers. And if business men mix tax judgment 

with business judgment, if investors freeze on to what 

they have, if corporations stop expanding, the government 

pays for it in the end. How? 

(1) Through revenue instability. 

(2) With huge deficits in bad times. 
(3) By growth of the national 

economy which is essential (a 

impeding the very 
to support the mounting 

expenditures of a rapidly expanding federal organization 

and (b) to reduce the massive $37,000,000,000 national 

debt. 

Mr. Morgenthau is to be pardoned for having to make 
two drastic revisions of his revenue estimates for the 

1938 fiscal year. When he had a straight 133% cor 

poration tax to deal with, his forecasts were within 1‘ 

of perfection. But an avoidable undistributed earnings 

tax for corporations superimposed upon a_ neither-here 

nor-there capital gains tax for individuals is enough to 

make a Cassandra out of the most foreknowing Secretary 

of the Treasury. With our tax system, the Treasury 

cannot figure out what corporations and individuals are 
likely to do, simply because the corporations and the 
individuals, themselves, cannot figure out what they're 

going to do. Everything gets all mixed up with taxes. 

*The Revenue Act of 1924 went so far as to reduce retro 
actively individual income taxes three months after taxpayer 
had filed their returns 
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A GIFT THAT COMPLIMENTS 
. . - and it’s easy on your pocketbook, too 

Christmas is practically here—with all its vexing problems of last-minute remembrances. 

And we all want our gifts to be a little out of the ordinary—if possible distinctive 

to please our friends. Don't we? 

So, what better gift could you select for your business associates than Business Week, 

the one publication edited specifically for business executives. They will enjoy it every 

week in the year—as in 1938, its welcome arrival will bring a 

friendly remembrance of your thoughtfulness. 

you do. Each week 

Moreover, you will be extending a genuine compliment to your friends. Because, as 

Business Week is published only for those policy-forming executives who you know, 

and “no” are the determining guide their companies day by day—executives whose “yes” 
And of course the practical value of Business Week as a 

swiftly each 
factors of American business. 
Christmas gift is absolutely assured 

week the most comprehensive survey of business and finance obtainable regardless of cost. 
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not permit us to print the titles of all business executives for whom 
Business Week is edited. The title of of your friends may not be 
listed on the order form below. If such is the case, we will be glad to 

have you include their subscriptions if you will indicate their official titles 

next to their names. 

some 

All you eons do is fill in the coupon below and we'll do the rest. The first copy of 
Business Week and an attractive greeting card omg your gift will arrive in the 
Christmas mail. Don’t bother sending your check now. We'll bill you after January Ist. 
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BUSINESS WEEK —330 West 42nd Street, New York, N. Y. 
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New Santa Fe Engines 
First four locomotives rec; ived, 
and 23 more are due 

next two months. 
within 

THE Atchison, Topeka & Sant 

way has received the first f; 

new steam locomotives order: 

vember of last year from the 
Locomotive Works. Six are to | 
(four wheels in front, six in t 
and four in the rear), 11 

4-8-4's, and 10 are to be 2-1( 

will be fitted out with many 

improvements such as thei 

daddies never knew. Yet, cont 

widely published newspaper rep 

will not haul the Santa Fe’s fir 

enger train—the Superchief. 1 

continue to be pulled by diesels 
The four locomotives so far 

are 4-6-4’s. With the 

4-6-4’s to come, they will be 

haul the Chief and other 

trains between Chicago and La 
Colo. The 4-8-4’s, ( 

pulling power, will be employed 

mountain territory west of La 

The 2-10-4’s are designed for 

service. 

Two of the passenger locomotive 
yet delivered will be streamline 

livery of the Santa Fe’s new equipmer 

is expected to be completed som 

in February. 

two ad 

Pp oOssessing 

Machines Cut Hours seas 
Government study shows they g wate 
reduce office work-time, not 
number of workers. 

WASHINGTON (Business Week B 

—Machines in offices are having t 
fect of reducing hours rather thar 
sonnel. This is one result of 

recently completed for the Bur 
Labor Statistics by Dr. Walter N. P 

kov. In many offices a piece-worh 

is prescribed. For instance, a 

station’company makes the issuar 

1,000 bills a day’s work. Some 

more expert girls operating the ma 

complete the task in four hours at 

allowed to go home. Others pret 

do the work more leisurely and 

more time. Those who comple 

task in four hours work at a dizzy 

but no untoward effects have been : 

over a period of years. 

Average training time of clerks 

routine work, such as making bills 

out machines, is 11 weeks. Whe 

with an entirely automatic machine 

three days of instruction usuall: 
sufficient. The output is low 

start but it is accurate. Speed i 

with practice, depending upon 

tent to which the girl is mecha 

minded. Few male operators 

tracted to this type of work 
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New P roducts—New processes, new designs; 

new applications of old materials and ideas. 

PaTENTS have just been granted on a 

which freezes ice balls instead 

ice cubes. As being developed by 
fitered Water Service, Inc., 70 Bed- 

ed St.. New York, it will fill, freeze, 

ind automatically eject frozen balls ot 
vater 14 in. in diameter. Two belts 
ity matching hollow hemispheres of 

cubber. As they travel through a con- 
ner of fresh water, the hemispheres 

neet and entrap their respective quotas. 
From there, as filled spheres, they en- 

the freezing compartment of a me- 
chanical refrigerator, and the rest is 

iSV. 

As its mame implies, the “Inashelf’’ 
vater cooler is a tubular shelf which 

takes the place of one of the regular 

Business Week 

Through it drink- 
a con- 

enient non-drip spigot. Inashelf 

Water Cooler Co., 11320 S. Alameda 

‘., Los Angeles, points out that the 

vice will save storage space by elim- 

ting the necessity for water bottles 
nd will lower refrigerator operating 

sts by reducing ice-cube requirements 

| minimizing opening of the door. 

frigerator shelves. 
g water flows for delivery at 

THROUGH a redesign of its inwards, 

e “Dynamet,”” the little device which 

nproves performance of gasoline en 
gines and diesels by “metallic ioniza 

of their fuels (BW’—]un6'3 
), will give approximately 80 

ter efficiency with no increase in 

Dynamet, Inc., 4102 Melrose 

Los Angeles, is now building it 

two models, one for cars and trucks, 
ther for large industrial and air- 

engines. 

the Bureau of Standards, Washing- 
they have been trying to ascertain 

most satisfactory floor covering for 
office workrooms by running a 

nd truck loaded to 1,500 Ib. 60,000 
s around a circular track made up 
0 different kinds of floors. Re- 

flat grained maple, linoleum, and 
perhaps rubber, should prove §satis- 
‘actory for post office workrooms.” 

¢ 

Two features in particular attract the 

eye of a practical man to the new 7-in 
Portable Electric Saw of Black & 

Decker Mfg. Co., Towson, Mo.; the 

automatic guard which completely en 

closes the teeth of the circular saw 
until they get to work, and the “‘saw 

grip” handle modeled after orthodox 
non-electric cross-cut and rip saws. 

Further feature is a tilting “table” 

which may be set and locked for cut- 
ting on angles from 0 to 45 deg. B. 
& D. is also bringing out a }-in. 
low-speed electric drill, designed to 
bore holes in stainless steel and monel 

and other tough metals. 

FEATURE of the exhibit of Sharples | 

Specialty Co., 23rd and Westmoreland 

Sts., Philadelphia, at the Exposition of 

Chemical Industries in Grand Central 

Palace, New York, this week, was the 

new Sharples Ultra Centrifuge. At 

speeds up to 80,000 r.p.m., the sci- 

entific tool develops centrifugal force 
of 250,000 times gravity, thus opening 
the way to mew answers to various | 
scientific and industrial researches. Ro 

tor runs in a vacuum to avoid heat 

caused by air friction; rotor’s speed is 

measured by a  stroboscope peering 
through an inbuilt window. 

FEATURE of the exhibit of Warren 

Webster & Co., 17th and Federal Sts., 

the Camden, N. J., at forthcoming 

Business Week 

Fifth International Heating & Ventilat- 

ing Exposition, Grand Central Palace, 

New York, Jan. 24-28, will be the 

“Hylo” Control Cabinet, which has 

been getting thorough Operating ex- 

perience throughout the better part of 
1937. With a control panel somewhat 

like a radio's, a building operator 

sets a dial for the prevailing outdoor 

temperature once or twice a day to 

insure the right amount of heat in all 

sections of the building. The “Vari- 

ator” dial takes care of special condi- 

tions: advanced, it speeds heating-up 
in the morning; 

steam supply to secure the economy 

of reduced night heating 

retarded, # adjusts | 

One-SHOT production is a feature of the 
Durez housing for the Packard Lektro 
Shaver. Like ali Durez parts, it is formed 
and finished in a single molding operation 

ACCIDENTS such as spilled coffee or alcohol 
can't harm the Durez parts on the Silex cof- 
fee maker. They're moisture-proof, heat re- 
sistant...and Silex is finding that their gay 
color and sleek lustre are a real sales asset 

UNUSUAL molding job is a Durez housing 
which is molded around a metal tube, sup- 
plies insulation between current collector 
wheels and bracket on the Cleveland Crane 

LARGEST U. S. plastic radio cabinet ever 
molded, the new Pilot is a fine example of 
the distinctive, sculptural beauty that can be 
obtained by using Durez. 

For further information about Durez, the hot-press 

phenolic plastic, and copy of free, monthly “Durez 

News” write General Plastics, Inc., 1112 Walck 

Road, North Tonawanda, New York. 

Durez PLAstTics 





eafis Roof for HEAL 

ECUNUMY 
A USER of Robertson Protected Metal 

told us that. 

Thousands of other R. P. M. users have told 

us the same thing in different words. 

They didn’t jump to conclusions, either. They 

waited for five, ten, fifteen years after their 

R. P.M. roofs were first installed before they 

committed themselves. They waited until they 

knew beyond a shadow of a doubt that R. P. M. 

cuts maintenance costs to a new all-time low. 

What they were really telling us was that our 

thirty years of roofing experience in almost every 

country of the globe has achieved its inevitable 

results. 

That our continuous experimentation and re» 

search in the processing of asphalts to with- 

stand practically every climatic and industrial 

condition, have met with unique success. 

That our methods of applying asphalt and 

asbestos felt to steel, and forming with them a 

strong, fire-resistant roofing unit of unsurpassed 

durability, have justified our confidence in them. 

Today, it is our conviction, based on actual 

records of performance, that an R. P. M. roof is 

the most economical roof per year of service 

you can buy. 

You can’t beat an R.P.M. roof for real 

economy. 

We urge you to write today for a free copy of our book ‘‘Roofs over Industry." It describes in detail 

the advantages of R. P. M., and shows you, by means of dramatic photographs, the scientific care 

and the many manufacturing refinements which go to make this roofing the superior product it is. 

H. H. Robertson Company, 2009 Grant Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. 



ZEma Life Leads in number of 

group policies im force! 

All Forms of 

Group Insurance 

Life « Accident 

Sickness « Pension 

Through our trained Group Repre- 
sentatives we are equipped to 
analyze your employee's social prob- 

lems and recommend the proper 
plan for your organization. 

“ETNA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 

Founded in1850 — Hartford, Connecticut 
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|Tungsten Campaign 
As war reduces Chinese supply, 
American producers go after 
bigger market here. 

INDUSTRIES concerned with tungsten 
as a raw material (and their number 
is increasing rapidly as new uses for 
the metal are discovered) are watch- 
ing with interest the activities of do- 
mestic producers in publicizing their 
operations. 

The American Tungsten Association 
has been formed, with headquarters in 

San Francisco, to give out “informa- 
tion regarding tungsten and its uses, 
particularly with respect to the Ameri- 
can supply; also to furnish data per- 
taining to mines and to the production 
and prices of American supplies.” 

Plan to Modernize Marketing 

The organization will undertake to 
modernize the marketing of the do- 
mestic product and will carry on re- 
search into mew uses for the metal. 

No longer will tungsten go to market 
in prosaic gunnysacks; it will go in 

colorful trademarked containers. 

One cause for the sudden emergence 

of tungsten from comparative obscur- 

ity is the chaos in the industry brought 

about by the Chinese-Japanese War. 
China, largest source of supply, is ship- 

ping little if any tungsten to world 
markets. England is absorbing the out- 
put of the Burmese mines, second larg- 
est producer. There is much specula- 

| tion as to what will occur if Japan 

muscles in on the Chinese industry. 

Incidentally, geologists predict that the 
world will probably depend on China’s 
tungsten supply when all other world 

sources are exhausted. In view of all 

this uncertainty, domestic producers 

have decided that it’s up to them to 
inform American consumers and the 

public not only as to the world situa- 
tion and its potentialities, but as to 
how the American industry fits into it. 

An elaborate booklet is to be distrib- 

uted quarterly to interested industrial- 

ists from association headquarters at 

111 Sutter Street, San Francisco. 

Tungsten Demand Expands 

While the world view remains cha- 
otic, demand for tungsten is increasing 
rapidly due to discovery of new indus- 
trial uses for the metal and renewed 
activity of consumers. One of the 
latest markets is in the production of 
lithograph inks, where the use of tung- 

sten is said to result in “colors that 
last.” 

Greater activity in industry has added 
to demand for the metal, particu- 
larly in the manufacture of high speed 
tools, electric light and radio tube fila- 
ments, armaments, cemented tungsten 
carbides, in the preparation of chem- 
icals, and tanning of white leather. 
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BW Checks Up: 

On Steel 
Steel’s key position in the 
business picture gives specia 
est to executive sentiment in ; 
industry as appraised by 
major steel corporations w 

tribute to Business Week's ¢| 
on the feeling behind the 
As summarized: 

Steel men feel that an 
awaits indications that the 
government is going to make « 

moves to restore business cor 

Moves suggested include 

vision,” “adoption of a cons 

policy toward the utilities,’ 

creases for the railroads 
executive sums up the genera! 

ment in saying—“We are all « 

a further period of good busi: 
soon as political conditions 

permit.” 

A majority of the executives { 
| that inventories are being rx 

toward the buying point, bur 

add that heavy inventories are 
| troublesome. 

None of them regard revisio: 

the steel price structure as req é 
to the stimulation of new bu 

| Some say more definitely that 
| would be a detriment. 
i] 

Industry spokesmen intend ti 

the world that the substitution 
sten-steel tools for old carbon 

shops where steel and iron 

planed, or drilled, has resulted 

ings of $500,000,000 on a cons 
of tungsten probably not «© 

3,500 tons.” 

Rise in U.S. Output Predicted 

Charles H. Segerstrom, pres 
the new association, predicts 

increase in domestic production beg 

ning Jan. 1 when important pro 

will have completed new 

plants.” These new plants 

operated by the U. S. Vanadium ¢ 
(subsidiary of the Union Carbride ( 
in California; 

of California. 
Producer-members of the new orgat 

ization include operators in Ne 
California, Arizona, Colorado, Ida 

Montana, New Mexico, Washington 

Domestic operators are now 

ing about 2,700 tons of tungsten « 
centrates a year, compared wit 

tons in 1933. This year’s out; 
probably exceed last year's by 
than 10°, with a total value of s 

thing like $3,000,000. In 193 
imported 1,883 tons. America 

third largest world producer 
China in the lead and Burma 
World output this year is expect 

reach between 30,000 and 35,0‘ 
compared with 28,000 in 1936 

the Nevada Tungs 
Corp. of Reno; the Beauregard Mine 
(California), and the Tungsten Corp 
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Fabricated from electrically welded 
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Hop straining basket of entirely new design 
made by Hans E. Zobel & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y 

1 slotted 

heets. Another sew applicauon of 

this strong, rustless, moderately priced metal 

that EVERDUR SILICON BRONZE 

EVERDUR tanks, 36 

inches in diameter, for 

use at the U.S. Coast 
Guard Station, San 

Diego, Calif. Manufac- 
tured forCraneCo., San 

Diego Branch, by Los 
Angcles Boiler W orks. 

Cast Everdur drain 
guard for sewage dis- 

posal plant. For more 

than ten years this Ana- 

conda Alloy has given 

Outstanding service 

is the logical answer 

to many metal problems 

so workable, that its varied field of usefulness 

"= is a metal so strong, so resistant to corrosion, 

grows larger almost daily. 

Everdur Metal saves money for industry in countless 
ways: through its excellent physical properties, its dura- 

bility, its reasonable cost, and through the fabricating 

economies which its use makes possible. Everdur is fur- 

nished in a complete range of mill shapes which may 

be drawn, spun, stamped, pressed, forged, rolled, ma- 

chined, cast and welded. 

Since Everdur Metal is so adaptable, it may well be 
the economical answer to your metal problem—whether 

it pertain to production, plant maintenance, or product 

design. Our Technical Department is at your service. 

nacon 
a ae 

SILICON BRONZE 
THE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY, General Offices: WATERBURY, CONNECTICUT [ EVERDUR is a trade-mark of The ] 

American Brass Company, registered 
nd Agencies in Principal Cities «+ In Canada: ANACONDA AMERICAN BRASS LTD., New Toronto, Ont in the Unired States Patent Office 

——. 
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Germans Wanted Canadian Island 
Plan to buy Anticosti, in Gulf of St. Lawrence, is 
squelched by Quebec Premier. Island could be used 
as secret air and submarine base. 

Orrawa (Business Week Bureau) 

News of the prospective purchase by 
Germans of big Anticosti Island in 

the Gulf of St. Lawrence (see map), 
360 miles below Quebec City, aroused 
considerable excitement released 

in Canada late last week. Technical 

representatives of the German interests, 

then on the island making a survey, 

promptly denied outright purchase of 

the island from its present owner, Con 

solidated Paper Corp., was contem 

plated, professed to be interested only 

in possibilities of securing for Ger- 

many supplies of pulp wood, or pulp 

and cellulose products from Canadian 

producers, Their denial, however, 

left much to be explained in view of 

the kind of experts who are in their 

party. 

Besides forestry technicians, the party 
surveying Anticosti includes an author- 
ity on deep sea navigation, Capt. John 

Mueller, a leading German harbor engi- 
neer, Dr. Arnold Agatz, and a specialist 

in community planning, Dr. Lohmeyer 

Dr. H. Woollert, of Berlin, heads the 

party. 

when 

The excitement was calmed this week 

when Premier Duplessis of Quebec de 
nounced the proposition as ‘‘audacious.”’ 

“We are eager for foreign capital, but 

between utilizing capital and grabbing 

our domain there is a wide margin.” 
When Prime Minister Mackenzie 

King returned last summer from Eu- 

rope, where he visited Hitler in Ber 

lin, he warned that aggresive European 
countries were not unaware of the at- 

tractions of Canada. Anticosti Island, 

135 miles long by 35 miles wide, is in 
a strategic position in the Gulf. It 

is densely wooded. Ownership is inclu- 
sive even to shore and harbor. Entry 

by visitors is at the discretion of the 

owner. The only connection with the 
mainland is by boats of the owner 

A private owner could carry on 
whatever kind of activity he chose with- 

out knowledge of the outside world. 

A former owner, Henri Meunier, Par- 
isian multi-millionaire chocolate baron 

he bought it for $125,000 in 1895— 
ruled it like a king from an actual 

room in his castle. The suc- 

the Anticosti Corp., 
throne 

ceeding owner, 

KOPPERS 
BUILDERS 

DISTRIBUTORS 

DESIGNERS PRODUCERS MANUFACTURERS 

OPERATORS 

KOPPERS DIVISIONS 

AND AFFILIATES 

SUBSIDIARIES 

American Hammered Piston Ring Division 

Bartlett Hayward Division 

Boston Tow Boat Company 

Eastern Gas and Fuel Associates 

Engineering and Construction Division 

Gas and Coke Division 

The Koppers Coal Company 

Koppers - Rheolaveur Company 

The Maryland Drydock Company 

Mystic tron Works 

Myst Steamship Company 

eC ae ae 

New England Coal & Coke Company 

Tar and Chemical Division 

Western Gas Division 

The White Tar Company of New Jersey, Inc 

The Wood Preserving Corporation 

THE MARYLAND DRYDOCK COMPANY, KOPPERS SUBSIDIARY, FIREPROOFS PASSENGER SHIP 

—The S. S. Catherine, rebuilt in 1937 for A. H. Bull and Company to eliminate 

fire hazard at sea, is the first all fireproof vessel afloat. Cloth is impregnated to 

resist fire. Steel and compressed asbestos were substituted for combustible 

materials. Smoke detectors are connected to the pilot house. Additional water- 

tight bulkheads increase safety in case of accidents. This ship is in the West 

Indies Insular Service. 

THE MARYLAND DRYDOCK 

A Koppers Subsidiary 

BALTIMORE MARYLAND 

COMPANY 

=e 
ssASANTICOsT) & 

ISLAND 

TREASURE ISLAND OR AIR BAS 

Anticosti Island, in Canada but tradit 

ally ruled by its owner rather than by th 
Quebec Government, is for sale. 
wanted to buy it—presumably for its pulp 

wood, but alarmed Canadians feared they 

would convert it into a submarine 

base. Premier Duplessis ended the excite 

ment by refusing to allow the ds 

through: “We are eager for foreign capi- 

tal, but between utilizing capital and grab- 

marecin 

(,ermans 

ind air 

bing our domain there is a wide 

now merged in Consolidated 
took possession in 1926 and 

the autocratic rule. Technicall) 

of the Province of Quebe 
is under the government of 
Church, hospital, school, and 

ness enterprises are maintained 

corporation. Meunier built 

bors at his own expense. The 

tion administers whatever law 

and exercises power of deport 

Private ownership of the 

view of its strategic position 

concern during the last wa 

thought that not only Ott 
London and Washington as w 
be interested in any proposition 

it would pass into foreign har 

A private owner would have 

ficulty in maintaining a secret 

ine and air base which could 

command Canada’s access to 

but be in easy striking distan 

North Atlantic shipping lanes 

Possesses Pulpwood Supplies 

Discovered by Jacques 

1534, the island has resiste 

sive attempts to colonize it 

sources have never been ex 

It contains an estimated 15 

cords of pulpwood, and 70‘ 

ft. of lumber. Population rose t 

in 1927 when Anticosti Cor; 

operations, but soon sank to a ! 
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ANNOUNCING THE 1938 LINE OF 

FORD V8 TRUCKS 
INCLUDING A NEW OecSonnet 

(ORD OFFERS WIDE RANGE. FAMOUS V-8 ENGINE 

RINGS NEW ECONOMY TO LOADS IN ONE-TON RANGE 

Ford Motor Company has built 

re than four million trucks. With 

‘great background of experience, 

‘means something to say that the 

38 Ford V-8 Trucks are the finest 

lord has ever built. 

llere is the widest range of types 

a“ sizes in all Ford history. The 

¢ 134-inch and 157-inch wheelbase 

rd V-8 Trucks are designed to do 

work of heavier, more expensive 

uts—and do it faster, at lower cost. 

‘2 entirely new line of 122-inch 

*teelbase one-ton trucks has been 

vided to bridge the gap between the 

“er trucks and the new 11]2-inch 

wheelbase commercial cars. For 

practically every hauling and deliv- 

ery requirement there is now a unit 

that gives the high Ford standard 
of dependability and economy! 

The 1938 line of trucks and com- 

mercial cars are all newly styled. 

They have an impressive new front 

end, a sturdy new grille, new head- 

lamps, massive full-skirted fenders. 

Their smart, modern appearance is a 

definite asset to any business. 

Other important advances for 1938 

are a new 134-inch wheelbase in the 

big truck line... a new frame width 

for both the 134-inch and 157-inch 

wheelbase units . . . 7.50—20 dual 

tire and wheel equipment available 

at extra cost... improved brakes 

and easier steering .. . stronger con- 

struction in vital parts. 

and the The new one-tonners 

commercial cars offer a choice of 

the 85 or 60 horsepower V-8 engine. 

Your Ford dealer invites you to 

line—and to make an 

@& 
LOW FIRST COST IS ONLY THE 

START OF FORD ECONOMY 

see the new 
os ey" , 
on-the-job” test with 

your loads and your driver. — — 

FORD'S SEVENTH YEAR 

OF V-8 SUCCESS 
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7 Stalin has declared that 77 
//2 the Soviet Union will de- 

fend Outer Mongolia as 7 
vigorously as recognized “7 

rekitl ) 
Tent 

» 
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) 

, .* Shanghai 
Japan's navy controls every major 
Chinese port except Canton 

i 
i 
AChungking Q- 

gYunnan Japanese occupied this island dom- 
inating Amoy harbor last October 

A as OL ' 
— FRENC ~wONgkong 

Haipt 
IP Hainan 

S| aot ¢ The Japanese fleet has 
—- active in this re- 

Japanese troops are reported to have 

landed on several islands within 40 miles 
of Hongkong, Britain's northern outpost 

in the Far East 
Manila 

—— ion this fall, but no 

XCHINA forces are known to D 

aigon have been land 2) The Philippines are scheduled to become 
independent in 1946, but Manila has o! 
ready protested that the islands canno! 
stand the strain of being so abruptly shu! 

out of their major market—the U.S 

» claims they will become the prey of their 
land-hungry neighbor to the north (see story 

; ‘ AA 64 7 
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} when the newsprint industry be 
demoralized. 

aticosti Corp. reputedly paid the 

sier estate $6,000,000 tor the 1s- 

It spent large sums before dis 

nuing plans for development. Pur- 

e by the German interests probably 

| have involved a sum around 
A 00.000. 

Montreal financiers hold an option 

» Consolidated Paper, and the Ger 
s admit negotiating with them, al- 
gh they say the experts are here 
ey to survey pulpwood resources 

japanese have taken Nanking, cap 

i China. The Chinese government 

scattered to a half dozen cities, 

ral of them in the hinterland beyond 
- rapids of the Yangtze or in the 

ntain valleys of the Himalayas 

The Japanese, apparently, don't know 
to do next. They have taken 

churia, where most of their early in- 

nents in China were made; they 

etaken the “five northern provinces’ 

e claimed to be their second goal; 

have driven their wedge between 
, and the Soviet Union by occupy 

he territory along the border of 

t-controlled Outer Mongolia; they 
aptured Shanghai; and now they 

e occupied the capital of China itself 
What does it mean? Can they stop 

Or must they occupy each provin 

apital of the old Celestial Empire, 

disarm all Chinese troops? Is the 

¢ ripe to ‘settle the border questions” 

the Soviet Union? Or is it wiser 

turn to the south—as naval authori- 

are said to desire—and occupy the 
islands which would give Japan the 
ind tin and tropical raw materials 

her navy and her industry ? 

\ext Few Months Will Tell 

The next few months will determine 

pan’s course. Wéithin that time, either 

‘gotiations will have been opened and 
iplan reached for the reorganization of 

ountry according to a plan dictated 

n Tokyo, or else a decision will have 

reached to carry the campaign to 
last Chinese border. 

The first course is expected by the 

thorities in the Orient who are most 
‘ly to know. Their reasoning is 

le. Japan has made a major con- 
st at an insignificant cost. There 

/no question that the China campaign 
s strained the budget, and that the 
‘ain will continue for a long time. 

the significant fact is that Japan now 

atrols one of the largest markets in 

sjNESS WEEK, DECEMBER 11, 

f Japan Turns to Philippines 
Decision on future course of conquering islands may 
vitally affect United States. 

1937 

and shipping If they 

planned merely to buy pulp from Ca- 

nadian producers, it is difhcult to un- 

derstand the presence of navigation and 
town planning experts. 

Foreign ownership of Canadian prop- 

possibilities 

erty lately has stirred up criticism, espe- 

cially Japanese ownership and exploita- 

tion of timber stands in British Colum- 

bia. Germany has not been taking 

pulpwood from North America but its 

Finland, has lim- 

annual in- 

former chief source, 

ited export to the 
crease of forest products. 

natural 

Many Filipinos now 

fear the results of independence. 

the world. 

organized market 
per Chinaman is low, but the aggregate 

400,000,000 Chinamen 1s 

Unlike Ethiopia, it is a well 

Its buying power 

of sales to 

enormous. 

Over the last century, every major 

European power fought for a share of 
that market. Their domination is ended 

now, and Japan is ready to reap the ben- 
efits of a quick return on her invest- 

ment. Within China (in contrast with 

the situation in Manchukuo), Japan will 

be able almost from the first to make 

taxes pay for the army of occupation, or 

the police force. And a new tariff sys- 
tem will steer China's vast foreign trade 

to Japan, as it has in Manchuria. 

Questions to Settle with Russia 

There is another reason why authori- 

ties in the Orient expect Tokyo to nego 

tiate a quick settlement in China. It 

is the realization that Japan 

expect to be able to complete its ‘‘domi- 

nation of the Far East’’ without settling 

a question or two with Moscow, or ulti- 

mately with Britain. 

It is this uncertainty over Japan's 

plans in the south which particularly 

brings the United States into the picture. 
July 4, 1946, is the date set for Philip- 

pine independence day. On that day, 
the United States completely severs its 

trade and political hold over the islands 

which over 30 years ago make the United 
States an Oriental colonial power. 

During most of the time that the 
United States has been in control the 

two countries have carried on their trade 

with each other on a “free” basis. 

All this is to be changed when the 

Philippines become independent. Ac- 

cording to the plan now sct down in the 

Tydings-McDuthe Act, which provides 

the independence program, the Philip- 
= will go through a transition period 

etween 1941 and 1946, during which 
they will gradually adjust themselves to 
their new status of a foreign seller to 

does not 

THEY SELECTED BEETLE FOR 

LIFETIME BEAUTY AND UTILITY 

The molded Beetle* housing of this R 

Rand close-shaver is smooth, clean, and is well 

nigh indestructible will not ust, dent, 

peel or show the effects of constant handling 

important to modern electric razors which are 

built to last a lifetime. I ght woght is another 

ortant advantage. [This complete housing n} 

weighs less than 154 ounces. 

AND BECAUSE BEETLE CUTS 
PRODUCTION COSTS 

} 
For all such small housings, Beetle offers real 

savings in production costs. It r juires no fin- 

ishing, polishing or painting operations, and 

can be fabricated at high speed with controlled 

accuracy. Moreover, assembly is sir plifi d. In 

uired and they this case only two units are req 

fit with slide-rule snugness. Write for informa- 

tion regarding Beetle as a solution to your 

product housing problems. 

BEETLE PRODUCTS DIVISION OF AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY 

nets 50 West 50th Street « New York, N. Y. 

*Trade- Mark of American Cyanamid Company 

applied to urea products manufactured vy it, 

IT’S ALL COLOR AND IN ALL COLORS 
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| and buyer from the United States. In 

1941, a 5% export tax will be collected 

on shipments to the United States, the 

Philippines to have the benefit of the 

revenue. Each year during the next four 

this export levy will be increased 5% 

until, in 1946, it will amount to 25° 

In 1947, the United States will begin 

treating Philippines imports as foreign 
goods and subject to the regular duties. 

Protests against Plan 

That is the plan, unless it is changed 

because of the many protests now being 
received from Americans doing business 
with the a from the Filipinos 

themselves, and from a mass of people 
who feel that the transition period al- 

lowed for Philippine trade to adjust it- 
self to the new conditions is too short, 

and that to follow it rigidly is to precipi- 

tate economic disaster in the islands. 

These persons are now busy trying to 
build up public sentiment for a special 

Bex 275 Rex heser, N e trade agreement between the United 

States and the Philippines which will at 

least extend the transition period. 

After pointing out that the United 

States by its free trade policies with the 

Philippines has increased its share of 

exports from 43% in 1909 to 80% now, 

and that this country absorbs more than 
80% of each the islands’ main exports— 

sugar and cocoanut products—Ralston 

| Hayden, former vice-governor of the 
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islands, summarizes neatly the part the 
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Philippines may play in ti 
in the near future 

He says it is commonly 

the tslands that the end of 

with the United States, un! 

able trade treaty is made, s; 
disaster for the new repub 
adds: “Leading Filipinos 

the only way in which they 

these disasters would be by 

part of the economic and poli 

of their great industrial and 
neighbor to the north. Mos: 
agree with the president of 

tutional convention, who stat 

that such a course would mea 

pauperism and political exti 

themselves and their descenda 

In spite of its eagerness to fr 
of any entangling ties in the | 
the United States may yet find 
rectly interested in Japan's next 
it is a move to the south, it is da 

British Price Pledge 
Steel industry announces pres. 

ent prices will be maintained 
throughout 1938. 

LONDON (Basiness Week Bu 
Prices in at least one British 

are being stabilized by volunta 
by producers. 

The British Iron and Steel | 

tion has announced that curré 

prices will hold throughout 193s. | 
iron prices were stabilized 

weeks ago. Big question is 

Or not current prices can be s 

(in contrast with the recent 

increases) throughout next yea 

face of the present recession in a 
the pressure from cheap import 

from the United States, and the 
expansion of domestic productio 

British steel prices began to « 

present high levels in May, 1936. S 

then they have been boosted 3 

Pressure for delivery is 
in Britain, in contrast to the a 

tailment of activity in the United St 

due to dwindling demand. Backlog 

of British demand is the rearn 

program, which absorbs one out 

every five tons of steel current! 
duced. In addition, the backlog 
orders for the shipbuilding and eng 

neering industries will keep the 

mills busy well into next spring. M 
than 180 ocean-going ships are st 
under construction in British yar 
builders had been afraid that 

freight rates would drop further 

steel prices might rise to the | 

where it would not be profital 

operate the finished vessels. 

British steel output this yea 

exceed 13,250,000 tons (compared ™ 
49,600,000 tons in the United Sta 

British pig iron output in Oct 
made an all-time record. 
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Business Abroad 

1937 

Downward spiral of world business seems to be at least 
temporarily halted this week. Japan captures Nanking 

and prepares to dictate peace terms. 
are likely to be demanded of German business soon. 

BUSINESS took its cue from the 
This 

WorRLD 
ms of steadying. yu was 

NOP} 

afiected by the sharp decline in activity 

International affairs continue to at- 

et the outlook. In the Far East, 
japanese troops occupied Nanking, cap- 

al of China, and it seemed entirely 

possible that they could continue their 

avasion without effective opposition 

r that they could dictate their own 
e terms to whatever Chinese gov 

vent may be left to negotiate with 
Inevitably included in their demands 

will be the complete independence of 

both Manchukuo and North China 
cooperation with the anti 

Japanese domination 
Chinese 

ommunist bloc; 
f the Shanghai area; and the cessa 
on of all anti-Japanese campaigns in 

nina 

Japan’s next move is of major 
terest to the business world. Tokyo 

nay choose (1) to pause and consoli- 

ite the gains in China, or (2) to com- 

lete the conquest of South China, or 

(3) to prepare for an inevitable con 

evident in all 
pping was a contributing factor, with big dividends making up for 

New sacrifices 

this week, and showed 

Early Christmas 
United States 

major markets 

reduced buying power of those wage earners in each country who have been 

and jobs 

flict with the Soviet Union in the 

north Observers on the spot expect 
that this will come ultimately, with 

a quick thrust by the Japanese through 

Outer Mongolia and 

air from Vladivostok 

, ’ 

an equally quick 

counter attack Dy 

on the Nipponese capital and the in 
rt > 

dustrial center around Osaka 

The results of the feverish wooing 
of Central Europe by both Paris and 

Berlin won't be known for some time 

but they are of great importance be 

cause they will determine the timing 
and the outcome of the showdown that 

everyone now expects in this part of the 
world 

Europe does not want to fight 
over the matter, but it seems increas 
ingly doubtful if the problems can be 
solved by negotiation with the con 

flicting interests in their present frame 

of mind. 

SIGNIF ICANT 

In spite of Sumner Welles’ reassurances 

that recent political developments in South 
America do not indicate that the Latin 
American republics are being tempted into 
the fascist bloc, it is noted that: 
German radio broadcasts to South Amer- 

ca—in Spanish, Portuguese, and German 
are said to provide the best short-wave 

programs now on the air; 
An Italian air squadron has created 

something of a sensation in Buenos Aires 
where it has given some remarkable dis- 
plays of aerial acrobatics, and Rome has 
announced that Italy will back an experi- 
mental flight in a commercial! plane across 

the South Atlantic, the arrival in Buenos 
Aires being timed to coincide with some 
important event, possibly the inauguration 
of the new Argentine president on Feb. 20. 

o Ed a 

General Goering’s Christmas present to 
German labor is full wages for five big 

annual holidays, including two days at 

Christmas. Industrialists will pay the bill, 
which amounts to about $60,000,000. 

* * 

Don't be surprised if the Reich decrees a 
sacrifice year,” which will include, among 

other new taxes, a heavy capital 
Reason: to check growing currency and 
credit inflation to cover huge arms bills, 
erandiose building programs in Berlin 

“capital that will 

levy. 

(which is to become a 

live through the ages”) and Hamburg 

(whose new skyscrapers will be the tallest 
in Europe). 

* =k tk 

London has a fresh case of the jitters be- 

cause of the recent drastic reorganization 

of army control. Actually, the measure 
had been planned for a long time, but all 
Europe, as well as the Far East, knows that 
the next war, when it will start 
with a surprise attack, and the General 
Staff move at this time is interpreted by 
the public as a sign that Whitehall is 
alarmed over Continental developments. 

* * « 

comes, 

Japan's small industries are likely soon to 
be forced into a cooperative system com- 

pletely dominated by the government, 

which means by the army and navy. The 
plight of the little business man—due two 

import restrictions, sharp dwindling of ex- 

ports to China, the shortage of labor, and 
financial difficulties—has already 
the Tokyo Chamber of Commerce and In- 

dustry to appeal for relief for its smaller 
members. 

caused 

& ad 

War fears have forced even the non-totali- 
tarian states to look out for domestic sup- 

plies of essential raw materials. France 

has just discovered oil at Pezanas, in the 
department of Herault, at a depth of about 
2,600 ft. 

uN “ 

NEW AMBASSADOR TO GERMANY 
Appointed this week to succeed William 

E. Dodd as U. S. Ambassador to Germany 

was Hugh R. Wilson, for the last four 
months Assistant Secretary of State and 

for ten years Minister to Switzerland. The 

appointment of a strictly 

one of the most important 

posts in Europe is in line with other moves 
to strengthen America’s diplomati 

career man to 

observation 

‘ orp. 

Canada 

Christmas buying boosts retail 
business. More electric power 

will not be exported to the U. 8. 

Manitoba seeks debt relief. 

OtTrawa—Wheels of Canadian busi 

seem to be ness hnding some tra 

tion and at least a temporary slow up 
is noticed now in thi progress of the 
recession 

Retail trade reports improvement 

right across the country, and in some 
cases wholesale trade is better The 

Royal Bank of Canada’s December let 
ter anticipates a 

that heavy 

in furniture 

sales point to the probal ility of lepre 
hold 

eood Christmas tra {¢ 

reasoning increases during 

the year hardware and 

dehaences in sion ho iscno appli 

ances being made good in Yuletid 

buying. It figures that a volume gain 

retail sales in 

have advanced 
points represents sul 

of 14° 1n two year 

when prices only two 

stantial improve 

ment in the standard of living 

The decline in bank clearings was 

not as heavy last week as in the previ 

ous week; Montreal recorded a gain 

Carloadings were $2.660 compared 

with 54,000 for the previous week, and 

51,121 for the like 

Construction contracts in N¢ 
vember amounted to nearly $15,000 

000, up about $1,000,000 from the 

previous November, but they show a 
seasonal decline from October of 

week of 1936 
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around $5,000,000. The total of $213 

000,000 for 11 months, represented i 

36% gain over 1936 

Dividend payments 
companies reached an all-time high in 
November, the total of $6,400,000 be 

ing an increase of 66° over the pre 

November For 11 months, 
dividend distributions of $215,686 
000 compare with $183,625,000 for 

the previous corresponding period 

Trade pact prospects in th 
Anglo-American-Canadian negotiations 
continue of uppermost interest. The 

important Montreal Board of Trade has 

made a formal appeal to Ottawa 

against sacrifice of > aml enjoyed 
by Canada under the Imperial Prefer 
ence pact. The latest suggestion here is 

that the United States might offer to 
modify present favorable relations in 

Cuban trade to give Canada compensat 
ing advantages. Prospects of the present 
negotiations are said to have been the 
reason why Canada’s Trade Minister 

cancelled a planned mission to Cuba 

earlier in the year. West Indian trade 

may also be a consideration in the 
deal, it is said. Careful scrutiny of the 

situation fails to inspire much hope 

here that Canada will gain as much as 
she will lose. But neither is_ there 

much thought that Canada will fail to 

make the necessary concessions. 

Export of power to the United 

by Canadian 

vious 

States became an issue last week be 
tween the Ontario provincial govern 

ment and the Ottawa federal govern 

ment. Ottawa settled it by refusing to 

permit Ontario to increase its export 

Premier Hepburn of Ontario is negoti 

ating a contract Beauharnois 

Power Co. to replace the contract he 
new with 

repudiated three years ago for supply 

of power to Ontario Hydro Electri 

Commission He wanted to export 
such power as he bought and didn't 

need. Ottawa takes the view that if 

the export of were permitted 
ind subsequently stopped, the stoppage 

might be regarded as an unfriendly 

act and strain friendly relations with 
the United States A ban on export 

was imposed some years ago 

A special session of the new Ontario 

was held last week at 

passed to strengthen 

pe ywer 

legislature which 

ncw law Ss were 

the hand of the Ontario government in 

going after estates for succession duties 

out of which it claims to have been 

defrauded 

Default by both the province of 

Manitoba and the city of Winnipeg is 
inevitable unless made in 

the financial relations of the dominion 
provinces and municipalities, Manitoba 
and Winnipeg authorities warned the 

Rowell Commission which is investi- 

gating these relations. Neither the 

province nor the city can carry its 
burdens longer, the commission was 

told. The commission was appointed 

two months ago to survey the whole 
field of economic relations in Canada 

revision is 
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é completed 
returns on the poor crop last year i 

Foreign trade figures in October n 

show that the trend has again turned . \ 
favorable to the Argentine. For the I rance red 
first 10 months of the year, the volume Fi Hi tol 
of all foreign trade is up nearly 50%, ong wc =o sul improving n 

with a favorable balance of more than punt one~eneders slack. Delbos e fer 
762,000,000 pesos, compared with trip in Central Europe is held ° 

367,000,000 in 1936. Customs rex eipts important. 

thi “ar have increased 29° | gh 
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Russia Learns to Play as 

n 

Sstin, 

rie 

Wi 

‘ if 

Br 

Bus 

r es 

s \ 

re 

TRANGE to play-accustomed America hundreds of mountaineers. and to 1 1 

sJ is that part of the Stalinist constitution the trade the government is build sma 
(Russian magna carta) which decrees that modern hotel nearly 14,000 feet u West I 
every citizen has the right to leisure and mountain. It will accommodate 2/! | ts 
recreational enjoyment. But Russia is ists and will have all necessary «on | } 
now becoming, for the first time, a sport-  iences. In the picture, men at work = 

. . . . . . ° . »y conscious nation. Mountain climbing is the 20-mile automobile road, part o! : 
one of the popular sports. Mt. Elbrus. passing over glaciers, which will lead | Wh: 
highest peak in the Caucasus, is attracting the new hotel. 



roving. 

1 Ibos 

Is held 

;siINESS WEER, 

yf the interest rate on short-term 

nment notes trom 4%, to 54% 

Dec. 1 

4 new issue of 5° bonds, callable 
option of the holder in 3, 6, of 

s at, respectively, 100,106, or 112, 

vere offered at an tssue price of 95! 

interest payable semi-annually and 

redemption through a cumulative 

king fund with a return to the pub 

roughly 6.7¢ 
France 1s absorbed in the reports of 

rogress ol the trip through Cen 

Europe of the Foreign Minuster, 

VW. Delbos. Czechoslovakia can be de 

1 upon to be pro-French Ru 

i, for more than a year, has been 

med by a chque which is pro 

ian, but they have recently been 

ed out of office and in the coming 

ms the old pro-French crowd have 

ince of winning. Yugoslavia is on 

fence, with Germany and Italy of 

tempting bargains to win the 
wor of Belgrade It looks now as 

gh Paris had at least an even 

nce in Poland and Rumania, but 

German control over Austria and Hun 
is conce ded 

Great Britain 
Bitter fight is due on U.S. trade 
pact. Recession hits British 
business, but more mildly than 
in U.S, 

NDON (Cad/e)—Rumors are abroad 
as in the United States, that nego 

ns for a new trade pact are going 

d rapidly and that results may be 

inced in less than the six months 

1 were at first considered the short 

ne in which terms could be set 
As a result, manufacturers who 

to secure new outlets for their 

goods in the United States—including 

pecially textile manufacturers—ar 

sting their claims and rushing them 

friends in the trade agreement of 

while those who are nervous over 

ssible fresh competition from tl 

United States if duties are lowe 

preparing to defend their position 

Ihe British have no doubt that the 

be pushed through, but there may 

i fight before terms can be reached 

Business recession, in spite ot! 
} ' 

ny stout denials by important exe 

ves that a slump is impending, ts be i 
ginning to show up importantly in trade 

heures. November unemployment fig 

res, when released this week, showed 

increase over October of nearly 109,- 

Textiles suffered most 
Smart restaurants in London's lively 

West End are also beginning to feel the 

cts of the slump on the stock mar- 

Hot spots which were formerly 

sy every night are now getting not 
re than three good nights a week 

While there is a closer understand- | 
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EW visiting diplomats have been more 
ceremoniously received than was Lord 

Halifax, mysterious British envoy. on his 

recent trip to Berlin. Reports have it that 
he didn’t accomplish much toward a new 
Anglo-German accord in his talks with 

Hitler, but at any rate the Nazis made 

much of the visit. In the picture a Nazi 

official is escorting Halifax (center) and 

Typically British— What? 

BUSINESS WEEK, DECEMBER - a BUSI 

sj by the United States of a larg : 
of helium to inflate the ne Vie 
which will take the place « 

Authenticated News Photo 

the British Ambassador, Sir Neville Hen- 
derson (left), through the German hunts- 
man’s exhibition. And what could be more 

typically British than the casualness of Sir 

Neville’s attire? He’s turned out to greet 

his country’s illustrious envoy in formal 

striped trousers, coat, and gloves—but with 
his natty black overcoat open to display a 
shapeless old sweater. 

ing with France than for some time on 

the Continental situation, it 1s 
that new tensions are developing as the 

obvious 

two blocs which have now taken definite 
shape work feverishly to build up their 

spite of the inherent 

weaknesses in the bloc, it 

undoubtedly scored the largest number 
of diplomatic victories during the last 

four and its bold de 

mands are likely to be intensified rather 

defenses In 

fascist has 

year§s, present 

than diminished This keeps business 

and the public in a state of jitters 

_ 
Germany 

Business is worried over fresh 
restrictive measures by govern- 
ment. Leipzig Fair will open 
Mar. 6. 

BERLIN (Cable) 
; 

Christmas buying 

Germany, 

from 10%; to 

started early in and the vo 

ume is already running 

ahead ot last year, but 

interest im furniture and 

< ] 
1S%% there 1s a 

significant 

other durable gifts 

Business concern, which was roused 

when Dr. Schacht was removed from 

the Economics Ministry and when it be 

came evident that conservatism is bound 

to give way to the demands of the mili 
tary leaders and the four-year self-sufh- 

has been increased by ciency program, 

rumors of further ‘‘sacrifices’’ 

will be demanded of business to keep 
the country financially afloat. While 

considerable pride is roused by the 
plans for a beautiful Berlin and new 

buildings in Hamburg which will make 
the port one of the most imposing in 
Europe, industry, which already has its 

profits its purchases of raw 

materials regulated by the government, 

which 

limited, 

and its expenditures in new plant de- 

creed by the country’s political leaders, 

fears the costs which it will be forced 

to meet through taxes 
— . 

Business is also dismayed this week 

by the official pronouncements advocat 

ing a deflationary policy by continuing 

ompulsory price reductions which are 

intended to adjust the artificial domestic 
price level to lower world 

Diplomatic maneuvering is be 
hind the visits to Rome and Berlin of 

the Yugoslav premier, as it was behind 

prices 

the visit to Berlin a few weeks ago of 

the political leaders in Hungary. Cen- 

ral Europe is the over which 

the next European war will be fought, 

which the first military moves 

will be This accounts for the 

feverish activity of Paris and Berlin in 

trying to build up the largest number 

reyion 

and in 

made 

of allies 

Plans are going forward now for the 
inauguration of a new transatlantic zep- 

pelin service, as a result of the allotting 

de nhbur ‘4 + 

Germans are aiming to re | 
their own ports shipments w er 
have been moving through 1 th 

foreign ports because of lo 
Arrangement will be for fri cc 
from any German factory to | i 
as low as the rate to any for ‘ SECURI 

Leipzig officials have ans f eate 
the traditional spring fair—t é t of | 
session—will be held from Mar acour: 

ot 

r he 

~ 2 U ° im 
oviet Union With 

Purge is nearly completed. pe * 
Industry is returning to norma! . half 

levels. ms ' 

Moscow (Cable)—Econon sion 
ments have been crowded out 1 by 
news during the last week Busit 
election campaign (voting is ral Re 
12) which has been absorbing ks if 

tention of all Russia. But th OK 
pendence of economics New Y 
which is peculiar in the Sov irket, 

has emphasized a number of that 

and possibly far-reaching influ B 
the election on industrial life nd Re 

Lessening of the purge is | ition 
ably toremost Many observe In th 

believe that it will be practi ness 

pleted before the elections of t 

there will be a quick return to 1 vas a g 
after Dec. 12. The purge ap; ween C 

now is in the phase of “moppir Atlanta 
the less important state enemi ton a 

arrests are not reported Act 000 

tions seem to be confined to th 000 

officials in agriculture and 
ing -_ 

Industry is getting back to i= 
levels after the unsettlement 190; — 
summer purging and replacemer 180} —— 
old heads with young new ead nal a 

new executives are ray rally ‘60—"\ 

themselves to their new tasks 
basic industries are showing stea 150}—— 
creasing’ output. The patriot: 140|—_— 

of the election campaign 130 

an important role in the recov 
! = 

the summer slump 120 

Rebirth of the Stakhano 110 

ment, which is already bring | 100 | 
} 5 rt f daily crop of reports of 90 | 

production records, is the di 
quence of election propaganda I 60;—— 

ever, unlike the early period ot 70 |. 

movement in 1935, when pr 60 

records were a relatively isolated | 50| site. * ) . 4 
mena in widely separated ind 

the current patriotic stimulus “7 > 

output 1 affecting an ever-g 30 }—— 

number of highly trained work« . 
It is this new activity whi 

: , | nae : P 10 Stan sponsible for the spurt of acti ve 

the Donbas toatl Mines where 0 51219 

one day this week touched Dec 

time record 
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Money and the Markets 
All that the securities markets seem to need is a little 

Figures on bank loans show that 
In most of the 

encouraging news. 
the recession so far is a big-city affair. 
country, loans have risen. 

SECURITIES markets this week were 

threatening to go places if only a little 
t of good news would come along to 

ncourage them. Prices both of stocks 

ir headway without even so much as 

crumb of good news to feed on. 
With markets so eager, it is timely 

ain to iterate that this business re 
ession is a big city affair so far—that 
f half a dozen big cities were elimi 
nated, there wouldn't be enough re 

ession to talk about. This is the story 

told by commercial loans. 

Business borrowings from the Fed 
eral Reserve weekly reporting member 
inks in 101 cities have declined $234, 
0,000 since the middle of October 

New York, most sensitive to the stock 
narket, has contributed $145,000,000 

) that decline, and Chicago $42,000, 
). Boston, Philadelphia, and Cleve 

ind Reserve districts account for an 

idditional $55,000,000. 

In the other seven districts, where 

isiness is Closer to the soil and scorn- 

ful of the stock market, there actually 
was a gain of $8,000,000 in loans be- 
tween Oct. 13 and Dec. 1. Loans in the 

Atlanta area (where there are bumper 
tton and tobacco crops) were up $16,- 
0,000 and there was a gain of $5,- 

00.000 in the Dallas district. Insig- 

Giannini Victory 
Frank Shaughnessy, president of 
the San Francisco Stock Exchange 

since 1933, is not a candidate for 

reelection in January. A_ simple 
enough announcement, but there's a 
story of his fight with A. P. Gian- 
nini behind it. Wise ones say Mr. 
Giannini forced Mr. Shaughnessy’s 

decision. { 
Last August, when the Giannini 

top holding company, Transamerica, 
recapitalized, it didn’t apply to list 
the new shares in San Francisco. 
Brokers, who watched most of the 

trading shift to New York, said the 
Giannini-Shaughnessy feud was re- 

sponsible. Later Mr. Giannini was 
prevailed upon to list the shares on 
the San Francisco exchange, but 

financial circles believe Mr. Shaugh- 
nessy’s decision to retire was a 
proviso before listing. 

nificant declines are reported by the 
other five. 

All this means that the country at 
large is ready for quick recovery if a 
little confidence could be injected into 
a handful of heavy industry cities. Sales 
figures of Sears, Roebuck & Co 
strengthen that conclusion. 

For the tour weeks ended De 

Sears reports a decline of 0.96% in 

sales, which hardly spells a deep 

in purchasing power. (Other nation 
wide merchandisers show gains for No 

vember, but they had one more busi 

ness day this year than last). The 
trifling dip in Sears’ sales is in sharp 
contrast to steel operations which were 

little above 30°7% in November against 

about 75% a year ago 

Sudden Silver Scare 
Dumping of metal causes a 
decline in price, but this is 
followed by recovery. 

THAT perennial political problem child, 

silver, was back in the news this week 

India, China, and speculators suddenly 

took a notion to dump pretty substan 
tial quantities of the white metal on a 
market that showed itself to be none 

too receptive. 

The result was that the London sil 

ver price on Monday flopped more than 

a penny, British, or 2¢, American. It 

was the lowest price since 1934. The 

bullion brokers, who usually set the 

price first thing in_ the morning 

couldn't agree on a figure for more 
than an hour. Buyers, at or near that 
figure, were called upon to take a 

moderate amount of metal, but most of 

the selling orders were reported with 

drawn. Prices recovered moderately late 

Monday and in succeeding sessions 
As the United States is the only con 

spicuous buyer of silver, speculation re 
garding the cause of the sudden wave 

of selling largely hinged on American 

, 
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WHAT MANNER OF CITY IS THIS? 
Business Week 

Kalamazoo, Mich., has paid off all its debt. 
Incoming Mayor A. L. Blakeslee (left) touches a match to the last cancelled bond, held 
by retiring Mayor Paul H. Todd. Debt in 1918 was nearly $500,000, 

policy. First of all, there is a strong 
teeling that no effort will be made to 

continue the world silver agreement of 

1933 when it expires the end of this 

month (Bi Sep25'37,p40). But that 

gossip has been around for some time, 
and it had not heretofore frightened 

the silver countries into selling as 

though they thought it was really their 

last chance to get a price for the 
metal 

The world agreement hasn't been of 
much importance anyhow. It was de 

signed to keep the principal producing 

countries (Canada, Mesico, Spain, and 

Peru) from marketing all the metal 

they could mine, and to prevent the 

big silver coinage nations (India and 

China) from dumping their hoards 

Ihe United States has had_ separate 

dealings with Mexico, Peru, and China 
in which silver was more or _ less 
swapped for our gold, and an interna- 
tional pact doesn't seem necessary to 

continuation of such dealings. Prob 

ably the United States wouldn't even 

miss the agreement if it lapsed 

The trade on Monday was upset over 

rumors of a cut in the domestic price 

but soon came to the conclusion that a 

cut isn't in tune with political realism 

It may be that threats to mark down 

the domestic price from the present 

77.57¢ an oz. nearer to the world 

figure of approximately i4¢ have been 

passed out for political purposes—to 
bring the silver bloc in Congress be- 
hind Administration measures in return 

for maintenance of the price 
Probably the largest single factor in 

the silver situation is the war in China 

The Chinese are reported to have 

shipped about 80,000,000 oz. of silver 

to London and about 20,000,000 to 

San Francisco to finance their military 

expenditures. 

* 

Financing Expedient—When condi 
tions in securities markets are comfort 

able, a large corporation invariably re- 

funds its maturities (when cash in the 

treasury doesn’t warrant outright re- 
demption) 

pressed, it often becomes expedient to 

go to the banks for interim financing. 

Thus Western Union has found it 

advisable to raise $8,500,000 through 
bank loans to defray most of the out- 

lay entailed in repaying the $8,745,000 
of collateral trust 5©% bonds which fall 

due on Jan. 1 As the bond market 

hasn't been favorable to refunding, and 
in view of the fact that lower rates and 

But when markets are de- 

higher costs such as wages have been 
cutting Western Union's net income, 
the recourse to bank loans probably was 

the most logical course 

The company is getting the bank loan 
at interest rates which, as well as being 
novel, probably mean cheaper borrow- 

ing than would be possible in the open 

market at the moment. $1,700,000 of 

the loan matures Jan. 1, 1939. On this 

one-year debt, Western Union pays the 

banks interest at the rate of 1° in ex- 

cess of the rediscount rate in force at 

the Federal Reserve Bank of New York 

on Jan. 1, next. As that rediscount rate 
now is 1°, and as it isn’t very likely 

that it will be changed before the first 
of the year, this interest is 2. 

Another $1,700,000 of the loan ma- 

tures in two years and bears interest 

at 13% more than the rediscount rate 
a probable 23% interest charge. The 

remaining $5,100,000 of the loan runs 

for three years and will | Thu 

at 23% more than the re } sell be 

an apparent 33% charge { e Senal 

The lending banks—Chase N mul 
and Central Hanover, both C 
York—get a discount of 3; ; y 31, 

entire loan, payable in advan ght ge 
means a bonus of $21.250 { cer 

If, instead of figuring it as templ 

you figure what the banks ma! And, | 

interest basis by extending tl 1 O 
993° of par, they get 237 or is 

year loan, about 2.89°7 on the t e loan | 
loan, and about 3.6% on ¢t notine 

year loan. e that 

° y 31, 

Cotton Loan Sweetener— 1 tton “s 
ate committee on agriculture plicatic 

chairmanship of “Cotton Ed ts the | 

is very close to the cotton far g chars 

Smith and a subcommittee t he can 9 

cotton and tobacco areas bet 1 he 
ing the Senate farm bill (Bi edged | 

{°27,p15). These senators tl 
close contact with cotton pro The Lo: 

it is not surprising that their | n that 

include some special favors for t stodian 

ton producers interviewed 000 | 
The government's loan pri , n plan 

help in the marketing of 1937 guess, 

cotton crop has not been pop en plec 

producers. So the senators set midd| 

to make it a little: more ; If the 

There's no telling whether thei: evail, t 

will be enacted into law, but tl ily 

are interesting nevertheless it the h 

One of the drawbacks in tl 1 be 

cotton loan program was that 000 

housemen were frightened. T] ler pr 

store the cotton are made liable fo 1 the § 
takes in grading. If cotton, wher e cottor 
drawn, is found to be poorer gr All thi: 

it was supposed to be, the warel e ont 

are penalized. The result has n cottor 

warehouses have graded tl » Aus 
lower than growers believed 1 crop 

The Senate committee would | the c. 

government “waive its right to r allo 

bursement from warehousemen a rance 
because of the improper grading ot tely 2 

ton.”” If that measure were app Prospe 

grading would be more lenient ar timistic 
ton producers would have a grea . % 

centive to pledge cotton in order | 7.600.000 

government loans rryover 
When the cotton loans were f nds wi 

it was provided that all the stay ules. T 

pounded was to be redeemed ai some mea 

prior to July 1, 1938. This als ket. But 

aroused some antagonism. Cottor ernme 

sistently has sold at 8¢ a lb. or | Pretty dr, 

The loans were made on the | vould be 

9¢ cotton. The producer was to s Some 

cotton at the market and get a f trom the 
bonus to bring his return to 12¢ re runni 
vided that the bonus was in no c desp 

be more than 3¢ nes. Fre 
Thus if the producer sells ple week, 2.6 

cotton at 8¢, he gets the 3¢ bon ton had | 
right, but his total return is only rrespon: 
a Ib. Farmers, viewing the imn were only 

supply of cotton this year, haven't This ce 
too optimistic about the market g xports s¢ 
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>, Thus they don’t want to be forced 
sell before July 1 of mext year. And 

e Senate committee sides with them. 

would authorize the Commodity 
edit Corp. to extend all loans until 

y 31, 1939. Meanwhile, the market 
get up above 8¢ a lb., and the 

roducer might get the 12¢ originally 
templated. 
nd, tucked away obscurely in the 
n of the bill covering appropria 

as, is another clause which sweetens 

loan plan still further. If the grow 
notifies the Department of Agricul 

that he wants his 3¢-a-lb. bonus on 
31, 1938, he shall have it! The 

_ 

yn “shall be treated as if sold” upon 

lication. That means the farmer 

s the bonus before selling, less carry- 
g charges to June 30, 1938. Then 

he can wait for a better market in 

h he will actually sell the cotton 

edged under the loan. 
° 

The Loan Pool Predictions have 
en that Uncle Sam would become the 

stodian of between 5,000,000 and 6,- 
000 bales of 1937 cotton under the 

in plan. Any such figure has to be 

guess, for only 3,077,576 bales had 
en pledged in return for loans up to 

e middle of last week 
If the Senate committee’ s 

evail, this total probably will swell 

lly Thus it ts quite conceivable 

it the higher figure of 6,000,000 bales 

ild be realized. Add that to the 1, 
000 bales which remain pledged 

ler previous cotton loan programs, 

| the government would be back in 

cotton business in a big way 

All this will have an important influ 

e on the available supply of Ameri 

n cotton for the crop year which runs 

Aug. 1, 1937, to July 31, 1938 
e crop is more than 18,000,000 bales, 

1 the carryover more than 6,000,000, 
‘ter allowing for the customary disap 

arance. That's a total of approx 

ately 24,000,000 bales. 
Prospective consumption, at the most 

timistic levels, won't hit 13,000,000 
les. Thus if the government holds 

10,000 bales off the market, the 

rryover into the next season in private 
hands will be only about 3,400,000 
bales. That, of course would help in 
some measure to prevent a glutted mar 

But the surplus impounded under 
vernment loans remains a surplus. 

Pretty drastic reduction of production 
would be necessary to eradicate it. 
Some satisfaction may be derived 

trom the fact that exports, by volume, 
running pretty well ahead of last 

year despite reduction in Japanese tak- 
ngs. From Aug. 1 to the end of last 
week, 2,679,789 bales of American cot- 

ton had been shipped abroad; in the 
orresponding period last year exports 
were only 2,438,991 bales. 

This country’s revenues from cotton 
‘xports so far in this crop year, how- 

ideas 
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ever, have probably not exceeded $105 
000,000 against about $145,000,000 on 

the smaller number of bales shipped 

abroad in the comparable 1936 period. 

. 

Hardy Perennial — Whenever Con- 
gress has to frame tax legislation to in- 

crease revenues, somebody is bound to 

pop up with the proposal to ‘do some- 

thing” about tax-exempt 
“Doing something’ about the tax-ex 
empts is always a stumper. States and 
municipalities can float their securities 

with a lower coupon if they are free 

from all federal and state income taxes 

And it is questionable whether the 

states would surrender that interest-sav- 

ing privilege by ratifying a Constitu 

tional amendment, which presumably 
would be necessary to end the exemp- 

tion, 

One interesting bit of intelligence, 
worthy of more than idle speculation, 

is the declaration of Sen. Lonergan that 
before June, 1938, Congress will have 
passed legislation to stop the issuance 
of additional tax-exempts. Whether 

such a proscription will cover only fed 

eral securities is something that Con 

securities. 

gress and the courts will have to de 

termine later. 

In the meantime, the question arises 

What would happen if Congress issued 
an edict preventing the Treasury from 
availing itself of tax-exempt flotations ? 

Obviously, the first implication is that 

‘ ; a major source of supply of tax-! 

securities will be cut off. And that car 

ries the further implication that the d 

mand for the existing tax-frees wo 

tend to in reasc 

There are about $30,000,000 ot 

tax exempt sc rities feder 

state, and municipal. In addition, there 

are about $20,000,000,000 federal ob! 

gations that are exempt from normal 

income taxes, but not from surtaxes. If 
; Uncle Sam decides to issue no more tax 

exempts, it seems prol able that the cut 

ting of ol additional supplies woul 

create a scarcity demand. In other word 

existing tax exempts would tend to sell 

at a substantial premium ovet oth 

bonds. 

Banks, which now hold a lot of total 

ly tax-exempts, would undoubtedly 1 

lease them 

banks go, the normal tax exemption 

all that means anything to them, as they 

as prices soare 1 (as tar as 

AUTOCAR TRUCKS 

PEACE WITHIN...peace of conscience for you...peace of mind for your family. That 

is the end to be gained through the continuous protection of a trust fund. The Commercial 

National of New York will help you to plan wisely the disposition of your Estate 

and will administer it efficiently for the demands of today, and for those of tomorrow 

MEMBER, FEDERA 

Fifty-six Wall Street 
DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION 
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(ovimeRCIAL JNvESTMENT [RUST 
CORPORATION 

Convertible Preference Stock, 

$4.25 Series of 1935, Dividend 

A regular 
Conve 

1935, 
TRUST 

juarterly dividend of $1.06\% on the 

rtible Preference Stock, $4.25 Series of 
t COMMERCIAL INVESTMENT | 
CORPORATION has been declared | 

ayable January 1, 1938, to stockholders of 
record at the close of business on December 10, 

1937. The transfer books will not close. Checks 
will be mailed. 

Common Stock—Regular Dividend 

A regular quarterly dividend of $1.00 per share 
in cash has been declared on the Common Stock 

of COMMERCIAL INVESTMENT TRUST 
CORPORATION, payable January 1, 1938, to 
stockholders of record at the close of business 

December 10, 1937. The transfer books will not 
close. Checks will be mailed 

Common Stock— Extra Dividend 

An extra dividend of $1.00 per share in cash 
vas been declared on the Common Stock of 
COMMERCIAL INVESTMENT TRUST 
CORPORATION, payable December 18, 1937, 

© stockholders of record at the close of business 

December 10, 1937. The transfer books will not 
lose. Checks will be mailed 

JOHN IL. SNYDER, Treasurer 

—OG— | 
RESEARCH 
More and more executives are 
realizing the need for impartial re- 
search and testing on their products. 
We have had over forty years 
of experience such 
service. 

in providing 

Write for a copy of 

“Truth is Sounder than Fiction” 

Electrical Testing 
@ Laboratories 

80th St. and East End Ave. 

New York, N. Y. 

OR Les 

ROOMS *) | 

BUSINESS 

don't pay surtaxes). But even so, there 
would probably be an unsatisfied de- 

mand, particularly among persons in 

high surtax brackets. States and munici- 

palities would benefit from this scarcity. 
* 

Glass’ Proposal — Sen. Glass’ pro- 
posal to tax tax-exempts indirectly 

might prevent a panic demand for tax- 

free securities, if the government puts a 

stop-order on its Own issuance of them. 

His theory is that persons in the high 
surtax ought to include as part of his 
total income the income received from 

tax-exempt securities. That would “ara 
the taxpayer up into higher surtax brac- 
kets. 

Sen. Glass has always been a stickler 

for contracts. And he still is. His plan 
would permit the taxpayer to take an 

exemption on the income received from 

the federal or state securities, but higher 

rates would apply to the non-exempt 

income. For instance: Suppose a tax- 

payer receives $100,000 in general in- 

come and $100,000 in tax-exempt in- 

come. Currently, he pays taxes on 
$100,000 and that is all. His total 

taxes, if he is single, would come to 
$33,000. 

Under the Glass plan, he would in- 

clude all income, and that would put 

him in the 55° surtax bracket. He 
would pay a tax, however, only-en the 

non-exempt $100,000 of income. It 

WEEK, DECEMBER 

$30,000 more under the Glass 

it does under the present syst 
The argument against this 

treating tax-exempts 1s tha 

subterfuge. Income from 
securities is not tax-exempt, 

if it is counted as income 

increases the levy on othe: 
If Congress ever adopts the 
line to the Supreme Court will 

and ireful. 

@ 

Municipal Lore—For the s 
vestor, who wants to know 

mentals of tax exempts befor 

to an investment banker or bo: 

man about buying, there are 
recent additions to the infor 

the subject. Halsey, Stuart & ( 

Chicago investment banking 

compiled a comprehensive 

Harper & Brothers thave put 

book by Louis S. Lebentha 

the New York municipal od 

bearing his name 

Mr. Lebenthal’s book unde: 

present a mass of pretty te 
in an easily absorbed, popu 

The Halsey, Stuart booklet 
the same ground in A, B, ¢ 
but doesn’t undertake to persona 

subject to the extent that Mr. | 

thal does. Both tell a pretty 
story of the municipal bond- 

advantages, past record, tax ey 

1 

would come to about $63,000. Thus, and the possible ectiects of fed 

the government would collect about tion to abridge the tax-exempt 

Average price of stocks as of the first of the month 
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“MENTING on our remark that the 

eman on the Labor Desk is think- 

Finis as the name of his nearly 
d son, W. (¢ McCanse of 

Id, Mo., writes: “I recall years 
Mt. Vernon, Mo., a darky girl 

id been named by her parents 
Thus fulfill , Omega. She was!’ 

% Scriptural prophecy that the last 

first, and the first last 

extraordinary names are <¢ 

F by parents Mrs. Jones, so 

5 ld the other day, had a baby in 

4 tal, and there she was visited by 

; (Have you heard this one 

: stop us!) It was the first time 

Jones had ever been in a hospital 

fervently praised its diversity o! 

They do everything for y 

They wash you and teed ; 

loctor you and they even name 

‘rbabytos you!’ “Name your 

enough 7” That's right Sai 

Jones; “why, the very first time 

brought my baby in here, there was 

bracelet around his wrist, and 

right on it ne was stan ; 

ssermann Positive Jones 

Department of Justice Building, 
Washington, is now embellished 

series of murals by Boardman 

son They represent great 
in the history of law,” namely, 
Socrates, Moses, Menes, Ham- 

Solon, Justinian, Papinian, 

Blackstone, Marshall, Kent 

as Aquinas, the late Justice 

mes, Grotius, and Queen Victoria 

ese 16 people, one is merely tradi- 

and probably never lived at all 

Mr. Robinson has contrived to draw 

ed just the same. As to Victoria, she 
all right, and lived a long time - § ; g 

what profound scholar in the De 

° tment of Justice selected Victoria 

0 great figure in the history of 

Ss 

50 . 
re’s anything we enjoy, it’s a tasty 

Ss ‘ | < | 4 

rary allusion, the kind that’s proof 
0 lture with a capital K. Sen. Van- 

s erg of Michigan was recently try- 
0 g to find out how much money would 

5 spent under the new farm bill 

9 1) authorizes “such sums as are nec- 

0 sary."" Sen. Smith of South Carolina 

d, “When you passed the TVA 
0 ind other acts, you had them in 

entically the same language.” “The 
; nator,” retorted Sen. Vandenberg, 

i not shake his gory locks at me 
not pass them.”’ 

4 Cotton Ed Smith's locks aren't gory, 
being blood-stained or even red “wi ? 

. ‘or are they locks; he has a fair amount 

gray hair. But for Arthur Vanden- 
‘rg’s purpose it had to be gory locks, 
cause Arthur was paraphrasing 

siNESS WEEK, DECEMBER 11, 1937 

Editorially Speaking— 

Shakespeare. “Thou canst not say I did 

it: never shake thy gory locks at me,’ 
cries Macbeth to the ghost of the mur- 
dered Banquo. The comparison of Cot 

ton Ed to Banquo’s g 
mite far-fetched to any 

Cotton Ed in the obstinate flesh, but 

just the same we're glad that Arthur ts 

10st may seem a 

me wl 10 has seen 

} a | 
making Shakespeare at home in 

Senate. Never shake thy gory locks at 

us, Arthur: thou canst not say we ain't 
giving you a great big han 

CAN you punctuate this sentence? 

the magazine Better English asks its 

readers That that is is that that is n 

is not but that that ts not ts not that 

na $s nor s that that ts it tha s 

10 We n p tuate it, easily 

ough: b vhy go to the bother when 

niy csu s lu d banalit 

VALERIA BROOK! therwise Princess 

Baba, daughter ot Sir Charles Brooke, 

the white Rajah of Sarawak (in North 

Borneo), has married Bob Gregory, a 

professional wrestler, who now intends 

t up wrestling. And we recall 
, that about 15 years ago a young man 

O give ~ 

in his twenties, who was a high-school 
nr ! ’ ‘ ] ’ * r hr | principal in a small town, was fired 

ae 1} 1] } 
DY tne scnool DOATG DeCAUSC he nad marf- 

ried a woman nearly 40 years older 

I expected this,” said the groon I 

gladly pay this price for my love and 

I intend to become a_ professional 

wrestler.” And ofter we've wondered 
whether he did 

THE United States,’ said Hitler to an 

enthusiastic crowd the other day, “is 

governed by a small nucleus of real 

Americans; the rest of the population 

is German, Scandinavian, Italian, and 

other immigrants.” Sen. Wagner, Sen 

Lundeen, and Mayor LaGuardia might 

answer: “Oh, yeah? So we haven't any 
part in governing this nation? 

But Hitler's deeper meaning, which 

he has expressed repeatedly and con 

temptuously, is that the United States 

isn't a real nation, because its people 

aren't of a single race; that it is only 

a “deformity,” and that everybody in it 
of German blood, even if his ancestors 

ame here 200 years ago, owes al 

legiance to Hitler. According to him, 
the United States has no right to exist; 

and obviously it would b 

Fihbrer’s dignity to argue with spokes 

men for an illegitimate nation that has 

no right to exist. 

e beneath der 

ONLY 14 days to Christmas. We're 
glad we've stopped procrastinating and 
have finally behaved like a man of 
action. The die is cast, the Rubicon is 
crossed, the irrevocable decision taken 
Fearlessly we have made up our mind 
to do our Christmas shopping early 

ee oe oe oe 

NOW 
IMPROVED 

IN EFFICIENCY, 
APPEARANCE, 

QUIET 
OPERATION 

@ Whether you operate a huge 

factory or a small shop, a great 

department store or a small retail 

establishment, the new Janitrol gas- 

fired Unit Heaters will guard against 

discomfort, loss of efhciency, time 

wasting in search of warmth and 

employee absence from winter colds 

. will eliminate central heating 

plant costs... wasted floor space... 

pipe and conduit heat losses, and 

danger of freeze-ups. Suspended 

from the ceiling, easily installed. 

Automatically controlled, econom- 

ical to operate. See your gas company. 

Write for interesting booklet. 
«we, 

SURFACE COMBUSTION CORPORATION \ 

TOLEDO, OHIO ‘ 

30 years’ experience exclusively in gas heating 

ond hect treating. 
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The Things This 
Chis issue of Business Week contains a 

special report, “What Taxes Are Do- 

ing to Business.” Its main emphasis 

is on the undistributed earnings tax, 

which has done a great deal to busi- 

ness—but not for it. This tax has 

also done a great deal to—but not 

for—government revenues. It has 
made them wildly unpredictable. 

Twice Sec. Morgenthau has had to 

revise his revenue estimates for the 
present fiscal year. An Administration 

that makes a specialty of spending 
should be particularly careful to 

maintain a consistent flow of funds 

from the taxpayers to the Treasury. 

Moreover, an Administration that 

is anxious for business expansion 

should beware of a tax that penalizes 

and prevents expansion. A survey by 

the National Industrial Conference 

Board revealed that 28°; of the com- 
panies questioned had already aban- 

doned or deferred expenditures for 

equipment and improvement, because 

of the undistributed earnings tax, and 

that 88° of the remainder expect to 
do the same unless the tax is repealed 

or drastically amended. 

Mr. Roosevelt put the tax law 

through Congress because he thought 

corporations ought to distribute their 

net income to their stockholders in- 

stead of holding on to it. Many of 
the corporations and individuals that 

went to the wall in the years from ’29 

to ‘34 had that experience because 

they got too far into debt. It had 

seemed to them that the existing eco- 
nomic situation made their debt struc- 

ture supportable; but prices began to 

decline, values to disappear, and busi- 

ness to fall apart, nd so the debt- 

burdened property was lost to the 
owners. Afterwards a great many cor- 
porations and individuals decided 

that never again would they get into 

a position in which they could not pay 

their debts. They would be frugal, 

they would save, they would accumu- 

late a surplus. And they began doing 

these things. And then came Presi- 
dent Roosevelt with a tax law. 

He wanted to force corporations to 
distribute their earnings, and to a 

large extent he has done so. But, 

given a choice of evils, any board of 
directors will naturally choose the 

lesser; and when the reserves of a cor- 

poration are not ample enough for 
safety, the sensible choice is to hold 
on to the earnings and to pay the tax 
penalty for holding on to them. And 

‘Tax Does 
as the tax burden gets higher, a cor- 
poration tends to economize. It walks 

more prudently: it does not expand 

its plant, it tightens up its equipment 

purchases, it watches every dollar. 

This caution would not be neces- 

sary if corporations could distribute 

their earnings and then replenish 

working capital by selling securities, 

as President Roosevelt expected. That 
is something to count on in a lusty 

boom period, when the outlook seems 

to justify an expansion in corporate 
capitalization. But today even invest- 
ment bankers are advising business to 

go easy on the sale of new securities, 

owing to the effect such a capital ex- 

pansion would have on earnings dur- 

ing a serious depression. 

Directors know better than to take 

unnecessary chances nowadays. In 

case of doubt, they decide to retain 

earnings—and pay the tax penalty. 

They play safe. They pay the tax and 
they restrict other kinds of money 

outgo. Their corporation becomes a 
poorer customer of other corpora- 

tions. And so it goes all along the 

line. Sales decrease, employment 

drops, stocks break, and now it is up 

to Congress to repeal the undis- 
tributed earnings tax. 

Simple Enough But 

Not Enforceable 

The longer the wage-hour bill drags 
along in Congress, the more compli- 

ese. Pn issue becomes, and the more 

absurd does the bill appear. Appre- 

ciating some of the complications, the 

American Federation of Labor urges 

a simple requirement of a 40¢ mini- 

mum hourly wage and a 40-hour 

maximum working week. No hear- 

ings, no differentials in favor of any 

region or locality! No board to ad- 
minister the law! Just a flat prohibi- 
tion, and any employer who violated 
it would be prosecuted by the federal 

district attorney! 

Even this simple Proposal 

necessitate an army of de: 
checking up on time-clocks and 

ing under desks to find out if 
body somewhere, worked mo; 
40 hours a week. And there 
be plenty of violations, especial 

remote rural regions that hay 
been used to city costs or city 

Ultimately this simple prohi 

might be found as unenforceal 

the simple 18th Amendment. 

Willkie’s Plan For 

A New Utility Deal 

In a time of heated discussion. jr js 
hard to keep a clear view of essentials, 

But some men possess that faculty, 

and Wendell L. Willkie is one 6f 
them. Called to the W hite House to 

explore the chances of peace between 

the utility industry and the Adminis- 
tration, Mr. Willkie offered to com. 

promise on non-essentials. He thought 

that not only his own industry but al! 

business should be included in a real 
new deal. 

As for the utilities, he outlined a 

program which most of them can 

probably be persuaded to accept. 

First of all, there is the question of 
valuation. President Roosevelt has 

lately urged the utilities to accept the 
“prudent investment” theory, not- 

withstanding that the courts for 40 
years have ruled that one of the neces- 

sary elements in fixing value is repro- 

duction cost. Mr. Willkie makes a 
generous offer. Let the utilities, he 
Says, at once eliminate from their 

capital structures all write-ups here- 

tofore claimed by the Federal Trade 
Commission. Let the legally estab- 

lished valuation rule apply either up 

to the present time or to Mar. 4, 1933. 
For the future, let valuations be based 
on prudent investment. Aside from 
that, he thinks the “death-sentence” 

clause in the Public Utility Act of 

1935 should be modified and that the 

government should stop some of its 

oppressive practices, including the 

duplication of existing transmission 

lines. 

Here is a clear, detailed offer, point 
by point. If any part of Mr. Willkie’s 
argument can be rebutted, Mr. Roose- 

velt should tackle that job. If not he 
should immediately and fully accept 
the offer. 
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